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Introduction 

General objectives 

The subject of this thesis is the quantum chemical description of adsorption and proton 
transfer procc~~cs in a.cidic zeolites_ More specifically, the subject is the adsQrption of NH3 , 

the proton transfer forming NHt, and the interaction of the latter with the zeolite lattice. 
The aim of the thesis is twofold. 

One aim is to obtain detailed information on the adsorption and proton transfer pro
<:esses taking place in zeolites. As an example, we used the widely studied, and relatively 
simple case, of NBs and NHt. We studied the adsorption and proton transfer processes 
with quantum chemical methods to obtain infol-mation that cannot be obtained by ex
peI'iment. We have studied the adsorption energy of the a.dsorbate, the geometry of the 
adsorbate and the zeolite and the changes therein upon adsorption, as well as the alignment 
of NHt with the zeolite. 

The ~econd aim i!:"i to develop a generally usable quantum chemical method enabling 
\1S to describe the adsorption and proton transfer processes of small molecules in zeolites 
satisfactorily. By satisfactory we mean that the method must provide reliable adsorption 
energies and a good representation of the zeolite- It is not necessarily a method that, 
through a coincidental cancellation of errors, reproduces experimental findings. 

In order to find a satisfactory method we tried to datify some of the important 
'parameters' controlling the quality of the results: the size of the cluster and, linked to 
it, the importance of the bOl)lldary effects and the long-range electrostatic forces of the 
crystal; the importance of the geomdl'y optimil~ation and the coordination of the adsorbate; 
the quality of the basis Bet and the usc of the counterpoise correction to correct for the 
basis set superposition error [1,2], and finally the impottance of electron correlation. 
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A qmUltum-cilemical description of proton transfer in zeolites 

Outline of this thesis 

In thi8 thesis we will study the adsorption of NH3 and NHt ill acidic %;~~()lit.cl;, In onkr to 
giv~ ~L ptoper del;cription of the adsorption and proton transfer processes, we tested the 
accuracy of various quantum (:hemi(:~d m~~t,h()dl:i ,Lwl the validity of some zeolite models, 
Doing 80, we obtained information on the adsorption of NHs and NHt and the ptoton 
transfer ftom the ztolite to NH3 . The outline of the thesis is the following: 

• In Cha.pt.(,~t 2 WI; ul;cd a simple cluster model to study the effects of the basis set, 
electron corr~latiofl and the Basis Set SupHp08ition Error, as well as the effect of the 
geometry optimizat.ion of the addic site on the a,dsorption energy. In this chapter we 
chose a basis set for futme tl~C a.nd we concluded th,\.t ekctron correlation and the 
counterpoise correction should b(~ included to give a satisfactory dCl;cription of tht 
adsorption and proton ttansfet ptoccsses. 

• In Chapter 3 the importance of the coordination betwecn the NH~'·· ion ~\.nd the lat.tice 
is di:-;cu88ed, NHt becomes stable if it has a high coordination to the zeolite lattice. 
OptimuIIl interaction requires a relatively large deformation of the lattice. 

• In Ch~l.pt(T 4 we ~l!ade a. cOIIlparil;oIl between the re8ult8 obtained on vmiou8 clu~ter!; 
and the crystal were they were taken ft·om. It appear~ t.hat the minimal ~ize dt1ster~, 
as used in the previous chapters, do not give a satisfact.ory description of t.he zeolite 
and th~d. !.h(~ kmg J',mge dectro8tatic dfect8 aH~ not negligible, AlthoHgh the crystal 
calculations provide a good model fot' the zeolite, they cannot be used for the caku" 
lation of adsorption energies as only a minimal basis set can be used and geometry 
optimizatioIl i8 too elaborate. 

• In Clmpter 5 we described the development of a method enabling us to reproduce the 
r%l~lt,s of the crYl;tal calculation8 by meanS of embedded clu»kr (~<l.lcuh~Li()ni;. 

• hl Ch<LI)kr (; W(~ u8ed large ba.:ois sets and optimi:.::;cd geometricl; within U~e embedded 
dlls!.!;r' mdhod, By comparing 80me ba~iJ:j 8d8 we found that <~ mixed ba.sil:i sd is 
a. good compromise between required computer time and the required accuracy of 
tbe <I.d~orption energy, The optimized geometries in the crY8tal, the dlll:ikr and the; 
embedded cluster are very similar and the potential energy surfaces are parallel. 

• III Chapter 7 we calculated the adsorption energies of NH3 and NHt with the CHl

beckkd du:';(,cr method. We uoed <~ mixed b<tsio :-;d, a.ppli(;d the G(mn!.i~l·poise (:OI'

rect.ioll and indlld(~d ekd,f()]l (~(HTchLt.i()n. AIF;o, we pa,d.ially optimized the geome
try and studied diffetcnt ofientat.ions of NHt to the zeolite lat.tice. After correc··· 
tioll for the deficiencies of the calculations, the adsorption energy of NH3 W<Ll; cl;ti
mated to be -70±10 k.l/mol and the adsorption energy of NHt was estimated to be 
-125±15 k.l/moL The latt.er c.ompare~ well with the experiment.al hea.t. of adsorption. 

Zeolites 

Zeolites are rnicroporous aluminosilicates with a wide range of applications as a result of 
their specific and modifiable properties. The large~t amount. of zeolit.es is llsed as an ion 
eX(:h'\.llgcr, for example, a~ a ~uh8titute for phosphate8 in detergcIltl;, They ,lIT all:iO UF;(~d in 
adsorpt.ion ~tnd ~(~p<\.rati()1J prov,;s8(;J;;, i,e, <~.S a drying a.gcBt <Uld in gas pllI'itka.t.inn. Perhaps 
th(~ mnF;t int.(~l·cf;l.ing applic<LtioIl8 lie ill cataly~i~. AJ;; a c<ttalYot" the lll<liu ,~.ppJic<d,ion I::; as a 
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Chapter l : Introduction 

D 
Figure 1.1. The structure of zeolites. 011 the left, the fundamental building u.nit, the SiOr 
tdl'ahedron. In the middle, a ring of four tetrahedrons linked together, in two notations. Top~ 

the notation in which all the atoms and bonds are shown a.nd bottDm, tlJ€ short-hand notation 
in which Ollly the silicon atoms are shown. In the latter notation the oxygen atoms are omitted. 
On the right, ill short-hi'l.nd notation~ a faujasite unit cdl [4]. A cage formed (i.t the intersection 
of three channels 11'1 shown. 

solid acid catalyst. Other applications of zeolites are in the fields of waste water treatment~ 
nuclear effi1.l{!nt treatment) animal feed supplements and soil improvement [3]. 

Zeolite crystals are built from Si04-tet.tahedrons, linked together at the vertices to 
form rings. Such rings cat) contain three) or more) tetrahedrons. They can be linked 
together to form cages. By connecting these cages in a regular way a. lattice containing 
channels can be built (fig. 1.1). The way in which the cages are connected and the inter· 
secting channels are formed is dependent on the crystal structure. As a. consequence of 
the regular crystalline structure the channels are uniform in size for each type of zeolite. 
The Yariou~ zeolite strtlctures differ by the size of the cages and the way they are linked 
tQgd.het . 

° 0 
'" /0" / ...--Si Si---° ° \ \ ° 0 

H 
01 0 

\.. /0 .............. / 
__ Si A(---Q 

° \ \ o 0 

Figure 1.2. The creation of the il.l;idil; site in the zeolite. A silicon atom in the lattil;e is replaced 
by an aluminum a.tom. The proton, <I.E a counterion, is bonded to the bridging oxygen atom. 

In general, the crystal structure of zeolites is open and contains channels with diame
t.ers ranging from 2 to 1-3 A. There are almost a hundred different zeolite structures [5]. Its 
structure gives the zeolite its specific properties. Depending on the zeolite structure and 
t.he diameter of the channels, some molecules are able to enter the zeolite channel, others 
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H H H 
"-.1/ 

N 

H 
01 0 
'\. /0 ............. / 

____ Si A( --- 0 
o \ \ 

o 0 

Figure 1.3. The adsorption of NH3 and NHt. NH3 is hydwgCIl bOIldcd to the a.cidic site. If the 
protUIl is transferred, Ntr; bonded to the i.ulionic zeolite is formed. 

<l.l·(~ exdllded beci-\.lIse of t.heir ~i7.e. Inside t.he channels and cages adsorption prOCe88(~8 <l.ud 
chemical reactions can take place. Molecules entering the channel8 have <l large inU~ri-\.C
t.iOll wit.h t.h(~ cll<l.l"lnd wall Sill(:<~ <:til tetrahedrons are exposed to the internal surfaC'.€ of tJl(~ 
zeolite. 

In principle, the zeolite lattice is built from Si04-tetrahcdI"oll~ hut sili(:on can be 
replaced relatively easily by other elements, the most C'.ornrnon beill).!; <Lllllninllll1. Since the 
formal charge of the aluminum atom i8 differ(:nt fl'om that of the silicon atom and the 
zeolite lattice should be kept charge ncutI·i-\.l, ,"I. (:ollnter cation must be introduced in the 
zeolite lattice for eaeh AIOi" -tetralledron, Most of these c,ltions ~LH~ loosely bound and 
are easily exchanged. However, if the charge compewmtiIlg ca.tion i~ a proton, it forms 
a covalent bond with one of the oxygen ahml8 bond<':d 1.0 th~ a.luminum atom and the 
characteriJOtic ~eolite acidic l:iik il:i fonlwd (fig. 1.2). 

The 8ubjeet of thi::, t.lu:l:iis, t.ll(~ <:tdsOZ'ption of NH3 on the acidic site ll..nd t.he pro(.on 
l.r,),nsf(~t <l.re ~h()wn st.hcma.tically in fig. 1.3. These processes have been sl.udicd experimen
tally quite extensively. Experimentally, information concerning t.he'! h~a.t of adsorption, the 
geometry and the motion of NH~ <I.nd NHt in :-;t~olitf!s has been obtained. However, ll(m<~ (Jf 
the experiments, or a cOI!lbill<~tion of them, giv(';s a complete picture of the achorplion and 
proton trarlJOfcr proccs!;c!;, Thul:i, th(~ qU<U1t.um--cheznical calculations can provitk mil:i8inp; 
information, Although not complete, (.)w expctiment.al findings are helpful in th(:~ choice of 
the nwdds us~~d in t.he qll~"!.nt.JJm-dleznic;'L1 caleulations and the verification ()f t.h(~ l'esl1lts. 
W(~ will give ,In (JV(~I'vi(~w of t.hf! vario\!~ results obtained by €xperimclltali:-;!.s. 

Thc cxperilllcnt<~l qmmtilies giving t.he m()~t direct cOInparison with the qU<).llt,llll1 
chemical calculations arc the heat of <ttborption and the hf!at of desorption. Two mdhods 
are uJOcd to rncaJOurc the he<l.t of ,vll:iorpl.iOlI (]f NH3 on the llr¢nsted ~~C'.idic l:iit,c: T<~lllpel'a

ture rrogr,um!l(~d D<~l:ioJ"pl.i(]n (TPD) ~~!ld Micro-Calorimetry (Me), Although, itl pl'inciple, 
TPD nlC'~8\.lre8 the a(:tiv~l.ti()n barrif!r for the desorption, thiJO quantity u~n nftf!n be inter
preted as the heat of adsorption, We (:(]llect<~d 31 heats of desorption, mC~I.l:i\u·cd with 
TPD, OlL vario1ls ~L(;idi(: u~olites: Y, ZSM-5, Mordenite and F<.~l"l·i~:l"it,(:, ~lll nf them with 
val'int1~ Sil Al ratios [6-16]. The average heat of adsorption OH (.hc BI'!1)nst.ed acidic. site was 
1.29 kJ Into! with ~). ~t~l.lld;"t.td (k~viation of 20 kJ Imol. We colkcted 131 hC'I.ts of a.d~()rption, 
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Cbapter 1 : Introduction 

measured with MC, on various acidic zeolites, Y, Z5M-5, ZSM-ll, Ferrierite and Morden
ite, with various Sil Al ratios [13-34]. The average heat of adsorption was 150 kJ jmol with 
a standard deviation of 30 kJ jmo!. The heat of adsorption SeemB relatively independent of 
the structure and the 5il Al ratio of the zeolite and seems largely determined by the acidic 
site itself. Thus, it can serve as a guide for the quality of the quantum chemical model. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) gives information about the local environment 
of atoms. With NMR, the zeolite acidic site, and NHt adsorbed on it, have been studied 
by several research groups. Although, in general, NMR gives only qualitative information 
about the local environment, Some quantitative results have been obtained as well. For 
example, the AI-H distance in the acidic site of zeolite Y and ZSM~5 was measured to be 
2.38 A, <l.nd 2.43 and 2.48 A respectively [35 .. ··37]. Some research groups concluded that, 
in acidic zeolites, at low loadings and at room temperature, NH3 is present in the form 
of NHt [38,39]. At higher loadings, the excess NH3 is hydrogen bonded to NHt ions. At 
these loadings there is a fast proton exehange between adsorbed NH3 and NHt [40J. Also 
the position and the motion of the NHt ions have been investigated [41,42]. At 77 K the 
NHt catiom:, distorted from their T d- symmetry as a result of the interaction with the 
!':eolite framewOI'k, are rotating around theit axes in the vicinity of the AI-tetrahedrons. 
At higher temperatures they gain some translational velocity. Thus, in the quantum 
chemical model used to describe the interaction between NHt and the zeolite lattice, NHt 
should be relatively close to an Al-tetrahedron. A detailed study on the proton transfer 
equilibrium between Q"C to 300~C showed that the probability of NH3 to capture a proton 
decreases from 1 at OQC to 0.06 at 300¢C; at higher temperatures the equilibrium shifts to 
NH3 . Correspondingly, the average lifetime of a NHt ion in the zeolite decreased from 91 
seconds to 7·1O-B seconds [43], 

X-R~ty Diffraction (XRD) provides information about the structure and geometry of 
a crystal. It is very difficult to obtain information about the local geometry aro~Hld th!; 
(l,cidi(: sik since XRD gives lattice constants and fractional coordinates averaged over the 
cryst.aL As the acidic sites are not ordered over the crystal no information about the 
local geometry of the acidic site is obtained. However, average changes in the lattice as a 
rt:~':;ltlt. of t.he ,~dwrpt.ion of NH3 can be monit.ored. Experiments on the D-form and the 
NDt -form of zeolite Rho showed that T-O distances (a T-atom is a silicon or aluminum 
atom), O-T-O and T-O· T angles change upon adsorption of NHs [44-46]. Apparently, the 
lattice adjusts itself to the adsorbate but no details can be obtained from the XRD data. 
The mea.S~1!·ements ()f McCusker show tha.t. NHt is dose to t.wo oxygen atoms [44]. The 
XRD data do not provide a geometry of the acidic site or NHt that could be used in a 
quantum-chemical model but o:lly show that after adsorption of NH3 rearrangement of 
the lattice occurs. 

InfI'~red spect.I'oscopy is widely l1sed to ,:;tudy zeolites and the zeolite-adsorbate in
teraction. Information on the zeolite-adsorbate interaction or, more specifically, the in
teraction between the zeolite and NH~' and the change in the lattice vibrations thereupon 
can be obtained from several regions in the infrared spectra. Below 500 cm- 1 there are 
the frequencies corresponding to the rotation of NHt and its vibrations against the zeolite 
lattice. The $i-O-Si bending region lies between 400 and 600 cm- I

. The symmetric and 
asymmetric Si-O stretching region are between 700 and 800 cm- 1 and 1000 and 1200cm-J 
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respectively. Between 1200 and 1500 cm- I there are the bendinl'!; modes of NH;\ and 
NHt· Fin,dly, <Ihove 3000 cm- 1 th~~ N-·H amI O· H 8b·etchiIlg ll:"l()-d~~ appe~tr. Infrared 
measurements do not give direct information about the internal geometries and the local 
environment of NH3 and NHt bl1t do show weakening or strengthening of bonds. We 
will di!,;CH~!,; the releva.nt, infrared meas~m~fj.)ents m01'e extensively in Chapter 3 of this the
sis. However, llltaSurellwnto of the lattite vibrations of zeolitc~ s€C!m tn confirm the NMR 
meaStlrements in the ~en~e that NHt instead of NH3 is the stable species, The lattice 
vibrations in the Na-form and the NHt -form of zeolite Y are almost equivalent whereas 
the H-form of zeolite Y is different [47-50], 

Qua.ntum Chemica.l Methods 

MallY electrol1 wavefunctions 

Methods for the calculation of the electronic structure of IIlokcuko ba:-;cd on (lll~ln!.11m 

mNh,l.nics h<l.Vt\ by nnw, bt~t.nme widespread and can be found in many textbooks [SI--
54]- The dectrnnic structure and the total electronic energy of atoms, molecuk!; and 
crystals can be obtained by solving the time-independent, non-rdativi:-;tic Schrodi/Igct 
equation, Usually, the electronic structure of molecules and cry:-;tah; is solved within th~ 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, In this approximation the motion of tb(~ electrons and 
the nuclei are separated by expanding the total molecular w'l.vdundinn ~l>; ;1. product of 
the electronic and nuclear wavdundion, Thi~ ,~pproxilll;tti{)n allows us to calculate the 
wavdundion for thc ekdro!ls ,1.8 moving in the potential field of the nuclei, treated as 
fixcd poiut charges. Thc tinw in(kpcn<knt Schrodinger equation for the electrons can be 
wl'itten as 

j111 = Ew, (1.1) 

in which if is the Hamilton operator, or the Hamiltonian, and l' )~ it lll;I.IIY dectron 
wavefunction. E is the elec.tronic. energy of the system, The H<l.lllilt,Olliil11 is given by 

N N N 

if = L h,(i) + L L g(i,j), (1.2) 
,=1 ,=1 j>i 

and consists of two parts. The first is the one· clednn) p;tl't of the Hamiltonian h(i), 
consisting of the kinetic energy operator of electron i, in a~omi(: unit>;, alld its potential of 
the field of the nuclei, 

( 1_3a) 

The ~ec()lld p;Lrt if; t.ll{~ t,wo ekdrOll p~u-t, (kscl'ibing the electrostatic interaction hdwet:u 
t,bc deci,l"ow;; 

1 
(j(i,j) = -, 

6 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

The notmalized mally-electton wavefunction, W desctibes the movement of the electtons 
and is a solution of Eq. (1.1). 

As electrons are fermions, the wavefunction should be antisymmetric under the inter
change of electrons. We start the construction of a wavefunction meeting the antisymmetry 
demand from Molecular Spin Orbitals (MSO's). A MSO is a product of a spatial function, 
the molecular orbital (MO), and a spin function, Q or (3. From the MSO's, T,bi(i), we 
constl'l.ICt. a many-elect ton wavefunction, by making a product of orthogonal and normal
ized MSO's. This simple pwduct does, however, not meet. the antisymmetry demand. A 
wavdundion meeting it is consttl.lcted by giving it t.he fotm of a determinant, 

"1')1 (1) 
·if)1 (2) 

(1.4) 

i~l which (N!)-~ is a normalization factoI'. This determinant of MSO's is called the Slater 
detetminant. 

From the Slater determinant, w<lvd\lndim[~ Ill(~t;t,illg the itntisymmetty demand can 
h~ (:(lnst.t11d.ed. The simplest wavefunction consists of a single determinant. The be8t 
single-determinant wavefunction is found by optimizing the MSO':o 8uth that the lowest 
electronic energy E is obtained. For a orthonormal basis set of MSO's the expression for 
E is given by 

E = (tlIIHIIlr) = :L),v,lhl1,b,) + ~ L:L:[(l,l\,pjlil,pi¢>j) - (T,bj¢>jlil¢J1>i)]. (1.5) 
T , ) 

The summations run over the O(:(:llpied ol'biUt!s, i.e. the orbitals containing an electron. 

TJu~ HiU·t;n:e Foc:k t~q!liltiOI)S 

The ()rbit;~lf; <I.ltd, with them, the energy in Eq, (1.5), can be optimized u8ing the Ha.rtr~
Fot.k, or Self-Consistent Field, scheme. The Coulomb operator Ji and the exchange oper
ator Ki are defined: 

(1.6) 

and 

(1. 7) 

The Coulomb operator working on a function 1f.)j(l) multiplies it by the potential energy 
of the charge distribution h\(2)12. The integration l'tmS over dT2, the coordinates of ~Jj. 
The integral (~JjIJiI1oj) io(; t~qllal t.o the potential energy between the charge distributions in 
V); and V)j. With resped to tilt; Coulomb operatOr' the exchange operator k j has the two 
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A quanturn-dlemical description of proton traIv:3icr in zeolite!:! 

variables, 1 and 2, interchanged. The exchange operator does not have a classic.al analogue 
fl.Ild i~ purdy qua.ut.mu mechanind. The t.ohd CO\llnrnb ,].nd (:xd)ange opel"l.tors .i and k 
are obtained by summing the Coulomb and exc.hange operators over the oc.c.upied orbitah, 

(H':C: 

(1.8) 

and 

occ 
. ". J{ = L.J<i. (1.9) 

If we use Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) we c.an simplify the two-electron part ill Eq. (1.5) by 

(1.10) 

The electronic energy i!:l given by 

(1.11) 

Now, we have reached ~t point in which there is only a summation over i; by introducing 
the total Coulomb and exchange operators, we have written the two dcdmn U~r'ms as 
a one-·electron operator. However, as the opHatO[l; j '~Ild k ,m': still dependent on the 
po,:;it.ion of t.he othet dc:ct.r'ons we call them pseudo one-electron operators. 

In a single-det.el'minant wavefunction the best orbitals, those giving the lowc!:lt (~IlCl:gy, 
are obtained for MSO's that are eigenfunc.tions of trw Fock oper,~tt"}[·, 

( 1.12) 

in which t is the Fock operator, 

(1.13) 

and €i is the eigenvalue of the MSO, 

(1.14) 

The Fock operator describes the motion of an dedr'on in the potential of the nuclei and, 
il.s t.he opcr<l.tol:S j ,md i: integrate (lVtT th~ posit.ions of all the other electrons, in the 
averaged potential field of all the other electrons in the moleeule. 

For' the U'l,k\lhtion of the eledronic sttudl.ll'C of molecules it is very effieient to con
st.r'l.ld t.he MSO's ,I.S ,), Lin(;,\.j' C(Hubin,.t.ion of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO), the AO's being 
one-electron wavefllnctions, usually centered on the nuc.lei, 
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Chapter 1 .' Introduction 

N 

'l/J; = :L>il¢j. (1.15) 
j=l 

In the LCAO-scheme the Fock equation in its canonical mahix form is given by: 

FC ""' €SC. (1.16) 

This is a general eigenvalue problem. The columns of C are the eigenvectors of F, the 
eigenvalues €i are on the diagonal of €. S is the overlap matrix, 

(1.17) 

The Fock matrix is square and h<).s the dimension of the number of AO's in the basis set. 
As the numb/~r of dectrons is smaller than the number of MSO's, there is a number of 
virtual, or empty, orbitalo. Which orbitals are occupied depends OU the orbital energies €i; 

the orbitalo having the lowest energy are occupied, the rest is empty. 
AI; the Fock operator, through the Cmllomb and exchange operator, depends on the 

occupied orbitals, we need an iterative method to calculate the wavefunction. The iterative 
process starts with a g\leSS for the occupied orbitals. With this set of occupied orbitals 
the Fock operator and the elements of the Fock matrix, (\biIFllfj), can be calculated. In 
the next step, the eigenvectors of F are calculated by solving the eigenvalue problem of 
Eq. (1.16). With the new wavdunction a new Fock matrix can be constructed, etc .. This 
cycle is repeated until convergence, either in energy or in the wavefunct.ion, is reached. If 
convergence has been reached, the Fock equations and the orbitals are consistent with each 
other. Therefore, this wavefunction io called the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) wavefundion. 

Restricted H<u·t!"(~/~ Fock 

III the Restricted Hartree Fock (RHF) method the spatial parts of the MSO's are equal for 
the 0: and {3 spin. For an even number of N electrons there are N /2 occupied orbitals. The 
total Coulomb and c:xc:hange operator, as well as the expressions for the Fock opera-tOt and 
the electronic energy, are modified as the summations rt1ll over doubly occupied orbitals 
containing one electron with 0: and one electron with (3 spin. 

Before giving the expression for the Fock matrix aud electronic energy in the RHF
scheme it is useful to introduce the density matrix P. This matrix is also helpful for the 
analysis of the wavdunction and the calculation of I;ome properties. The density matrix is 
defined by 

ace 

PI-''' = 2 L:>;iCVi. (1.18) 
i=1 

The elements P ~II arc found by summing the product of the coefficients C~i and elll be
longing to the MO W, over the occupied MO's, each containing two electrons. The vaJue 
of the elements Pi'" times the overlap SI-'V equals the charge in an product function of two 
atomic orbitals I~ and v. 
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With the use of the density matdx P, w(~ qn write tbe Fock HHttrix in the AO-basis 
instead of Hw MO-ba:;is. For the Coulomb and exchange integrals the following notation 
is used (compare Eq~. (1.6) ~l.nd (1.7)); 

(1.19) 

The expression for the Fock operat.Ol' hetonws 

N N 1 
P/</F = H~:T' + L: L F)." [(plIl.\o-) - 2(1~).lljo-)J. 

).=1 (r .. l 

(1.20) 

HCOrt is t.lw orW eledron Hamiltonian containing the kinetic energy and the potential 
energy of the electron in the fidd of t.h!~ lllld~i 

(1.21) 

The cot'l'~spollding dedronic energy i~ given by 

1 N N 
Ed," = _ ~ ~ P (H~OT<. + F ) 

2 L L!-'v lUI I'" ' 
1,=111=1 

(1.22) 

The total energy of a molecule is the sum of the electronic energy and the nuclear repulsion 
cllcrgy between M nuclei; 

(1.23) 

wlwr!? Z II i:; the nuclear charge and RAB the distance between the nuclei A and B. 

Although there an~ difff!rf!nt choi(~e~ for its functiona.! fonn, in H'l.l'trf!c ·Fock C;).lcuh1t,ionR 
the AO's, dH:L1'i'l,ct.eritcd by th!.~ qu,mtuIll nurnber~ n, land m, arc u~\mlly dlOocn <t~ lillcar 
combinations of rf!<l.l <:LIlt! nonm~li;.:;!.~d :;phcrical gmv;l:>ianl:\ with fixed cxponcuto <l.ud (.odfi
cients, [54-56]: 

(1.24) 

i1) which 

(1.2[. ) 

Nt((~) a["(~ u!.mmdi,mtion factors [55J and Xi" are real solid harmonies (see App1mdix A 
of Rd. [56]). 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

For a propel' description of the W~l.vefunction the basis set should be saturated. In 
pr;Lctice however, it is only feasible to work with a limited number of atomic orbitals. As 
the basis set is \lfisaturated the cakulated wavdunction and corresponding ~mcrgy will 
depend on t.he choice of the basis set. Thus, it is important to choose 3 basis set giving 
a proper desctiption of the system studied. Therefore, a part of the thesis, Chapter 2, is 
dedicated 1.(1 the choice of the basis set and t.he implications of the use of a limited basis 
set. 

Molecular Hartrcc Fock programs 

By now, programs able to calculate RHF-wavefundions and energies of molecules a.nd 
atorn~, and optimizing geometries with the use of analytical gradients, 6uch as GAMESS, 
Gaussian and TURDOMOLE [57-59], have become wide8pn~ad and generally accessible. 
The architecture and the algorithms in these p/"ograms are relatively standard and are 
described well in literature [54]. 

The reciprocallattic~~ and periodic boundary conditions 

The RHF-scheme dt~scril)f~d thus far can be applied t.n atoms and molecules. The cal· 
culation of the electt'Onic structure of a. crystal, built from unit cells repeating in three 
dimen:;iow;, is more complicated. For this kind of problems the concept.s of the periodic 
bouud,l.ry conditions and the reciprcl(:al lattice are very usduL They are introduced in 
several text books [60,61]. 

The main difference betwe!m a molecule and a crystal is the translational symmd"("y 
of the latter. If a crystal is t.ranslated by a translatimwl vector g, the charge density and 
other properties of the crystal remain unchanged. Such a translational vector g can be 
written as a linear combination of the three lattice vectors a], a2 and a3, 

(1.26) 

n], n2 and Tl.3 being integers. The propert.ics of the crystal remain equnl under translation 
by a vector g If the single-particle WaVefl!nction of the crystal, u(r), obeys the Dloch 
theortQ1 [62]; 

( 1.27) 

The ab:-;ohlk value of u(r) is equal k) the absolute value of ~l(r + g). k is a reciprocal 
lattice vectOr (t.o be defined below) and labels one of the irreducible repre~entations of the 
transhd.ional group of the crystal. 

Starting from an AO representation, a Bloch fl~nction can be defined as follows: 

¢w(k, r) = L tlw(r - g)e ikg
, 

~ 

(1.28) 

where tlw i:-; ,tH 'l.tomic orbital CEq. (1.24». It. i~ rdaJively easy to prove that .pw(k, r) obeys 
the Blo(:h theorem; 
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¢w(k, r + I) = L 11(r + I - g)e· kg
, 

g 

= L f-I(r - gl)eik(gl.~I) = f",(k, r)e ikl , 

g' 

where g-l=g', and L:oo = Zo.:'. 
9 .9 

( 1.29) 

Th~ ~xPQnential factor in Eq, (1.27), and thus the translational properties of the Bloch 
functions, is t.he saIll(: for tW() vectQr~ k <lnd k' (k'=k+K) if K il:> !:lueh HH).t K,1=2 7L It i!;l 
useful, at this point, to define the reciprocal lattice. The vectors of the reciprocal lattice 
b I, b2 ) b,~ satisfy 

(1.30) 

As with the vectol':'; ai, with t.he v(~ct.()fs hi w(~ can rn<\k(~ unit cd!::; and with the help of the 
integers hI j h~ and hs we can :<;ct up a lattice called the t(~ciptocal ()1' the K lattice. The 
vectors K are defined a~ 

(1.31) 

We can now go back to Eq. (1.28). For a given Ilk all the k within the first cell of the 
reciprocal lattice, the first Brillouin zone, define a different moch function, moch functions 
built with a k' vector outside the first Brillouin zone coincide with those built with the 
k V(~dOl' ill the ;:;(~H) m' rcfCT(~ll(:C cdl differing from k' by ,L n:cipl'Oc;d Spil.U: t.tanslation 
vector: k'=k+K. Each k vector in the first Brillouin zone labels one of t.he irreducible 
representations of t.he tt~111slat.ioll group. 

Blndl fUllctiow; <L!"!.~ vcry <1 u~dul b<~oio for rq.lre:,;elltil~g; I.ol.;t.lly ~ymmdJ'il~ Opt~["~~t[)!':<;, 
such as the Fock op(:t;).to!', t.h,.t tiLke ~1 block diagonal stl'llcttll'C, a block for each irreducible 
representation. In principle, one should consider the infinite number of k points within 
the fil'st Brillouin zone. In pradice however, it is sufficjent tn consider a. limit.ed number 
of k point!;, <Uld to iuterpolate betwecu them, 

If the inkgl'and (Nk) i~ <1. wdl hdl'lvinp; f\ltldion in !'el~ip!'o(~~d :<;pa.c(-~ of k t.he integrat.ion 
ove!' the BZ can b(: ~LPPI·(}xilnal.cd ;lS ,L w~:ighU:d sum of ~ekd.(~d f(k) values at the sampling 
points k), VBZ being t.lll': volume of the Bl'ilkJt1in lone; 

( 1.32) 

Thel'e <1.1"(: nth!.:)", more dIl(ient, illtcgr<d.iou ochcnws tha.t. ;"j.n~ ;t.l~o lll()!'e ~uitable for less 
well hdl;lviJlp; fUJlction~ [56], hut we will not. di!:lcu!;:-; t.hCJll 11(:["(~. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The CRYSTAL prOgI'aJ.2l 

CRYSTAL is a program able to calculate Hartree-Fock wavefundions of systems with pe
riodic boundary conditions [63]. The program has been applied successfully to molecules, 
polymer chains, slabs, and crystals of insulatm's, semi conductors and metals, The struc
ture of the program and its concepts are described in Ref. [56]. We will give a short 
overview of the CRYSTAL program. 

As <\ rewlt of the infinite size of the CI'ystal the direct space Fock matrix has an 
infinih~ dimension. Therefore, it i!; n~)t possible to treat a crystal as a. molecule of infinite 
size as infinite matrices shotdd be multiplied and diagoo<\lized. A solution is found by 
a trausfotmation from direct space to reciprocal space. For different k vectors Bloch 
f\lIlctions corresponding to a diffetent irreducible representation of the translational group 
are formed. As we keep in mind that matrix elements of the Fock matrix between functions 
belonging t() diffetent irreducible repreBent<Ltions of a group are zero, we h<Lve now created 
a situation where we have ma.trices with dimensions equal to the number of AO's in the 
uni t cdl, one for each k. By the transformation from direct. spa,ce to reciprocal space we 
ha.ve reduced the size of the problem to one that can be ha,ndled. 

In CRYSTAL, the AO's have the same functional form as in molecula!' calculations, 
i.e. a Bet of contracted gaussians. A limited number of AO's is defined in the reference cell, 
or zero cdl. All other AO's are generated f!'Om these by translation with lattice vectors 
g. Thul5, Jhg is an AO obtained by translation from the corresponding AO in the reference 
edl, I~o, by a translation with a vector g. From the AO\; Bloch functions are generated 
a.ewrding to Eq. (1.28). From these, as an analogue to the MO's, t.he crystal orbitals (CO), 
!/Jj(k,r), a.te defined as linear combina.tions of Bloch fundions, 

M 

!,bj(k, r) = L CLwj(k)¢ ... (k, r), (1.33) 
... =1 

whel'e M is equal to th~~ number of AO's in the unit cell. 
Each k point has its owu Fock matrix: 

(1.34) 

and its own Hartree-Fock equation 

F(k)A(k) = S(k)A(k)E(k). (1.35) 

E(k) is a diagomd matrix containing th~~ eigenvalues €j and A(k) is the matrix with the 
eigenvector':'; CL}(k). As the eigcnv,\h1es and eigenvectors of F(k) are continuous functions 
of k, it is sufficient to di~gonalize F(k) in a rdatively small set of k points and then to 
interpolate or to use appropriate weights in the integration, Eq. (1.32). 

The Fock matrix is dia,gonalized in reciprocal spa,ce. This reciprocal-l5pa.ce Fock matrix 
is built from direct-:,;pace Fock matrices, F~v by Fourier tran::;forms. A direct-space Fock 
matrix is a sum of the kinet.ic energy matrix (TY), the matrix containing the interaction 
with the nuclei (Z9), the Coulomb matrix (C 9 ) and th(~ exchange matrix (X9 ), 
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(1.36a) 

(1.36b) 

(1.36c) 

looooNN 

X~/, = -2 E E E E P'\u(Po>'hI1vT,/+h), 
n r. -\;;;;] u=1 

( 1.36d) 

00 00 N N 

C~" = L L L L P;AfloIJgl>'I,O"MII). (1.36e) 
h n ),=1,,;;;1 

The A()\s in the va1'iotl~ unit. cell~ ate denoted as flo, lIg, Ah and O'n+h, the positions of 
the nuclei in the reference cell are given by s •. In building the Fock matrix, problems are 
caused by the fact that, in principle, an infinite number of integrals should be evaluated 
and by the fact that Z9 and C 9 are individually divergent. However, both problems can 
be circumvented. 

The exchange term in the Fock matrix of the crystal is more complicated than in 
a molecule since t.her(, is tlH~ S1l)llIrl'lt.ioll ovcr <Ill Ja,tt.ic(~ v(~d()rs h ,Ul(l n. How(~v(~r, the 
exchange term converges relatively rapidly as the magnitude of the density matrix elements 
f<'Llb t.o >;(TO (~xponentially with the distance for insulators and ionic sysk~ms; this permits 
the truncation of the n summation. As regatds h, it ean be truncated if the overlaps 
(JloIAh) 'lnd ('\hl17n+h) fall below a certain threshold. 

The Coulomb and the nuclear attraction terms in the Fock matrix do, as a result of 
their loug range character, not converge. 1'0 circumvent the individual divergence of the 
terms they are grouped together and, in order to avoid the evaluation of an infinite number 
of integrals, a part of them is calculated through multipolar expansions. For the evaluation 
of the integrals a division is made into a 'monoelectmnic.' zone M (;>. and a 'bielectronic' 
zone Be>.. If the value of the overlap between t.he interacting c.harge distribut.ions are above 
a certain threshold, the integrals fall in t.h{~ bielectl'onic 7,onc and al'e evaIliated exactly. 
If they 'l.I.(~ below a (·.ertain threshold they fall into the rnonodectronic. zone and they are 
appl'OXinH1ted. 

A find: ~t.cp towunl:-:> the approximation of integrals in the Ir1onocicctronic :.:;on(~ by mul
tipolar e)(p~ltlsjOlJl:> il; th(~ definition of the Mulliken net charge distribution!;, The (·.harge 
distribut.ion of I'.hc (Tysbd i!:\ partitioned ovcr the atoms A. through a Mullikl:~11 ImrtitiolJ
ing scheme [64] and the nuclear charge is added to it, th\lS cl'eating net atomic charge 
distributions PAil, 

p:.(r - h) "" L L I:[Pl',,('\hl(7n.,.h) - Z" l 
).EA" n 

( 1.37) 
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By combining th(~ dechonic and nuclear charge contribution of cell h, a neutral charge 
distribution has been obtained and the combined monoekdronic Coulomb term has be
come convergent. In the next step an approximation is made; the charge distributions PA 
are expanded in ffi\lltipoles. Integrals like 

M Me 

(q" + Z~,,)m"n" = 2: 2: {;.to r/giPhh), (1.38) 
A h 

dC~Gribing the inteI'action between the charge distributions ({(Ol/g) and PAh, are calculated 
through multipole expansions of PAh [56J. The infinite summa.tion over the multipoles of 
Phh in all unit cells h in Eq. (1.38) is evaluated using Ewald techniques and recursion 
formula's [65,66]. By the expansion of charge distribution and the usc of Ewald techniques 
tb{~ (~v~Jtlati()n of an infinite number of integrals is avoided. The combined Coulomb and 
nuclear attraction term now ta.kcs the f()llowing form: 

M. B. 

C~v + Z!" = L:L L L L Pll",(;.toVg !>'h(Th+n ) 

A h n >. .,. 
Me f)e 

- L I)..!or/giPAh) 
/I. h 

M. e.<! 

+ L I)..!Ol/giPAh} 
A h 

(1.39) 

The first term conta.ioo the dectI'on-electron integrals in the bielectronic zone that are 
~~viLltlated exactly. The third term, dcocribes the interaction between (;.tovg ) and the cha.rge 
distributions Ph over the infinite number of unit cells h of the CRYSTAL. It is calculated 
with multipolar expa.nsions and Ewald techniques. The ~eGond term wbtracts the integrals, 
calculated at. the same level of approximation a.s the t.hird term, already included in the 
biekctronic zone. As the summation in third term runs over all charge distributions in 
all unit cells, the ~econd term avoids double counting of those already calculated exactly 
by the first term. It appears that the approximation of the charge distribution by the 
multipoles is very good as the combin~d Coulomb term converges quite rapidly with the 
order of the multi pole, if a reasonable threshold is selected for the ocpm·aJioIl between the 
bielectronic and monodcctronic zone [56J. 

Now that the AO'8 have been defined and the construction of the Fock matrix has 
been explained, we ca.Il discHss the calculation of the SCF waVCfUJ1CHon. A scheme of 
the Self-ConsisteIlt process in CRYSTAL is given in fig. 1.4. The first step in the SCF 
prot.<'~ss is the construction of the FY'8 from the given input. The geometry and the basis 
set, as well as the syrnrndry of t.he cI'ystal are read in (CRYSTAL uses all space-group 
symmetry). Thf!n, t.he integrals are sorted into the monoclectronic and the bieledronic 
zone, according to their overlaps. In the next step, they arc C~tk\llated and the Fock 
mat.rices in direct space are constrw:.ted. The direct space Fock matrices F9, Eq. (1.36), 
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Geometry Bnd 811sls Set Input 
Symmetry analysis 

Cta~tilification of Integ~al~ 
Calculation of integrals 

Calculation 
of pg 

Figute 1,4, TllC SCF-p!"occss hl CRYSTAL, Fl"OIfl tlle gcumetry ilIld tile basis set of the ctysta/ 
the Fock matrixes in direct space are built for a limited number of g vectors. !"rom the~e, the 
l'br.k matrixes in reciprocl'l,/ spl'l,(;e I'l,re constmcted and diagon ... li~erl. l'rom the flew set of CO's 
and energies the new direct space Fock matrices are calculated, This prO(;eS.9 il:l repeated until 
convergence is reached, 

are built for a limited nllmbf!r of g vector's, these are then converted to reciprocal space 
Fock matrices through Fourier transforms, In the next step these are diagonalized, 

Before calculating the density matdx, necessary to build the new Fock matrix, one 
s}"!()llid calcllbtp. Hw Fermi euergy. ft il:l (:akllhlhd in tll(: folbwing way; if there ar'e N =Nq 
electrons in the crystal, i.e. q electrons per' unit cell, the Fermi energy fF must be such 
that there are if CO's with an eigenvahie f.j(k) smaller than fF' The Fermi-energy is 
defined implicitly by 

(1.40) 

With the Fermi f!nf!r'gy t.h~ d~n~it.y ma.t.tix in k Sp<'l.t.f! t.an be t.alculated as follows: 

(1.41) 

in which H is thf! Heavy$id(~ !';t.epfllnct.ion [67]. Wit.h thf! density matrix in reciprocal space, 
P(k), the dh'f!ct. f;paCf! d~n$it.y mat.tix can be (:alculated and the total energy is evaluated, 
The new dir~~ct space density matrix is used to calnl1ate th(~ new F()(:k m~~tr·ix. The SCF
cycle is l'epeat.ed lin til conv(:l'gence is teadled. 

From the wavefunction the total energy per unit cdl can be calculated. It is (I, ~tlm of 
the kinetic (Ek), exchange (EO"') and combined Coulomb (Ee) energy, 

(1.42) 
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(1A3) 

1 N N N N 

Et~ == -:;; L L L Pj~l' L L L L pt<1(/~oAhlvsO'n+h). 
P l' g h n \=!u=l 

(1.44) 

The Coulomb energy is the sum of the electron-electron, electron-nuclear, nuclear
electron and nudea.t·-nt1dear interaction enel'gy, 

( 1.45) 

Efn and Ef~ only differ by a constant C. Thi~ (:onst.ant ha.s it.!) origin in the difference 
between the exact charge distribution and the charge distribution described by the multi· 
polat expan~ions [56,66], it is evahlated ea~ily in the exptessioll of the total energy. The 
Coulomb energy can be written as 

1 N N 

E
e 

= 2 ~ ~ ~ Pff" ~ ~ t; ~ P'\u(poVgIAhtTn+h) 

+ L L LPt" E E(tlol 1r _Z;_s~llr-,g} 
I'- "g I). M 

M M 
+~ ""\,",",,,(Z,1ZH~ -{JAB ZAOZU~) 
2LLL (r+g) g r 

A Q g 

+c. (1,46) 

As in the calculation of the Fock matrix Fg, the 8umxml,tiQW:; Over gin Eqs. (1.43), (1.44) 
and (1.46) are truncated if the value of the overlap betwe~~n the functions J10 and Vg are 
below a certain threshold. 

E1N:trotl correlatiotl 

The Ha]'h'e{~ ·Fot.k wavdllIldion is obtained with a model in which the electrons move 
in I.he a.vet~l.ged potent.ial of the other electrons. In correlated wavefunctions the chance 
that an electron is at a certain position is explicitly dependent on the position of other 
electrons. Thus, the Hartree-Fock wavefunction cQntains an error. If this error is ahno~t 
t.onstant fot' the various states of a system that are compared the Hartree-Fock approaeh 
is working well. For some cases however it is not, for exampk if th<:.!"c is ,~ rcbtivdy large 
dwnge in elec.tron (kll~it.y, Also, the Hn.tttee·-Fock w<I,vdllndion is not sufficient if Van 
de Wa,~b force>; mu~t be iadmkd. For the~c (:,).ses, we h?Lv{~ t.o CO!lsttt1ct a wavefullction 
containing mOre determinants. The multiple- dctcl·miU(i.nt. wavefllllction is constructed as 
a sum of determinant functions, Wk, created from 1'0, the Hartree-Fock wavcfunction, by 
exiting electrons to the virtual orbitals. To calculate the fully correlated wavcfunction 
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the coefficients of the determinants in the multiple-determinant wavefunction should b(~ 
optimized. As this is a time cOIlsuming proceS8, we willw:>c M011crPk!:>8d p(~rt1ll"hiLt.ion 
t.hl'!ory t.o cakl.llat.e the cOtrdation ent~tgy_ 

The contribution of the determinants il; calculakd by mcan~ of Raldgh-Schrodinger 
peI'h1rbat.ion t.heory_ In uil'! M011et-Ples~(!t. appI'oach the Hamiltonian is partitioned as: 

( 1.47) 

Ho is the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian, Eq. (1.13), and V is replacing the pl:leudo om~ ·ekd:tt)fi 
Coulomb and exchange operators in the Fock matrix by the many eledron operator, 
where the summation i runs over the MSO's, and 

( 1.48) 

The lIartree-Fock wavefunction 'lru is an eigenfunction of ito. In the Mdler ·Pk!:>!:>d parti
tioning of the Hamiltonian the sum of the zero-order and first·-order perturbatioll Cn(Tgy 
is equal to the Hartree-:F'ock energy, 

( 1.40.a) 

(1.49.b) 

The full correlation energy is t.he sum of the second order term up to the illfillite ordcr. 
The second order perturbation is given by 

(1.50) 

and only double excitations contribute to it. If Wk i:-; <~ determinant res\llt.inp; f(,om an 
excitation of electrons from the MSO's a and b to the MSO'~ T ami 5 the denominator is 
equal to the differenee in the molecular orbital energie~ of 7-,S 'l.ud o,b, 

(1.51) 

The second order correlation energy can be calc.ulated relatively e<~~y with 

( 1.52) 

In this tht;8i:-; we ouly c<\lcuhl-te the ~ecoud order p(~rl.llrb<1,ti()n 0.n~['p;y_ For syst.ems not 
htl.-ving low lying excite~ ~tates or a Ilear degelleracy thi:-; is ,~ n~<l.l;oO<i,bk approar.h [54]-
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Basis set, electron correlation and geometry effects 

Intl'Oduction 

For a quantum chemical description of adsorption 'I.nd ptnton tra.nsfer proc.esses in zeolit(~s 
there is a large c.hoic.e for the modd repre~enting th~ zeolite and for the qucl.HtuUl (:h~mical 
method. U~ually) Uw ~(~olit.(~ if; tepl'csented by a duster. In t.he chl!;t.(~r appl'oach, a group 
of atoms is cut from the zeolite lattice and tll(~ dang;ling bonds are saturated, u:o;mdly with 
hydrogen atoms. The choice of the du~ter, i.(~. the dlOic.e for its size, shape ,md !-1:(~omd.ry, 
is not trivial since it determine~ tlH~ model l'epl'csenting the zeolite, alld tblls Ul(~ (:~Lh:lliated 
adsorption encrgics. The geomdry of the cluster has to be dekI'mi[l(~d in s()me way; it 
can be t<~kc!l fr(lW expetimental da.ta, from moleeular mcch<l.nics, 01' it can be optimized 
quantum chemi(:'Llly. Api'l.tt fl'om the choiee of the cluster, the d(~~CI'iption of the adsorpt.ion 
prOCOIH is ,!Iso dct.ctminf!d by the choice of the quautum dl(:rnic<l.l method, 

In pJ'<I.(:ti(:c~, t.lH~ dlOi(~e of the duster and the qmU)1·.llUl .. ·dJ(~lnical methods i.~ a compro
mise lwtwf!(!11 the a.im of the researeh, the required 'J.ccllral7 and the available COl!lp(lt.I~l' 
fu.eiliti(~~. The wrnpl1t.ational costs inc.rease rapidly wilh the ~iZf: of t.he system and the 
1'(~(llle~ted acctlracy. For example, for a ~taIldard SCF(~;l.klll::ttion the l'equir(;d COlf)p(lU~I' 
time inc.reases roughly with N1) in which N i~ the number of basis fundiorJ~. EI(':dtOrl 
correlation, and the C<lklllat.iolJ of th(: (;(]llntel'poise c.orrection, jncn~a.sc !.II{' u)[nplltational 
effort hy ,I fa.d.or· of ten Ot mOl'e [1,2]. A quantum chemic;t.l op1.iltli:mtion of the geometry 
of the zeolite duster increases the comp\lt.'lt.ion;LI df'nrt by a bc.tor of !.ell (,0 HiHd,y. 

The aim of this c.hapter is to dIOOS(~ ,J s;l.(,i~fadoI'y method for fut.ure GI.lcllla.tions. 
Therefore, we studied the dr(~d ()r'J tlH~ (~alcl1la.ted adsorption cllcrp;y of thl: ha:;;i~ ~et, of the 
counterpoise c.orrection, of dcctro!l COlTd;l.tinn and the effect of t,lle opt)rni;';;I.t.iorl of the 
ppomdry. Wf! studied the adsorptioll of NH.3 ()ll th(; acidic OK-group of the zeoli1.e ,·J.nd the 
protoll transfer from the 7,eolite to N H~, forming NHt. A.,,~ rnodd for the zeolite acidic site 
w(~ l11;cd ,I. HOSiAlHs dll~tf!l'. We compared two strueturcS. Tn the first, NH~ is hyd!,(.lg(~n 
bomb.l to t.he zeolite OH"p'nllp; this is the NH3 .. ·HOSiA1Hs ~t.!'tlc!.tlre. In the second, 
the proton i:; tr<m:;fcrrcd to t.h(~ ?;f!()lite, resulting in the ionic NHt .. ·OSiAIH()- structure. 
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For these two structures we calculated the adsorption energies of NH3 and NHt, i.e. the 
energy of the complexes with respect to the separated NH3 and HOSiAIHa fragments, as 
well a.l3 the proton transfer energy, the difference in adsorption energy between NH3 and 
NHt· 

The effect of electron correlation is studied by comparing the adsorption energies at 
the RHF-Ievel and a.t. the correlated level. Electron correlation is calculated using second" 
order M¢l1er-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) [3,4J. This method yields a good estimate 
for the correlation energy with a relatively small computational effort. The effect of the 
Basis Sd Superposition Error (BSSE) is investigated by calculating the adsmvtiml eX)(~rgies 
with and without the full counterpoiS{; (;oucction (CPC) [1,2). We studied the effect of the 
basis set on the adsorption and proton transfer energies by t.ompa~·ing tlw n~!:Iults of three 
basis sets. 

To study the effed of the geometry on the adsorption energy we have compared two 
extremes. In one sct of cakulatioIlS we optimized the geometry of the zeolite clusters 
and their complexes with the a.dsorbate quantum chemically without any constraint. In 
a second set of calculations the geometries were obtained partly from molecular modeling 
calculations and were kept fixed. The calculations in which the geometry is optimized have 
the disadvantage of requiring more computer time but have the advantage that much more 
complete infrared and Raman spectroscopic ptOpertico can be obtained from them. Also 
th(~ dUBter c.an adjust its geometry to the adsorbate. Later', we will a.nswe~· the question if 
th(~ optimized geometries are transferable to a zeolite crystal. 

Computational Details 

We calculated the adsorption energy of NH3 on a HOSiAlH6 duster, and of NHt on a 
OSiAlHB" duster using two different geometries. In one set of Caktllations we kept the 
geometry of the inter'acting sP~~Ci~~8, i,e. NH3 !NHt and the zeolite cluster, fixed and in 
another set we optimi~ed the geometry of the interacting species quantum chemically. For 
the fixed-geometry calculations the position of the silicon and aluminum atoms of the 
zeolite cluster were taken from a crystal stnH:I.ure obt.aineJ with a molecular mechanics 
optimization of a 1:1 Si! Al Na-Faujasite [5,6]. The hydrow~n <ttoms !:laturating the dangling 
bonds are put in the direction of the corresponding T -0 bond. The Si-H bond length is 
fixed at 1.615 A and the Al-H bond length at 1.480 A. The positions of the oxygen atom 
and the proton of the acidic OH-group wer'e optimi~ed <.t the SCF-level uBing a 6-21G 
basis set with d·functions on oxygen only [7,8]. In I,he HOSiAlH6 duster the pO!:litions of 
the atoms of the OH-group were optimized and in the OSiAIH;; duste~· the position of 
the oxygen atom was optimized. The internal geometries of the ~eolite duster' and t,he 
<Ldsorbate were kept fixed during the adsorption process, only the intermoleculat distances 
wCr'e opl,iIni~cd. Experimental geometries were used for NHJ and NHt [9,10). NHs and 
NIlt were adsorbed such that their' C3-axes (:oincidcJ with the O-H axis. This seems 
reasonable, since for several hydrogen bonds formed between ~lcidiG XH mQ]ecv!eo and 
NH3 , little Or no deviation from linearity has been reported for the X-H-N bond [11-13]. 
In Table I the geometrical parameters, for both the cov,t.knt, i.e, the hydrogen bonding 
structure, and the ionic structure, in which the proton ha~ b~cn tra.nsferred, are given, 
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Figl1rp. 2.1. Thp. 7.p.olitp. c.il1StH intp.ritd

ing with amrnoniit_ Th(-~ bond 1E!I1gU1S 

and angles [or tile ionic <Hld hydn>gcIl 

bonding strudurp. are given iII Table 1. 

Table I T}l(~ geomNI·jcal parameters of NII3 and 
NH;t intera.cting with tho'! 7.E!oIite dustp.r. The 

bond lengtlls and angles are given in A and .-k-

gtees respectively The 1"N --)I correspo/Jd.~ to thp. 
distance between two a.toms inside the ad~orbatE!. 
The I-I-N-O angle <.Orr.-~sponds (0 the <tIlglc the 
NH-ooIld makes WiUl the C~-axis and th'" IJ-N-H 
angle to thp. angle between three a.toms ill tiwad· 
sorbate. 

-,-._ ... _ •... '" .. 
parameter covalent IOD)(: 

ljtrudun~ ,,!,r-ut.t.ure 
............. '/1'·"'--"'1 ~ . 

rN-H 1.01 1.03 

rO-H 0.96 -

rO-Si 1.67 LCD 
rO-A! 1.85 1.82 

LH-N-B 107 109.4 71 

LH-N-O 112 100.471 
LSi-O-AI 129 137 
,(H-O-Si 118 118 

._._-"", ---

In the s€cond set of c!\.kuh\tiou~ the w~omdl'i~~s we!'e optimized quantum chemically 
,.t tll(: RHF ·kl/d, nsing th~ 'small' ba:<;i~ set described below. HOSiAIH6 , OSiAlH6' NH3 
and NHt arc fully geometry optimized. The former two nrc kept ))1 <}. C.,-~ylllmet1'J, the 
latter t.wo in their C3 ,' and T J symmetry respectively. The fixed KeornNty dnst~r:<; and their 
compkxe~ with the athorbatc~ were tlu.~ f;1.arting w~omd.ries for the geometry optirni:.lat.loW:L 
The 11/~OJnctry of tbt~ c]m;t.er adM()r'hl.U~ (:omplexes were optimized with ~onw l"CMtrid.inr1s. 
For the dangliHg howls Lb[·~ T H dist.ance and the O.·T·R-angle were kept fixed t.o i.h(~ .. mJnf!S 
ohtainNI with th(~ ()ptirni~,ttion of the HOSiAIH6 and the OSiAIHB" cl~l~kr, r(~",v~divdy_ 
Fm-t.ller'nlMe, thl~ N-H-O angle is kept fixed at 18W and the duster··adsorb<IU~ (~omplex is 
kept in C.,. symmetry. 

The interaction enerf!:y between two interac.ting molecule::; or IOus called A ;'\.nd B, for 
example OSiAlR; and NR7, is calculated from: 

(2.1) 

in which EAH is the energy of the c.omplex, for ex<uupk i.ll(~ OSiAlHij dll~ter bonded to 
NHt, in the equilibrium geometry. EA awl E'l arl~ thl~ (~ll(~fgies of t.he fragments opti
mi7,(~d in t.he ab~ence of th.., othe1' fragm..,nts, in this eXR.rnpk t.he opt.jm)~cd ions NHt and 
OSiAIHll _ The interaction energy, Eq (2.1), may be biaMcd by (.he J3SSE. Th(~ incomplete
nc-:ss of th(~ ha~is :<;et. of each mol()culc-: i~ partially compensated by u~ing UH~ h,)'8)8 sd. of 
tlH~ oth(~r fn\guwut.. In otlwr wonl:;, nl(~ crlcrgy nf thl) int.erad.ing fragments is lowerC(l by 
using t.h<.~ orbiUl.!s of thc other fl'~'Lgnwllts to improve their own wavdulldion. To ,l.void thi~ 
ESSE, the CPC should be applied. It is calculated with Eq. (2.2) ,Uld i~ i~qmtl tn, Of lal'g..,r 
than 7,(-)ro, 
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Here comp denotes that the energy is evaluated at the geometry the molecules have in the 
complex, X A denotes the ba.~is set of A, X B the basis set of B <t.nd (X II ill X B) the sum of 
the basis 5ds of A and B. The counter'poise corrected interaction ener'gy is labeled cpe: 

(2.3) 

For NH3 adsorbed On the HOSiAIH 6 cluster' the adsorption energy is equal to the inter
action energy) i.e. 6Einl or b.Ei,.tjCPC Eq. (2.1) or Eq. (2.3). The adsorption energy of 
NHt, however) is calculated via a two-step process. The first step is the proton trans
fer, PT) at infinity. The second step is the adsorption of NHt onto the anionic zeolite 
fragment. The proton transfer energy at infinity is calculated as the difference in proton. 
affinity (PA) between the zeolitic anionic fragment and NH3 , 

(2.4) 

The required proton ;\.ffinitic~ are the energies of the isolated and fully optimized NHt and 
HOSiA1H6 minus the energies of the fully optiI'tli~ed and isolated NH3 and OSiAlH;;- ions 
respectively. The adsorption energy of NHt is the sum of the int.cr(!ction energy and the 
proton transfer energy, 

(2.5) 

The adsorption energy of NHt can also be found from Eq. (2.1) by taking the energy of 
the NHt .. ·OSiAlH; complex as EAB and the energies of NH3 and HOSiAlH t as EA and 
EB but the scheme described here allows us to study the interaction energy between NHt 
and the zeolite fragment and the 6.EPT separately. Also, it enables us to calculate the 
CPC. 

The energy of the complex) EAB, a.ud the intermolecular stretching freq\lency are 
calc.ulated from the intermolecular potential curve. This curve is generated by calculating 
the interaction energy in a number of eq\lidistant (0.1 A) points around the assumed equi
librimn 0 N distance. For the fixed geomdr'y c,llcuiation only the O-N distance is va.ri~~d. 
For the optimi7,~~d geometry calculations EAH is obtained in a little more complicated way. 
At each O-N distance, <lll internal c.oordinates, except those determining the position of 
the dangling bond protous, are optimized. For both sets of geometries the interaction 
energy is calculated at the various quantum-chemical levels at each point of the potential 
energy curve. E inl corresponds to the minimum in the potential energy curves and from 
the curvature in the minimum the intermoleculat strck.hing frequency can be calculated. 
The intermolecular frequency calculated in this w<"I,Y allows us to study this vibration at 
other levels than the SCF-level and to st\ldy it decoupled from other modes. In a normal 
mode ana.lysis the vibrational frequencies arc calculated for a gas-phase complex of the 
zeolite and th!'! adsorbate. The intermolecular fl'eqt1!'!ncy cakulated from the potential en
ergy curve pictures NH3 or NHt vibrating against a lattice with infinite mass. Coupling 
of the intermolecular vibration with other low frequency modes io omitted. 
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The effect of electron corn~hlt.ion is studied by applying the MP2 method. On com
paring the difference in proton affinity between OH- mld NH3 it is seen that electron 
{;ortelatioll calculated at the MP2--kvcl gives a proper value of the (~oITdat.ion energy con
tribution to the proton transfer energy [13-15]. MP2 ,Liso gives a reasonable estim'Ltt~ for 
the Van der Waals interaction energy [16J- In the small basis set th(~ MP2-<:aktllations are 
carried out with frozen (··on~S. 

For the caleu)atioIl of adsorption energies we w:\ed tW() different basis sets which ,irc 
called 'small' and 'large). Both basis ~et8 have a minimal STO-3G basis sd [17] on the 
dangling bond hydrogens_ The small ba..>is set has a 6-31G(d) [7,18] bal:lilO set. on all atoms 
except the dangling bond hydrogens. In the largc b..sis set the non-saturating hydrogen 
atoms, the aluminum and silicon atom have a 6-31G(d,p) basis [18]. The nitrogf!n atom 
has a 6-311G(d)p) basis set and the oxygf!n atom a 6-311+G(d,p) basis set [19]. On 
the oxygen atom diffuse functions were included because tlw Cil.kulat.ed proton affinity of 
oxygen anions is sensitive to these functions [14]. For smaller' ~y~tems the large baois set 
may be expected to yield the proton affinity within 7 kJ jrnol at the MP2-levd [14] and 
to give the inkn1.~tion energy of NH3 with the dl1~ter with a precision of 3 kJjmol [16]. 
By comparing the r€8ultH ohl.il-ined with the small and t.h(~ lar'ge basis set the vl:l.lidity of 
the use of thi~ snwller and computationally !cl;S (kmallding basis set c<u! b(~ tf!sted. The 
adsorption en(!l'gicl'; with the fixed geomehy dusters were repeated ~~t t.hc SCF-level with 
a G311++G(3df,2pd) basis set [19,20J- This basis set should give int.eraction and protem 
transfer energy withiu ,~f(;w kJ!mol of the Hartrec F{){:k limit [16,14]. It i~ UJ;cd t.o check 
the accuracy of the large hi1.sis ~et. for the type of SYl;kWi; H~ed in this thesis. 

Results and Discussion 

The n!'l;lIHs of t.he geometry optilIli~ati()ns nf the zeolite cluster~ a.nd t.he duster-adsorkLte 
complexes are given in fig. 2.2, In the protonated form of t.he zeolite cluster, HOSiAlH6 , 

,l.}tlminum forms a weak complex with the bridging oxygcn atom wherea..> in the ,tnionic 
form, OSiAIH;\, this bond ~hortens to form a bond comparable to the AI·O bond in 
Al( OH)4". This mf!ans that) in absence of the proton, the cluster anion i~ ~t.abilized by 
strengthening the 5i·-0 and especially the A1-0 bond. After adsorption of NH 3 , i.e. when 
the hydrogen bond i!'; formed, the geometrical parameters of the HOSiAlH6 cluster are 
slightly shifkd t.()ward~ t.he values in the OSiAIH;;- cluster; the Si -0 (t.ne! AI-O bonds 
shortell and the Si-O-Al-angle gets smaller. Also NH3 undergoes (:h'l.flf!;e~ on the formation 
of Ow hydtogen bond: the N-H bonds kngthen and the H-N-H;Lngle widens. 

In t.he equilibrium structure of the zeolite cluster· ·«dl;qrhate c.omplex the m:idi{~ proton 
is a.ttached to the zeolitie du~kr. The minimum energy (:Mlfigllration was fouBA hy ~tal'ting 
the optimization from th(~ situation in which the HOSiAIH 6 cluster is hydrog(~n bonding to 
the NH3 mo!ccule_ To check if there W'l.1:\ <1. minimum in which t.lw pr()i:ol1 was transfeHcA, 
the c.omplex w<~s ,Jlso optimized startin,l!; from t.he ionic strncture, i.e. from the complex 
c.onsisting of t.h(~ OSiAlH;j· duster in it~ -eqniEbtillm geometry iukr;l.(:t.ing with NHt. The 
structure ill which the prot.on is transf~Trcd 'l.ppeal'ed not to be cv(~n ;1. local minimum: the 
rCf;ult. of the opt.imization was a stnld.m·(~ with only minor diff{~tences from the optillli?:at.ion 
starkd <~t t,he neutral monomers. Th(~ljc i;m<1.ll difference~ werc t.he l'e~lllt of the iIlkrni~1 
parameter~, ddcnuinin[!; t.he position of the da.n[!;ling bond hydrow~n atmns, which were 
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Figure 2.2. The results of the optimizations of the zeolite clusters and the cluster·"adsorba.te 
complex. The geometries were optimized wit/I tIle small basis set. 

Table II The harmonic frequencies (cm- l ) of the NH3 .. ·HOSiAlH6 complex, calculated Witll 

a normal mode a,na,lysis, the frequencies Were sca,led with a factor of 0.89. 

description complex neutral ionic 
of mode fragments monomers 

OH bend in plane 1251 1001 -

OH stretch 3115 3666 -

NH deformation 1161/1599/1604 1407/1636 1106/1614 
N-H stretch 3210/3325/3329 3095/3224 3199/3317 

kept fixed to those of the HOSiAIH6 and the OSiAlH; clt1stct, rcspedively. Thus in this 
simple model, i.e. the zeolite is represented by a HOSiAIH6 cluster and NHt interacting 
with one hydrogen bond with the bridging oxygen atom, no proton transfer takes place at 
the RHF -level. 

The full set of harmonic frequencies was calculated at the RHF-Ievel for the clusters 
and the complex of HOSiAIH6 and NH3 • They were not calculated for the NHt .. ·OSiAlH6" 
complex since that structure was not a minimum. The frequencies and their shifts upon 
deprotonation and hydrogen bonding give additional information about the nature of the 
l'itnld\u·e~. A few selected frequencico are given in Table II. To make the comparison 
with e~peritnent mote convenient, th~~ RHF normal-mode frequencies were scaled with 
a factot of 0.89, a generally used correction factor. The vibrational analyses confirm the 
weakening of the OH-bond on forming the hydrogen bond, already found with the geometry 
optimization. The bond lengthens by 0.03 A and the frequency shifts down by 551 em-I. 
Ou th{: fonlmtion of th~: hydrogen bond, the frequencie8 of the N-H modes of NHa shift 
towards the vallles in the NHt cation. The fteq~H,:ncies of I,he N-H and O-H stretching 
modes ~hift into the rq!:i()ll when~ the N-·H stn,;!.(:hillg d NH3 <I.dsm·bed ill zeolites is found 
experimentally. A comparison between the calculated and experimental N-H stretching 
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frequencies will be made in Chaptet 3. 

The int.ermolecular vibrational modes between NH3 and HOSiAIH6 weI·e mixed with 
the internal vibrations of NH3 and HOSiAlH6 . They appeared at 62, 91, 135, 217, 280 
and 379 ern-I, Becau~c of th~~ loixing with the intermolecular mode~ of the du~ter, being 
diffetent. ftom the lattice vibrations of the lattice, they do rwt, 'l,llow a comparison with the 
experimenta.l val\1es. From the intermolecular potential enel,'gy curve the intermolecular 
stretching frequency of NH3 is calculated to be in the region 180-210 cm- I (Tablc~ In 
VI). The frequency for NHt is much higher bCCa\ISe of the large interaction betw(~eu the 
NHt cation and the anionic zeolite cluster, Exp<~rimentally, modes at 169 cm- I [21) at 
204 and 174 [22] and in the region between 164 and 193 cm- 1 [23] were assigned to be 
intermolecular modes between NHt and the cryst.a.l. The calculated intermolecular modes 
of NH3 seems to be in the right region of t.he spectrum but it can be as~uIIwd that t.he 
cluster model is too simpk t() cOInpare quantitatively the experim~~llt.al a.lld calculated 
fr!.~qucncie'!s. 

The adsorption en£rgi<:.!; of NH3 and NH~ , in both basi~ ~d!:\ 'I.ud for both fixed and 
Dpl,iltli~ed geometty wet'e calculated at the llHF-kvd .LS well as at the MP2-level ~llld 
with and without the crc. From the binding energies in Tables III to VI we can study 
the effect of the various st.r;),tegie~ on the adsorption energy, For t.h(~ ~t.rl1cture in which 
NlI3 is hydrogen bonding to the HOSiAIHs cluster the effect of electron (;()]'relation and 
the CPC are relatively iB(h~pCIld(-~nt of the basis set and the geOlm;t,ry. The'! counterpoise 
correction is about 10 and 20 kJ jmol at. the SCF-level and the MP2 kvd, te:':pectively, 
Without the erc, t.h(~ ~t.rellgth of the hydrogen bond, eopeclil.lly at the correlated level 
i~ overcotiw<l.kd. If the CPC is applied, MP2 strenght~~w; th(~ hydfOgen bond by about 
10 kJ Il~IOI. B(~(:~J,U~e of t.he opposing effects of the DSSE ,md the absence of correlatiml, 
t.he binding energies found at the RHF-level for thc hydtogen bonded structure COInpat(~ 
well with the values found ,\1. tlK SCF!MP2!CPC level: they are equ,d within 3 k,J/mol. 

For the iOlLie sttucture, the structure in which the proton is tl'amJerred, the effect of 
the CPC and MP2 on the ad~orption (;Jl(~r~y i~ mote dependent on th~~ hOi.!;is sd. Elec
tron cor:rdation ,dtN:b the'! proton transfer energy; it ~t<lhili~(~s t.he ionic. form by about 
13 kJ /mol tnOt'e than it does the covalent form, The dfC!ct of dectron correlation io largdy 
oveH~~l,ima,t~~d if t.he CPC is not applied, The comp'l.ti~on of the adsorption energie!; as 
cf\.lcl1lated with the different methods ohows th,J,t t.he'! adsorption energy of NHt "nd the 
proton tt'ander energy are not described wdl at the SCF-Ievel. Electron wrrd.d,ion and 
the CPC are too import.ant to be neglected, or to rdy on cancellation. The ~vl~ol"ptioll 
energy of NH: is hnilt from two energies; the interadion en~rp;y between the NHtion 
a..nd the 7,(~olit~ ion, .6.Einj

) and the difference in proton a.ffinity, 6.E!;7', Doth are basi~ 
~d (kp(~Il(knt.. However, since the dependenc.y i~ oilllila.t, t.he adsorption energy i~ ks~ 

dependent on the basis set and electron corrcbtioIl t.han the 6.E:;;r and the 6.E"1( in(li
vi dually, The interaction energy in th(~ ionic ~y~tem is much larger thall ill the hydrogen 
bonded system because of the dcdIOSt.,d,ic interaction between the ~Ulion and the cation, 
This stwngu· bond is expressed by the short.er equilibrium bond length ann hy the higher 
inknno!e(:\\]M stl'd,ching ft'equency. 

Tables IV, V and VI show the effcct of the'! basis set on the a.d!;orptiD]! (~neI'p;y as 
t.he data in these tables were c.alculated with the same geometry a.nd thref; differel\\", hasis 
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Table III The adsorption energy and equilibrium O-N distances of NH3 hydrogen bonding to 
the HOSiAlfh duster. The geometry is optimized qua.ntum chemically, for the calculation of the 
adsorption data and for the geometry optimi:;;a,tion the smaJl basis set was ulled. The binding 
energics a.rC ill kJ/mol bond lengths in A a.nd the frequencies in cm- I . 

method RNO 6.E",d. 
1-' int~r 

SCF/MP2/CP 2.74 -60 185 
SCF/CP 2.82 -49 194 

SCF/MP2 2.64 -78 227 
SCF 2.77 -57 184 

Table: IV Adsorption data. for NH3 and NHt, (Calculated with the l",rge b~ilj set I;tnd the fixed 
geomciry. Units a.s in Table 111. 

method RNO .f::..E",d. ~i:;nter 

NH3 NH+ 
4 NH3 NH: NH3 NHt 

SCF /MP2/CPC 2.73 2.53 -67 -15 193 275 
SCF/CPC 2.79 2.55 -60 5 181 278 
SCF/MP2 2.64 2.48 -88 -35 227 281 

SCF 2.76 2.53 -69 -5 223 276 

Table V AdsotptioIl data for NH3 and NHt, calculated witll the sInall basis set and tile fixed 
geometry. Units as in Table III. 

method RNO .6.Eada Vilnt.er 

NH3 NH+ 4 NH3 NH+ 
4- NH3 NH+ 

4 

SCF /MP2/CPC 2.72 2.56 -68 24 211 508 
SCF/CPC 2.77 2.54 -59 39 190 348 
SCF/MP2 2.64 2.54 -89 -36 227 535 

SCF 2.73 2.52 -68 6 204 364 

Table VI Adsorption data (or NH3 and NEq, calculated with the 6·311 + +G(Jdf,2dp) hasis set 

and the fixed geometry. Units i/.5 in 'liJ.bJe Ill. 

method RNO !1E~d~ Vilnter 

NH3 NH+ 
4- NH3 NHt NH3 NHt· 

SCF 2.75 2.65 ·58 ·15 216 247 

Table VII The proton transfer energies (kJ/mol) at infinite distance (Cakulated in the fixed 
gj;'()me(ry a( (h~' fieF and MP2-le\fel 

f)"E:;,r (SCF) .6.E{;/' (MP2) 

small basis set -495 -493 
large basis set -445 -436 

6-31l++G(3df)2pd) -411 -406 
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sets. At the SCF jMP2jCPC-Ieve! the binding t..'t)el'gy for the hydrogen-bonded cluster 
is described quite well by the sma.!l basis f;et: it is within 2 kJ jmol from the adsorption 
energies calculated in t.he la.rger basis set. The intermolecular stretching frequency shows 
a larger deviation. The ionic atruct1.lre is poorly described by the small ba8is set, The 
adsorption energy calculated with the small basis set deviates 39 kJ jmol horo t.he one 
obtained with the larw~r basis sd at. the SCFjMP2/CPC level and 11 kJ/Il).ol at. the SCF 
level, The 6--311++G(3df,2pd) basis set was used only at th(~ SCF-·level because of its 
comput.a.t.ional demands_ Since this basis set is very large the BSSE will be small at the 
SCFJcveJ, t.herefore t.he adsorption energy calculated in this b,l.::;is sd should be compared 
wit.h the SCF ICPC adsorption energies of the small I:l.nd the lal'ge basis set. Again, the 
adsorption energy of NH3 is found to be r!;bt.ively independent of the basis ~ct- NHt 
on t.h(~ ot.hel' hand is stabilized 20 kJ/mol more witb respN:t. t.o the large basis set, The 
difference between the large basis Bd and the 6-311++G(3df,2pd) basis sd will h(~ larger 
at the correlated kvd but I,he r.l'ror made with the large ba!jj!j I:wt S(:(:InS ac!:eptable for the 
calculation of adsorpt.ion energies. 

Tb(~ effect. of the geometry on the adsorption energy can be deducted from Tables III 
and IV as the data in the tables arc (;~lnlbtcd with the same basis set, in the Table III 
with optimized geometries and in T~hk IV with a fixed geometry. The hindjng (~nergy, 
of the hydrogen bonded NH3, calculated in th(~ optimized geometry i~-GO kJ Imol, and 

67 kJ Imol 01' -68 kJ Imol in the fixed geometry, depending on the basis set. The <;eolite 
cluster, st.abilized by the geometry optimi~~I.t.ion, is less reactive and the bydtog(~l1 bond is 
weaket. 

Compared to other hydrogen bowh; the zeolite cluster-NH3 bond is Vf!l'y strong and 
short. For example, t}w H2 0 NH3 bond has a strength of 24 k.J /mol with a O-N dist.a.fwe 
of 3_01 A [111- CPC·uncorrected SCF'/MP2 values for the H3N-HCJ a)l(l H3NHF are -46 
and -63 kJ Imol r(~!jp{:d.ively [24]. For the SiH30H-NH3 system Ugliengo et 81-[25] found 
a hydwgcn bond with a strength of --37 kJ I mol at the SCF/MP2 kvd. Geerlings et ai. 
[26] found a interaction energy of·56 k.l/mol between the NH3 11.111'1 a HOSiAIH6 cluster, 
with a 3-21G basis :-;ct at the SCF-lr.veL At this level all ON dist.ance 2.69 A was found_ 
The comparison of the inkr<l.dion c11t~rgies of NH3 with other <1.6ds shows that the <:;eolit.c 
OH-group has an acidity that i~ comparable to strong <I.(:ids_ The results of th(~ c,dcubt.ions 
as de:,;uibed in this work are not ill agteement with the result.:; f011ud by Allavena d l;lL 
[27,28]- Th~y found that the ion-pair stwr.tt1l'e was 13 k.l/mol lower in energy than the 
covalent ~t.nl(:t.ut(~_ They used a 6-21G b,t~io sct., a. ba,sis set smallcr th'l.n the small basis 
sd we u~ed in this chapter. Moot. proktbly, the results of A llav(~lla d a1. were iIlfl.uell(:!~(1 
by the deficienci(~1; of Ule LL~i" ~et, and the geometry, th(~y ll~ed. 

Conclu~ion 

We ~tudied th(.~ df'c(:t of the basis set, electron COl'l'dation and geometry optimization 
OIl the ad~orptj(ll) (;ncrp;y of NH3 onto the zeolit-.(~ 'I1H1 the proton tran!:>kr from the zeolite 
to NI-I3. The zeolite W<lS modded with a HOSiAlH 6 clll"tCl'_ 

In t.ll(~ CI!()>;(:I"t Inodel, the zeolite du!Otcr do(~>; not transfer its protoIl tn NH3 . NH~ 

f<,)l'T"II~ ;1. ;:;tl'ong hydrogen bond with the dll;:;tel', this bond has ,I ~tn~I1gth of -60, ---67 or 
60 k.J Imol, depending on the b,lSi>; sd and the geometry of the dll~t.er_ ProtoIl tnm10fcr is 
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unfavorable by 52 kJ /mol. The calculated adsorption energies are too small with respect 
to the experimental adsOtption energy of about 130 kJ /mol [4J. 

Optimization of the geometry of the zeolite cluster makes it less reactive and NHa 
is adsorbed less strongly. The hydrogen bonded structure can be described satisfa.ctorily 
at the SCF-Ievel with a small baJ5is ad. The structure in which the proton is transferred 
needs a large basis set, electron correlation and the counterpoise correction for a proper 
description. 

Electron correlation stabilizes the hydrogen bond by about 10 kJ /mol and the proton 
transferred complex by 15 to 20 kJ Imol, depending on the basis set, If the effect of the 
electron correlation i~ calculated the epe should be usen to avoid the BSSE, otherwise 
the effect of the €lectron con'dation is overestimated. 

The small basis set overestimates the proton transfer energy because of its inability 
to describe the proton transferred complex. The large ba.sis set produces the adsorption 
energy of NHt with an error of about 10 kJ/mol at the SCF-Ievel, at the correlated level 
this error will be larger. 
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Introduction 

Experimentally, it is found that, in acidic zeolites, proton transfer takes place from the 
M:idic HOSiAI-group to adsorbed NHa molecules. The heat of adsorption is approximately 
130 kJ /mQI [1J. SO far, the results of the quantum-chemical calculations do not match the 
experimental result.s. With the model used in the previous chapter, i.e. NHt bonding to 
the zeolite cluster with a singlc hydrogen bond*, no proton transfer takcs pbce. Also the 
heat of adsorpt.iml is too low with respect to the experimental one. Apparently, NHt is not 
stabilized to such an extent that it can overcome the difference in deprotonation energy 
between the zeolite duster and NHt, the !1E!t. In this chapter, we studied whether it is 
possible to stabilize NHt by multiple bonding such that proton transfer becomes favorable. 
We studied the sta.bilization of NHt by letting it fonn two Or three hydrogen bonds with 
the zeoli tic lattice and by coadsorption of a second NHa molecule. We studied the multiple 
bonding of NH: to the zeolite lattice in the dusk. approach. 

To describe NHt singly, doubly and triply bonding to the lattice we used HOSiAlH6 , 

Al(OH)2H2 and AI(OHhH clusters, respectively. Probably, they do not provide a good 
model for the 2;eolite but they allow us to use a rdatively large basis set, to optimize geome
tries a.nd to carry out vibrational analyses relatively easily at the SCF-level. Adsorption 
energies were c<~lculated at the SCF /MP2/CPC level. 

We l5tudied the effect of the geometry optimization on the stabilization of NHt by 
comparing the adsorption energy of NHt on a AI(OHhH- cluster whose geometry WM 

taken from a crystal structure obtained with molec\\lar mechanics and on the same duster 
of which the geometry is optimized quantum chemica.lly. The effect of the cluster size 
has been investigated by comparing the adsorption energy of NHt on a AI(OHhH- and a 
AI( OHM OSiH3 )H- duster. We also calculated the adsorption energies of NHt singly and 
doubly bonding on a AI(OHhH- cluster, a AI(OH)2H2 duster and a HOSiAlH6 duster, 

>!< The term 'hydrogen bond', though perhaps not appropriate for a fully ionic system, 
is used to characteri~e the geometrical arrangements studied. 
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respectlv~ly. The results of the vibrational analysis of NHt adsorbed on the dusters were 
compared with experimental infrared spectra of NHt adsorbed in zeolites. 

Computational Details 

We treated t.he adsorption of NHt as a two step process: the proton tI";l,llsfer from the 
zeolite to NH3 at infinity and the binding of NHt onto the zeolite. For t.h~ proton trans
fer step the zeolite is rqm~8ented by a HOSiAlH6 duster. The dusters used to describe 
the iut.<~r~1Ction between NHt <lnd the zeolite are tht) smallest clllsterl; ;lble to describe 
the specific cooHlination between NHt ,~nd the zeolite. To d(~scribe the strudlll·e In which 
NHt is 1:I.dsotbed with two hydrow~n bonds onto the 2(Xllite lattice a Al(OH)2H; (fig. 3.2b) 
cluster was used, this is the double structure. NHt adsorbed with t.hr~ hydrogen bonds 
on the ZMlite wall is refercd t.o as the triple strwture, the zeolite wall is modded by an 
Al(OH)3H- (fig. 3.2d) d\lst.er. When dealing with the coad!:lorption of two NH~ molecules 
oIl a single acidic site th{~ HOSiAIH6 cluster Wi:J.S adopted (fig. 3.3e). To study the depen
dence of the interaction energy on the choice of the cluster some a,ddit.ional calcula.t.ions 
on NHt bonded singly or d01.1hly on the Al(OH)3 H- cluster have b(~{~ll performed as well. 
Fot t.he structures meutioned above, the geomet.ry for the acidi(: duster, the anionic cluster 
and the c.omplexe~ of the cluster with NHt are optimized. 

All the calculations we[(~ pctformed with the 6-311+G(d,p)/STO-3G basis !:let. This 
basis set is equl;lJ to the large basis sd in Chapter 2 [2,3]. This notatioIl means that the 
hydrogen atoms saturat.ing the dangling b(mds are descrihcd with a STO··3G basis set 
[4], the silicon aud ~llt1minum atoms with a 6-31G(d) basis set [5], the nit.rogen with ,I 
6-311 G( d) [5] ba~i~, the hydrogen atoms attached to t.he nitrogen atom with a 31 G(p) 
bal;io!;d [7L and all oxygeu ,ttoms with a 6·-311+G(d) basil; Kd [6,8]. 

The ad!:lorption ~nergies for the geometry optimiz{~d clusters and th(~ dll~ter-adsorbate 
complexes were ca.lculat.ed at the various levels, u:;ing Eqs. (2.1) to (2.5). The equilibrium 
geometrieo wete found by geomdty optimizatioll of the clusters at the SCF level, using 
gradient techniques. No Counterpoise Correction (CPC) was applied in t.hi~ step. Starting 
from the minimum fOllnd at the SCF-Ievel the optimizations were H~peated with the AI· . ·N 
di!:lt;).llce fixed at 0.1 and 0.2 A shorter and longer, respectively. For each of the st.ructure!> 
cn;<~kd In this way a calC1.da,tion is perform(~d in which electron wrrelation i:; included in 
the form of second-order M011er-Plessd theory [0], keeping the cores frozen. The epe 
il; ').pplied in this step. The potential enerl/;Y Cui'ves were ul;cd to obtain the cquHibrillIn 
AI· . ·N distanc(;o ,Lnd interaction e~wrp;ies, 6.Einl. 

In the two-~tep ,LdsOl'ption proccsl; the proton trand(~r ,Lt infinity i!> the same for aJI 
structures. The 6.E::;r is the differellc(~ in proton affi))ity of NHt and t.he HOSiAlH fi 

duster. We usc(1 this cluster since it, pl'ovides the be!;i. model for th(~ zeolite acidic 8it(~. 

The. cluster, from which the reference pl'oton affinity il; !,a,\(en, was abo opt.imized with t.he 
same ba~i!; set. Since the prot,on affinities arc very Similar, a!> can he seen from Table I, 
the dlOice to use a single proton a.ffinit.y for all 8trur.tnres doc!> rwt introduce erroneous 
rtrtifacts. 

To study the effect of t.h~ duster choice and the role of tlH·~ geometry optillli7,ation some 
rigid geometry calculations were performed on the cluster !:\hnwll in fig. 3.1. We calculakd 
th(~ adsorption energy of NH: triply bonded on the OA1(OH)2(OSiH 3 )H- duster. The 
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Figure 3.1. The a.nionic AI(OH h ffOSitIa duster used to calculate the interaction energy hetween 
NHt and the zeolite wall in the rigid geometry calculations. 

duster is generated in the same way as the fixed geometry du!:>ter in Chapter 2 [2,3]. The 
p08ition of the atoms were taken from an optimization of Fa.ujasik with a Si/ Al ratio of 
1. The position of the anionic oxygen was optimized using a 6-21G basis set. The t::.E!t 
at the SCF level was 444 kJ /mol. For NHt and NR3 molecule experimental geometries 
were used [10,l1J- The internal geometry of the fragments was kept fixed} only the AI···N 
distance was optimized_ The aluminum atom is located along one of the Cs-axes of the 
NRt ion. Because the aluminum tetrahedron is not regular, the angle of rotation of the 
NH1 tetrahedron around the Al- - -N axis was opt.imi<-;ed <J.t the SCF-Ievel, using a 3-21G 
basis set_ The minimum energy WM reached for a mean value of 6" for the AI·O-H-N 
dihedral angles. 

To check the stability of the calculated adsorption date with respect to the duster 
size the OSiHs group being replaced by a OR group, resulting in a AI(OH); cluster. We 
can study the effect of the geometry optimization on the adsorption energy of NHt on 
the AI(OH); cluster by comparing the heats of adsorpt.ion for the fixed geometry and the 
optimized geometry cluster_ 

Results and Discussion 

The geometry optimized dusters 

The results of the optimizations of the acidic and the anionic zeolite dusters are summa
rized in fig. 3_2_ The optimized double and triple structures are shown in fig_ 3-3- The 
zeolite dusters show large deviations from tetrahedral arrangement. The acidic AI(OH)2H2 
and AI(OH)aH clusters show an almost planar ahllninum duster forming a complex with 
a deformed water molecule. The adsorption of NHt causes a distortion of the internal 
geometries of the cluster and the NHt -tetrahedron. The optimization of NHt adsorbed 
on the clUI'it.er shown in fig. 3.2f resulted in a hydrogen bonding NHa .. ·HOSiAlH6 struc
ture that will not be dlscusscd in detail. The vibrational analysis of the double and triple 
structures show that. both" structures are minima as far as the coordina.tion of the NHt i!:> 
concerned_ The triple structure showed one imaginary frequency_ However, the vibrational 
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Table I. The deprotonation energies (depmtonatian energy"" - PAY, in kJ/mol, at the SCF 
and at the MP2-level, of the dusters. TJle deprotonation energies Me defined as the difference in 
energy between the optimized ZH alld Z- forms of the dustcrs or the differenc.e in energy between 
the optimi~ed NHt and NH3 • 

AI(OHhH2 Al(OHhHl HOSiAIH6 NHt _. 
SCF 1379 1364 1359 907 
MP2 1377 1356 1358 905 

~-

nmplitudes of this normal mode were completely located OU !.he saturating hydroW~I1 a.toms 
bonded to the oxygen 'It.oms and were considered I10t to be of influence on the adsorption 
process. 

NHt becomes the stables species rather than NH3 aml proton transfer takes pla.c"Oe 
when NHt is cOOl'dinating to the lattice with two or three hydrogen bonds. Apparently, 
proton transfer C'1.11 take place, if after proton transfer, NHt hal:l a. high coordination 1.0-
wards the zeolite lattice_ The adsorption energies of the double <tnd triple structure arC 
much higher than those of the hydrogen bonding NHs and are relatively do!';e to the exper
imental heat of a.d9ol'ption, especially if oue notes that the haei!:l set. u!';~d here undew;;ti
mates the stability of NHt by more than 10 kJ/mol [3J. Although the model repre!:lm1t.ing 
the e;eolit~ is too simple to dra.w definitive conclusions, the calculations pn~~ent.ed here 
strongly suggest that iII t.hr. zeolite proton transfer (;a.n take plaee, if Hft.(~r proton transfer 
NHt ha.s a high coordination wit.h the zeolite wall. 

There remains the qut!;ti(Hl whether the coordiIlat.ion and the stahilit.y of NH1' is real, 
or caused by the choice and the symmetry of the cluster. A~ ,1 c"Oheck we adsorbed NH; 
doubly <~nd singly bonding on the AI(OHhH- cluster and we compared the o~dsorption 
energies with t.hose in which NHt is doubly and Bingly bonding on the Al(OHhH;- and 
OSiA1H; ch1~t.er respectively. We pe1'formed a constraintkss geometry optimizat.ion start
ing from NHt doubly bonding on the AI(OHhH- cluster. The result of thi!'; optimization 
wa6 a dO\lbly bonding strudure_ The vibrational analyl';il'; of this strudur(~ did not show 
ima.ginary frequencies. The binding energy of NHt doubly bonding on t.his cluster was 
-109 kJ/mol at. the SCF-level. This is comparable to the adsorption cntrgy of t.h~ doubly 
bonding NHt on the cluster 8hown in fig_ 3_3b_ NHt singly bonding on the Al(OH)sH
duster W,lS optimized keeping the pr(ltOIl at.tached to the nitrogen atom and ou(~ AI-O-N 
<lugle fixed to keep the cation !:lingly coordinated. The O-.. N distance WH!:l 2_51 A, the ad
sorption energy at the SCF-Ievel -9.0 kJ Imo!. This is compara.ble to the ad:;orptinn of 
NHt singly bonded 011 the OSiAlHi duster [2,3]. The ,ldsOl'ption energic:-: nf the singly 
a.nd doubly bonding NHt arC vety similar on th(~ AI(OHhlr and th(~ AI(OHhH;- and 
OSiAIH;) dusters re:opedively_ The heats of C\.dsol'ption and the r(~Sl1lts of the g~'Om!':t.ty 
optimization~ do not'. St~em to be influenced sttongly by the choio~ of the duster. 

NHt only seemS 8tabJ~ when forming two or thr~e hydrogtn bonds with the zeolite 
lattice- From Eq. (2.5) we sec th~t the stabilization of th~ doubly and triply bonded stOlte 
relative to the singly bonded state can be caused by ~ Cohange in proton a.ffinity of the dustcl' 
Or by a Cohang~ in interaction energy- Since the proton ,tffinity of th~~ OSiAIH; cluster il; 
used, th(~ fin;t possibility can be ruled Ol.lt. Thus, the diff(:l't:nCo~ in stability ht:tween the 
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E 

F 

Figure 3.2. Optimized geometries of the clusters rlwddillg the zeolite waJl. Top, from left to right, 
the protollated forms (a.,c,e) optimized in C. symmetry. Bottom, from left to right, the anionic 
forms (b,d,f) optimized in C2v, C3v and COl respectively. 

single the double and the triple structul'es is the result of the enhanced interaction energy. 
For the double and t6ple structure the E,nt is lowered by about -100 kJ/mol relative to 
the singly coordinated NHt. From the small difference in binding or adsorption energy 
between the double and triple state it is clear that the binding energy is not proportional 
to the number of hydrogen bonds. In the case of an ion-ion interaction the exact alignment 
of the hydrogen bond does not Seem to be very important. The factor determining the 
interaction energy, and thus the stability seems to be the short distance and the high 
coordination between the cation and the anion. 

The fixed geometry calc111atim)$ 

The a.dsorption energy of NHt was calculated on the fixed geometry cluster shown in 
fig. 3.1, optimizing the O-N distance only. The a.dsorption energies were -18 kJ/m~)1 and 
-11 kJ Imol at the SCF and SCF ICP level respectively, the AI-N distances 2.78 and 2.81 A. 
The calculations were repeated with reduced cluster she, The OSiH3 group was replaced 
by a OH group, resulting in a AI(OHhH- dust.el·. The adsorption energies did not differ 
much: -16 kJ Imol a.nd -10 kJ Imol at the SCF and the SCF ICpe level respectively, the AI
N distances 2.77 and 2.79 A. The difference in a.ci8orption energy between the Al(OHhH
cluster and the Al(OH)2(OSiH 3)H- cluster is smalL From the calculations presented here, 
the adsorption energy seems relatively independ(mt of the cluster size and seems to be 
determined to a large extent by the atoms directly interacting with the adsoX'bate, 
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Table II. Tlw adsorptivn energy and Ai···N bond length of thf! d()!lbl~ and iriple structures. 
Distances are ill A, adsorption energies in kJ/mol. 

--
Method RA1".N f!..Er..d~ 

double triple double triple 
,,-

SCF /MP2/CPC 3.41 2.94 -114 .. 114 
SCF/CPC 3.42 2.97 -98 -100 
SCF/MP2 3.39 2.92 -141 -139 

SCF 3.42 2.95 -110 -112 

A B 
l"igure .1.3. T1JC result of the optimizlttion of a) the double sirudare, and b) thf! triple strudure. 

The adsorption energies on the fixed geometry and the optimi~~~d geometry 
Al(OHhH- clusters differ considerably. The calculated heats of adsorption for the fixed 
geometry and optimized geometry Al(OH)3H2 (the optimized geometry clu~t.et is described 
more correctly by Al(OHhH(OH~)) clu~t.ers differ about 100 kJ /mol, t.he latter being more 
favorable. From Eq. (2-4) w(': ~(':e that this difference may be ta.u~ed by a difference in ~E:"'T 
or f!..E·nt. There is only a small difference in l:!.Ef:/: 444 k.J/mol for the fix(~d geometry 
duster and 452 kJ /mol for the optjmj?;(~d geometry cluster. Thn~, t.he difference in ad
sorption energy is caused by a difference in l:!.Einl. The inkraction energies for the fixed 
geometry cluster are -460 and··4G3 kJ /mol at the SCF and SCF jerC level respectively. 
For the optimized geomdry duster they are -561 and -548 kJ /moL This difference is 
caused by the difference in coordination of NHt with the du!;ter and the different align
ment of the OH-groups. The fixed geomet.ry cluster cannot coordinate to NH~' optimally, 
because of its irregular shape; this decreases the int.era.ct.ion energy. Second, the fixed 
geometry cluster has a relatively flat ~hi:l-pc. Because of this, a high NHt "7.eolite anion 
coordination would imply NHt being dOf>c to the relatively large ahuuillllm atom, leading 
to repulsion. Also in the fixed gcomdl'y the OH-groups cannot b~~ posit.ioned optimally. 
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Figure 3.4. The difference in coordination between the fix.cd geometry and the optimized geometry 
structure. The fixed geometry structure 011 the left is relatively flat, its dipole moment iq iimaJi 
and the aluminum atom is exposed to the NITt. In the optimilled geometry, on the right, the 
O-AI-O-angle is decreased, hereby increasing the dipole moment and shielding the aluIl1inum 
a.tom. The il1teraction energy between the cluster a.nd the Nffj is also increased by dire<;ting tIle 
dipole of tIle DH-bonds towards the cation. 

The position of the OR-groups of the AI(ORhH- cluster is important because of the 
relat.ion between the geometry and the dipole moment of the Al(OH)3H- duster. In the 
optimized geometry the O-Al-O angles MC smaller. Since the negative charge is more or 
less located on the oxygen a.toms a decrease in the angle increases the dipole moment. 
Also, in the optimized structure the OR-groups are pointing their: dipoles in the direction 
of the NHt cation, fig. 3.4. Both features inctease the dipole moment. In the fixed 
geometry cluster the dipole moment is 0.6 Debye. In the complex equilibrium geometry of 
the optimized geometry cluster the dipole is 3.5 Debye. For the calculation of the dipole 
moments, the origins were taken in the center of positive charge. 

The Al(OH)JH- cluster can only obt.ain its high coordination with NHt and its large 
dipole moment by deformation. In the isolated state the O·Al.O-angle is 102", in the 
optimized complex III a, the AJ-O bond length increases by 0.06 A. The deforma.tion 
energy, the difference in energy between the fully optimized AI(OHhH- cluster and the 
same cluster in the conformation of the equilibrium geometry of the triple structu:r:e, is 
33 kJ Imnl. In the complex, the extra binding energy compensates fot the deformation 
energy. In the geometry optimization we gave the duster complete freedom to deform. 
In a zeolite lattice the aluminum khahcdroll is consttained and the adsorption energy 
be(~oUl(:s d(:p~ndent on the geometry of the AlO4" tetrahedron in the lattice. For example, 
if the AlO; -tetrahedrons in the lattice would have the shape they have in the optimized 
triple structure the adsorption energy increases by -33 kJ / mol beca.use the interaction 
energy is the same but. t.he deformation energy is zero. If, on the other hand, the lattice 
would h~lVC t.he shape of the isolated Al(OH)3H- ion the adsorption energy will be less 
than the -112 found for this cluster. A rigid lattice with the shape of the dust.er as shown 
in fig. 3.1 will give an adsorption energy of approximately -20 kJ /mol. 

The completely gcomdl'Y optimized clusters are able to reproduce the experimental 
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heat of ad8orption, the fi)(~d geometry cluster does not. Thil';, togt~ther with the change 
in bond kngtlH:I <t.!> slwwn by XR.D [1], indicates that a geomdry optimized cluster seems 
a. better model than a fixed geometry duster. However,' we should ke(~p iu mind that the 
freedom for deformation in the .;tn'Lll dll~ter may give an Qvereetim<:l-tiOll fot the deformation 
of the lattice. Thi!:l mC1~M; !.hat, most probably, the geomdry optimked clusters will give 
a high<.;r coonlin<'Ltion to NH: than a AIO';- -tetrahdr{)Il in <L zeolite lattice [12]. 

In this section we studied the st,l.bili?:at.ion of NH: by a (·'()<I.dsotbed NHs molecule 
and we rnad~~ ').t\ <l,tl,\.ly~is of the various interactions in thi~ system. The geomc!.ry of 
the zeolik dust.er with two NHs molecules coadsorbed on the acid site was optimked at 
the SCF··\evcl. The int.~raction energy calculations, at the SCF /MP2/CrC .. kvd, were 
performed in the SCF·-geometry only. One optimization st<lrted with a geometry in which 
the proton was transferred to the NH3 molecule bonding to t,ll(~ zeolite duster and another 
optimization ~tMt.ed with a geometry in whidl the prot.on is attached to the ZC(llite. Both 
8trU(:hH'(;~ appeared to be minima. The reslllts of the two geometry opt.imizations are 
giv(~n in fig. 3.5. In the proton traIlofcrrcd ~tate, the N-O diotallcc if; w~ry dose to that ill 
the NHt .. ·OSiAlH~ complex [2,3]. The N···N distance however, is slightly longer th<l-n in 
the NH1 -NH3 complex which i!:l 2.85 A [13], presumably becall~w of tepulsioll between th<.: 
anionic. zeolite cluster (I.ud t.he dipole of the NH3 mok<.:llle. Also in the cowJent l;ULt.e, i.e. 
the date in which the ptoton is not transferred, th<.~ N·-O and N-N di8taIlce~ do not deviate 
JOtrougly f!'Om those in the NHrdimer [14], (llld the NH3 .. ·HOSiAlH6 wmplex [2,3]. The 
adsorption energy of the proton transferred structure is 60 kJ / mol per two ad80rbed NH3 
molecules; i.e. 30 kJ /mol per NH3-molecule. The structure in which the proton is att.a.c.hed 
to the zeolite) while hydrogen bonding to two NH3 molecule:; is 15 kJ Imol more stable at 
the SCF· leveL Since the anion is stabilized at t.he electron corrd<ltd level this difference 
will be smaller at. the MP2-level. 

In the coadsorb!.~d sttlldtlre, there appears to b!~ a stibtle balance between proton 
transfer energies and differences in binding energies. Energdic<l.l1y, t.his coadsorbed :;t.<'Lte 
is unfi1.vorable compared to the double and triple structure!;, (1))(1 also to the state where 
t.he proton is not transferred ~~nd ,t f;ingle NH3 molecuk i~ by(ltogen bonded on ~t single 
site. However, it i8 inkr/;!';t.ing to see that NHt (:,m he stabilized by a 8{':COlld adsorbed 
NH3 molecule. This can be under!;tood relatively easily. W~~ f;;l.W that, for the l;ingly 
bonding NH~' the proton tran!;f(~' wa~ unfavorable by 52 kJ /mol [2,3]. The (:,tkulated 
binding energy between NH3 ,\.nd NHt is -99 kJ IInol [15], whereas for the NH3-dimer 
they were found to be 19, · .. 14 and -18 kJ/rnol [13,14,Hlj. From these difft'!tences in 
binding energy one could expect !.h~ proton transferred form of the structure to b(!come 
favorable over the hydrogen bonded one when another NH3 i~ coadsorbed. Tlw required 
proton t1'ansfer energy is provided by the enhanced interaction ener(!;y. The fact th<~t NHt 
i~ sU1bilized by a single extra NHa is ,)n indication of the ~b'Ollg acidity of the zeolite (l(:idk 
f;ik Experimentally, gas-pha8e (.l; N<tphtol* (pKa ~ 0.5) rcqnil'es three additional NH3 
molecules to a('.('.ompli6t) prot.oll transfer to NH3 [17]. This suggests that the ,\.cidic site of 
a zeolite is more ac.idic. than l;t.rong mineral ac.ids such ,LS HI for which a pKn of 0.77 has 
been reported [18]. 
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Figllre 3.5. The c()ads()rbed struct!)re, a) after proton transfer, b) before proton transfer. Indi
cated are the equilibrium distarlces between the nitrogen atoms of the adsorbates, the equilibrium 
distances betw€(~n Ow rlitr()gen atom of the adsorbate and the oxygen a.t()ms of the zeolite and 
some internal parameters of the zeolite clllster i.e. the Si-·O, Al-O and the O-H distance as well 
~ the Si-O-AI angle. 

In Ta.ble III the overall adsorption energies and the interaction energies between all 
the individual pairs are tabulated. The latter are calculated in the absence of the third 
molecule. The binding energy for the complex involving NH3 , NHt and OSiAIH; is 
not equal to the sum of the binding energies of the separate pairs. The difference be
tween this sum and the total binding energy, the three-body term is repulsive; 29 kJ /mol 
at the SCF ICPC-Ievel. Electron correla.tion adds 2 kJ Imol to this threc--body term
These numbers have all opposite sign and are somewhat larger than the values found for 
other hydrogcn bonding systems. For example, at the SCF level it is -17 kJ Imol for 
the NH 3 ·· ·HF· .. HF-system [19J. For the water trimer, this term is in between -3 to -
I) kJ /mol, depending on the geometry. The contribution of the second order M~ller-Plesset 
perturbation energy to the three-body term was almost negligible: 0.3 a.nd 0.1 kJ Imol [20J. 
Siu<:e m{)st of the SCF three-body energy is cau~cd by pola.tiea.tion energy it can be ex
pected that) in the coadsorbed structme with two ions the three-body term is repulsive and 
somewhat larger than in the other ~y!;tcms mentioned. Here, the three-body term becomes 
repulsive because the pobrization of the NH3 under influence of the NHt cation a.nd the 
OSiAIH;- anion simultaneously, is less than under the influence of these ions separa.tely. 
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Table III. An ana.lY8is of the binding o"!nergie8 in the coadsorbcd ~tructute (fig. 3.51'1.). Tho"! 
adsorption energies, tIle total of tfw in(cri.tctiOil energies and tile intera.ction energies betwccn 

the pairs of rtwlecules are tabulated. The interaction energies and the cpe i.trC calculated 
with Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). 6.E~d" is the l!"Er;.d~ from Eqs. (2.4) for the complete system 
of the three intera.cting particles. 6.Eint, Eqs. (2.2) aIld (2.4), is the intera..;tion ellergy {or 

tlle tJJrt~e pa.rticles. AB, AC, and Be denote the pair interar.tions (expJanatioIl given below), 
A=OSiAlH;) ;::;Z-, B- NHJ, C= Nih, D-.pds ~EABC =E(Z- --. NJq --. NH3) - E(Z) -
2E(NH3), ABC;;;;;l:J.Eir.t."E(Z- ... NUt· .. N1l3) - E(2-) E(NEq) -E(NH3), AB= E(Z~ ... 
NHt) -E(Z-) - E(NHt), AC= E(Z- ... Nff3)E(Z-) - E(NH3), BC", E(NIft ... NH3 ) 

-E(NHj) - E(N1I3), ~EAfJC= ABC - AH . AC ·-BC. 6.EABC is the three-body term. 
- --~-.~ 

t,ot-a.1 pair-energies difference 
............ """' .. ~-:--

Method 6E(ld~ ABC AB AC DC 6.E ANC 

SCF ··60 -548 -195 14 97 30 
SCF/CPC .. ·11 529 -481 16 -93 29 

SCF/MP2 9;1 ··577 -513 11 ·107 :n 
SCF 1M P2/CPC (jO -543 -489 15 101 31 .. -

Tht~ calculated and experimental infrared spectn~ 

For ,~ll geometry optimized cluster-adsorbate complexes normal mode ana,lysGl:! were car
ried out. From these analyses, the N-H ,~nd O-R stretching frequeIlciel:! <lre tabulated in 
Table IV. The selection of these IIlode~ wa.s simple as they were isolated ftom the other 
modes. We compared the N-H stretching r<~gion of the ealculated infrart.~d spectra with 
the experimental spectra of the NHt ·{nnns of several zeolites: Mordenik (MOR) [21], 
Falijasit.e (FAU) [21L Beta (BET) [22], <l))d Erionite (ERI) [23]. In interpT'ding the ex
perimental spectra we must be aware th,'!.t the model used here is very silllple and laeks 
information concerning the iIlflucn(:{~ ()f the structure of the zeolite on the spectra. 

The l:lp{~dnlIn of the hydrogen bonded stnldllI'(~, i.e. the structure in which the 
proton is still attaehed to the zeolit~~ il:! dominated by one single pe'l.k; the OR-stretching 
frequency 8hifkd int,() th(~ N·-R stretching region. Tbe l:lp{~(:trllm of the coadsQrbed Shlldure 
is al!;O d()milmt(~d by a single peak at 3142 (coming from the proton hydrogel) bonding to 
the co,Ldsnrbed NH3)' These peaks, however, Me not likely to appou' in ~I. experimental 
l:!pCd,rlltII since the double and triple stnt(·.turel:! <,!,!,(! more favorable eB~Tgdi{:ally. At higher 
louding~ p~a.b; :;;t~mming from eoadsorbed ~trudtrr~:;; may appear [24]. 

Most likely, the experimental spectrum is domillakd by the double and triple strliC
tures. From th(~ir ,thnost (!qual adsorption en€rgiel:! iI, G\'11 be expected that the exp(~timental 
spedra il; a olllU of tlH~ ~pect.ra. of these two !;tru(.tllr<~~. Still, it is useful to n)]npare the 
calcuhd,cd 'l.Ild {:)(pf~timeLltal frequencies. The opN:t.rlllll of the double stnldnre i~ domi
nated by two large p~~ab ~d 2623 and 2740 ern-I. They might wrrespond to the two h~nds 
present in th(~ cxperirnl~nt.al ~p~ctrum at 2780 and 2930 ~~m .. ·1 (MOR), 2800 and 3040 cm- I 

(FAU), 2970 (BET) and 2840 and 3068 em-1 for tlH~ etionite. However, t}l<' valn(~~ are too 
low hy about 250 em -! . 
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Table IV. The N-H stretching frequencies offour zeolites and of the optimized cluster-a.dsorba.te 
complexes. The frequencies are given in crn- 1 . They are tal)lllated for four zeolites: Morden· 
ite (MOR) {21J, Faujasite (fA U) [21], zeolite Beta (BET), [22] a.nd Erionite (ERl) [23}. The 
other spectra are calculated. 2H and .1H are the notation of the doubly and triply bonded NHt 
(fig. 3.3a and 3.3b respectively). H is the structure in which the proton is atta.ched to the zeolite, 
the frequency given here thus comes from the OH-stretching. GOAD is the structure as given in 
fi.g. 3.Sa.. The N-H strett;hing of the proton pointed towards the zeolite is shifted to 2123, but is 
not induded in the Table because it is strongly mixed with a Si-H stretching. Mades belonging to 
frequencies typed slanted have a negligible irltensity but are included for completeness. The cal
culated frequencies were scaled by 0.92, this value gave the best a.greernent between the calcula.ted 
and experimenta.1ly measure N-H stretching frequencies of the NH3 molecule [10}. 

MOR FAU BET ERI 2H 3H H COAD 

2780 2800 2970 2840 2623 3103 3142 3153 
2930 3040 3068 2740 3141 3360 3363 
3180 3270 3200 3260 3418 3478 3478 3401 
3400 3360 3460 3384 3495 3483 3473 

3476 
3483 

The spectrum of the triple structure has two large peaks relatively dose together 
(3103 and 3141 cm-1). In an experimental spectrum they may appear as one peak. It also 
has a less intense peak at 3478 cm -1. The composi te peak around 3120 may correspond 
to the band in the experimental spectrum at 3180 (MOR), 3270 (FAU), 3200 (BET) and 
3260 (ERI). Again the band is calculated too low by 100 cm- 1 • The less intense peak at 
3478 may correspond to the less intense peak or shoulder appearing in the experimental 
spectra at 3400) 3360) 3460) and 3384 cm- 1 for the four zeolites respectively. The first 
peaks corresponds to the stretching frequency of hydrogen bonding protons, the numerical 
value may be wrong because the harmonic approach is not sufficient. The numerical value 
of th(~ 3478 cm-1 peak seems to be right. This frequency corresponds to the stretch of 
the proton pointing away from the zeolitic cluster. Since it is not hydrogen bonding the 
harmonic approach might be sufficient. As seen from this interpretation, there is not a 
simple correspondence between the calculated harmonic frequencies and intensities and 
the experimental spectra. However, this interpretation supports the suggestion that the 
dotlble and triple structures both appear at the same time. 

Conclusions 

We studied the stabilization of NHt by multiple bonding to the zeolite lattice Or to 
a coadsorbed NH3 molecule. The zeolite was modeled with small clusters. The ge
ometries of the clusters and cluster-adsorbate complexes were optimized at the SCF 
level and the adsorption energies were calculated at the SCF /MP2/CPC level using the 
6-31l+G( d)p )/STO-3G basis set. 

NH: can become stable, and the 6E;;t can he overcome) if NHt is stabilized by 
a large interaction energy. It is possible to stabilize NHt by solvatation with a second 
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NH3 molecule. Much more favorable however, is the situation in which NHt has a high 
coordination to the zeolite lattice, i.e. it is bonded to the zeolite lattice with t.wo or three 
hydrogen honda. The h(~;).ts of adsorption ca.lwla.ted for the hydrogen bonded structure, 
the ~trtlctJlrea in which NHJ ia dOllbly and triply bonding to the zeolite lattice, and for the 
st.ruct.ure in which two NH3 molecules a.re coa.d.sorbed on one acidic site are -60, -llO, -·ll2 
a.nd ···30 kJ Imol respectively. The heata of adsorption of the structures in which NHt is 
bonding with two or three hydrogen bonds to the lattice are close to Ow experimental heat 
of adBorptioIl. Although the dUBter caJc\da.tions present.ed here have large deficiencies, the 
calcula.t.ions suggest tha.t in a. zeolit.e proton tt'ansfer becomes favorable as a result of a 
high coordination between NHt and the zeolite lattice. 

To stabilize NHt a high coordination between the Ileolit.e duster and NHt is necessary. 
For this high coordination it i8 neccssary to optimize the geometry of the duster. If th(~ 
geometry of these structures is taken from a crystal structure and not optimized, a part 
of this high coordination is lost and the heat of a.dsorption is only -10 k.1 /m()l. For the 
clusters used here, the heat of adsorption Bccm~ rda'('ive\y independent of the choice of 
the cluster. The heat of adsorption for ,l SiIlgly a.nd doubly bonding NHt is similar on 
t.he Al(OHh H- dll:;;tet a.nd on the OSiAIH; and the AI(OH)2 H;- cluskr re~pectively. 
Enlargement of the the AI(OHhH cluster by repbcing a. OH--gtoup by a OSiH3 group also 
ha~ relatively little dfcd on th(~ a.dsMption energy. 

The vibrational frequencies of the clusters were calcuiH.tc(1 at the SCF-Ievel in the 
harmonic approach. They have beeIl comp<~red wit.h 0.xpedmental spectra of NHt form!; 
of :l;f!.olik!:>, The k<\.hltC~ nf the cxp~rilllental spectrum can be explained from th(~ c.alculated 
Bpcctn~. Thi" SC(~IllS t.o c.onfitlll t.hat. NHt is present in the zeolite a.!; ,\. (\()llbly or triply 
bonding st.fudurc. 
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Introduction 

Quantum chemist.s have studied the ad!';orpt,jon of small molecules onto Hw acidic site in 
th(~ duster approach; ~L group of atoms, including the <Leidie site, is taken from th~ ~w(>ljtc, 
the d~LIlgling bonds are satut~LU~d, usually with hydrogen atollll;, ~Uld the adsorption proce~~ 
can be studied a,s a molecule-molecule iI1teJ·,~ction, with all its compub.tjonal advantages, 
The cluster approach however, has three di sad V<tIl t;LgC!; , The first are the bOUI1d~l~'Y effects 
dm~ to the saturation of dangling bondsi atom~ h,wing saturated dangling bond!'; an~ i1) <I 

different environment than in the crystal, which can lcc~d to a different chemical behavior, 
The second disadvantage is that the duster is, usually, relatively ~mall. Jf, for example, the 
cluster describe!'; the ~colite acidic site, the interaction of the adsorbate with the (Ipposite 
wall of the zeolite charllld is missing. The third di$~).(lv<Ultage is that a finite du~tet cannot 
describe the long-range eledrclHtatic effects of the cryskd, t.he Ma,ddung potential. Some 
studies ate fcported in which the ad!';()tpt',ion energy is calculated with dll!';t.(~rJj of different 
!;i;';f~. The adsorption eneq{y depends quite strongly on Ow l;ir-c of the cluster [1,2]. Other 
allthor~ have embedded thdt t.hlskr in an array of point chatg~~M t.o a(~count in some way 
for the M,uldung potential [3,4]. Th(~ ~[l<~in disadvantage of these stlldi(~~ h{)w(~V(.T is that 
no compati~nn could be made with th~ ["d~~rcnc€, namely the crystal. 

In t.hi~ st.udy, we would like to judge t.he value of the cluster appt(}~\.(:h by cOHl:liciering 
the adsorption of NH3 and NH: on four dtl!';t.t.ts of diff~TeIlt size cut from a chabazite 
crystal, and comparing thc rcsults with those obt;).in(~d u~ing a periodic model of the 
adsorption process. W.-.:; used the CRYSTAL progrmll (5·-9] for calculating th(~ dedn)nic 
structllre ;'I,nd the energy of the crystal. In thi!; way we are able to e~timat.e the boundary 
effects in the dur;ter calculations a.~ wdl ,I.l:l the effect of the oppo~ite sidt. of the channel 
wall and of loug-range electrostatic intera(~tions on the adsorption eneq:~y. The choice of 
the a.dsorbates, NH3 and NHt, ena.bles uS to study the effect of the cluster approach for a 
neuttal ,md a charged adsorbak, as well as on the proton transfet from the zeolite to NH3 
[10,11]. Sinn~ the geometry is found to have a large influence on th(~ c,Lkui<Lt,cd ad8orption 
(;n~~rgy we have carried (m!. ~lll eal('.ulations with two diff(~rcnt, >,;colite geometries. 
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Computational details 

Zeolites are built from T04 tetrahedrons in which the T-atom can be l:Jilicon or aluminum. 
The tetrahedrons a.re linked together at the vertices such that a. three-dimensional porous 
structure, with channels, is formed. In chabazite the channels are built from parallel eight
rings. Sl)ch an eight-ring has eight tetrahedrons linked together. The eight-ring channels 
al'e in three directions almost perpendicular to each other. Their diameter is about 4 A. 
The structure of chabazite, with NH3 adsorbed in it, is shown in fig. 4,1. 

Figure 4.1. On the left, the structure of chabazite aIld NHt adsorbed into it, the view is pcrpendic. 
ular to the eight-ring channels. On the right, NHt adsorbed periodically in the eigllt-ring channel 
of the chabazite, Althollgh NH4+ is adsorbed on one spedfk site there is alS() an interaction of 
NHt with the atoms of the opposite site of the channel. 

Although for the purely silicious form of the chabazite it is possible to optimize the ge· 
ornetry quantum chemically [12], thi~ is not feasible for an aluminum containing chabazite 
because, due to its lower symmetry, it has too many parameters to be optimized, We 
have used therefore two geometries, one derived from an expel'imental structure and one 
optimized with the shell model [13,14], By comparing the two structures we can study t.he 
influence of the geometry on adsorption <l.nd pl'oton transfer energies. 

The first geometry we used is derived from an cxpel'imental structure of natural 
chabazite, ,~s determined by X-ray diffraction by Wyckoff [15]. Its space group corresponds 
to R3m symmetry and contains twelve T a.tou!~ per unit cell. In the asymmetric unit there 
if; only one T-atom. From this atom the twelve T-atoms in the unit cell are generated by 
applying the symmetry operations. If we wa.nt to make a structure with different types of 
T-atoms we cannot use this symmetry, since all the T-atoms are symmetry related. We 
decided to remove some of the symmetry operations by reducing the symmetry to R3; the 
twelve T-atoms in the unit cell are generated from four T-atoms in the asymmetric unit. 
We assign one of these T-·atoms to be aluminum. Thu~, we generate a chabazite with a 
Si/ Al ratio ()f three. The natural form of chabazite has a Si/ Ai ratio close to twO. To 
obtain a strUd\lI'e with such a Si/ Al ratio the symmd.l'Y should be lower than R3, leading 
to I;!.n increase in computer time tha.t would mal{e the calculations not feasible a.nymore. 
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To create the acidic ROSiAI group we put a pl'oton On one of the oxygen atoms bonded to 
the aluminum atom. Although the proton can be bonded to four different oxygen atoms, 
we chose only one since we did not aim to compare diffel'(~nt ,l.cidic l5ites. The hydroxyl 
grOt1p Wal5 positioned in such a manner that the structUl'e of I.he i:l,!;idic group resembled, 
as best. a.s p08sible, the HOSiAl structure found by optimization of a HOSiAlH6 duster 
[10]. All al.her geometrical paramet.en:; were kept fixed at the experiment.al geomdry. We 
wlll refer to this crystal structure as the Wyckoff st.tucture. The disadvantage of X-ray 
diffraction is that it can not. di!:ltinguish between silicon and aluminuIIl l:itorns, Because of 
this, sonw Si-·O bond lengths are t.oo hmg and some AI-O bond lengths an~ !.nn short in 
the Wyckoff nystal. The local structlH'C around the acidic site of the Wyc.koff !":tyst:al is 
shown in fig. 4.2. 

For the second geometry we used the Wyckoff crystal as a I:ltart for the optimization of 
the geometry of the crystal with the shell modeL The shell model describes the interaction 
between the atoms with pair potentials, containing a COlllombit aud a covalent part. The 
oxygen is polarizable; it is de8tTibed as a charged core and, bonded 1.0 it with a harmonic 
potent.ial, rL negatively charged shelL We lls(~d tl)(~ pl:iHIIIleter set as derived by Schroder 
et al. [16]. We tried t.() find the most stable structure by optimi7.ing four g(~omdries, each 
with the proton on a diff(!l'el~t oxygen atom. 'rheir stabilities are giv~n in T~lhk 1. We can 
see that three of them are dose to each other in stability, We decided to 1l~~ the !;hdl 
model opt.imi:.;(~d geometry that has its proton (JIl the sam(~ oxygen as the Wyckoff crystal 
structure) which il; <1180 the most stable structu1'e according !.o t.he ~hdJ model optimization, 
We will call this strt1dure t1l(~ I:lhdl model crystal. 

For NH3 and NHT we have u8ed the experimental geometries [17,18]. W~ adsorbed 
NH3 onto the acidic hydroxyl !V'O\lp in its equilibrium position i.e., the Cs axis of the NHs 
coincides with the OH-axis. Although NHt is more stable if it has a higher coordination 
than a single hydrogen bond we put NHt in the same position as NHs . We chose this coor
dination because the Small Clllskr (defined below) is not able to describe the coordination 
of NHt to more than one oxygen atom. 

Wit.h the prf!~ent'. choice, there are three NHs molecules ()1' NHt ions p!'!t !":haba7.it.(! 
unit cell. The distance betwe!'!n th(~ ~Ldsorbates is about 6.5 A. It is an important question 
to what (~xt€nt the adsorption energies in the cx'ystal <ln~ influenced by the adsorbate
a.dsm'bate interaction. Therefore, we built la.tticca from NH3 molecule8 in the same ge
ometry t.hey have in the chabazite. To study the NHt .,' NHt illt.(~ra.di()n We put the 
cations in the p()sitiou they have in the crystaL In order to make a n!'!11t.1'a.l la.t!.i!":!'! we 
put the monovalent F- <L~ a counterion on the position of the anionic oxyg~ll f'Lt.om. In 
this way we built a. lattict of NHt .,' F- units. The formation energy, for one unit cdl 
containing three a.dsorbates, of the NHs lattice is -3 kJ (mol for the. Wyckoff crystal and 
-2 k.J Imol for the shell modd crystal. For the NHT ... F- lattice the formation energies 
are -15 and 2 kJ/mol respectively. As another test to study th!'! inftt1ence of the adsorbate 
concentrat.ion on the ad:;orption energy we calculated th~ ad~Ol'pt.i()n of NHt in the shell 
model <;rystal with a concentration of one ion per Ilnit. cdL Iu this (;,~s~~ the ~ymrnetry of 
the unit cell was P1. Th{~ (I.(borption energy was 117 k.J/mol (compared to 122 kJ/mol 
with of three NH1' ions p~r unit tell). Thus, the concentration of adsorbate has a relatively 
8mall effect on the adsorption (~n!'!tgy nf rJh01.lt 5 kJ/mol. The ('.omparison between cluster 
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Table I. R.ela.tive energies per unit cell (in kJ/rnol) of the different cha.bazite structures_ The 
energies are relative to the structure found most favorable with the shell model, The other shell 
model crystaJ structures refer to chabazites with the hydrogen atom attached to different oxygen 
pORiti()n~ (see text), Wyckoff crystal is liD experimental structure, The energy per unit cell for 
the ,~hell model crystal structure was calculated to be -51,35951 If with the shell model (this is 
dw energy rela.tive to the separa,tc ions) a,nd -506.J.61286 H with the R.HF calculations (the total 
energy of the crystal relative to separate electrons and nuclei) using a STO·3G basis set, 

Method of calculation 
Structure Shell-Model Quantum-chemical 

shell model crystal 0 0 
shell model crystal pos. 2 40.6 -2.6 
shell model erystal pos. 3 29.6 2.1 
shell model crystal pos, 4 41.0 59.2 

Wyckoff crystal 3 000 767,8 

Figure 4.2. Th~· geometry of the first and second shell of T-a,toms a,round tht· acidic site fot 
the experimental Wyckoff structure, on t1j(~ left, and the sllell model st/-ucture on the right, All 
rli.~tancP'8 are given in Angstrom, the Si-·O-·Ali'Lng/e is given in degrees. 

and crystal cakt1latiOlls is not pet·turbed by adsorbate-adsoI'bate inte1·action~. 

We cut four clusters from the crystal: the Small Cluster, the Medium Cluster, the 
Large Cluster and the Giant Cluster. Each cluster is an extension of the previous one 
(sec figs, 4,3-4,5), Thc coordinates of the atoms in the four dusters are taken either 
from the Wyckoff or from the shell model crystal. If we compare the clusters with each 
other and with the crystal we can distinguish three effects. The first effect is that the 
covalent description of the atoms of the cluster directly interacting with the adsorbate can 
be perturbed by boundary effcds, because of the saturation with hydrogen atoms. Making 
the cluster larger should decrease this effect, The second effect is that the number of atoms 
direetly interacting with the adsorbate can be different, In zeolites this effeet relates to 
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a possible interaction of an adsorbate, not only with the acidic site, but also with other 
atoms forming the channels, The third effect is the Madelung potential, the long-range 
electrostatic effect_ It ia included in the crystal but is not present in any cluster. 

The Small Cluster is the smallest possible cluster containing the acidic HOSiAl group, 
Only hyd1'ogen atom~ <m~ added to ~aturate the dangling bonds, giving HOSiAlH6 , In th(~ 
Medium Clu8ter the oxygen atoms bonded to the acidic group as well as the second shell of 
T atoms mound the acidic group are included, Two pairs of silicon atoms are connec-ted 
with an oxygen atom t.n rO[-tll t,wo four riIlgS_ h) t,h(; Mcdinrtl Clllskr w(~ hav(~ ~ldded atoms 
to improv(~ the covalent desc.ription of the acidic site, the boundary effects due to hydrogen 
::;atlU"~l.t.ioIl will have lc~s influence the acidic site. The Large Cluster has the T--atorw:: of the 
eight--ting and the mcyg(;n ,d.OIrll:! of Ow ,illg that C!:ln dir~~dJy iIltcnld with tll(~ <idf;orh'l.te_ 
The extra atoms in the Large Cluster, with respect to the Medium Cluster, are able to 
describe the interaction between the oxygen atoms of the channel wall and the adsorbate, 
If NH3 iJ:> adJ:>orbed in its equilibrium position the distances between the hydro)l;en atom~ of 
t.he NH~ ~lnd I,he oxygen <~tomJ:> of the eight ·ring <rre in betweell 2_3 amI 3.6 A. In t.he Giant, 
Cluste1' all the oxyw~n ~l.tOm>; bnn(kd t,n tlH~ T '~ltoms in th(~ (~ight--·ting are induded. The 
difference between the Giant and th~ Large Clustef is the covalent description of the T
atoms in the eight-ring, The Giant Cluster is able to describe all the covalent interadions 
between the zeolite and the adsorbate, The difference between the athorption energy on 
the Giant Cluster and the crystal will be due to the effed of the Maddung pohmt,i<tL For 
all t.he dusters the saturating hydrogen <It(lms arc PlIt in tct.1'ah(!(l1'al po~itions with Si-H 
and AI-H bond Jeogths of 1.49 A and with O--H hond lengt.hs of 0-95 A. The direction of 
the OH-bonds is along the corresponding O-T bonds, 

All the calculations have been carried out at the Re~trickd H<l~-h'(~(~ Fock (RHF) level 
in a minimal STO-3G basis set [19), Only at this level it is feasible to carry (lut. takuJa,tion~ 
on the crystal. The deficiencies of this basis set will have their effect on the GOmpa.ri~on 
bdw~~eIl duster and periodic calculations The strength of t,hc bydI'OW~Il bond with NH3 
will b(~ overesl,im,ttcd and the J:>tability of the iou)(: COI'nplex will be tlllck:restimated, 

Results and Discussion 

The adsorption ener)1;ies, a:; wdl as Lhe 0 N equilibrium distances, of t.he adsorbates NH3 
.\,nd NH: ()I) Uw r(lU~' d\1l;kr~ ,l.lId (Hl Ul(~ (:ryi;t.;~l ate [!;iven in Table II and Table III, for 
both the shell model geometry and the Wyckoff geometry. The diff(;rcnt, mod(~I>; t.hat. have 
been used for the zeolite, differing in the quality of thc (;(H"l.knt de~cfipt.ion, the number of 
th£ atoms interacting with the athorbate, and the pr(~s(~n(:(~ 01' a.b>;ence of the long-range 
elec.trostatic effec.ts, have produced a large spread in adoorpLion enel'gi(~s. For none of t.he 
geometries or adsorbates there seems to be a c.onvergenc.e with incrca~ing dusk!" i;iz(~ for 
the adsorption energy_ 

We first c.ompared the clusters that have more or less the ~:I<\.m(~ mu))lw!" of ,\.t,ntns 
directly interacting with the adsorbate but that differ in the covalent di~:::cripl.ioll, III the 
snw,1l Clust(~[· il.S wdl .LS in the M(~dillm Ch1~t.ef the main interac.tion is the interaction 
between the adsorbate and the zeolite OI-I-group, The ~rnall Cluskr i~ ad~o1'bing the 
adsorbates stronger than the Medium Cluster. The diffe)"!.~lIc(~ in ad~()['ptioll energy can 
be explained oIlly as a differcnce of the )l<\.(,tu·c of th(~ a.t,nms nf the acidic site in the two 
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F'igure 4.3. The Medium Cluster. The structure is shown as seen from three mutually perpendic. 

ulat directioIls. 

Figul'C 4.4. Thc Lal'gc Clustcl'. The structure is shown as seen from three mutually perpendicular 

directions. 

Figun' 4.5. The Giarlt Cluster. The ~tructUl"e is shown as Se('rl from three mutually perpendicular 
directions. 
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Table II. Adsorption ei1F~rgy, E ad
., a.nd O-N equilibrium bond length, RN-O, of NHs on the 

SmaJJ Cluster, Medium Cluster, Latge Clustcr, Giant Cluster and the crystal (or the Wyckoff and 

sheU model geometry, The geometries are denoted as WY aIld SH respectively. The equilibrium 
bond lengths a,re given in A, the adsorptioll energies ill kJ/ltlol. The a.dsQ["ption encrgy is given 
with tcspcct to the sepa.ra.ted zeolite duster and the NIIa, 

Structure E ad8 RN-O 

WY SH WY SH 
Crystal -101 -72 2.51 2.72 

Giant ChHlter ·95 -77 2,50 2,66 
Large ChHlkr --·100 -82 2,50 2.63 

Medium Cluster 85 53 2,57 2,(;5 
Small Cluster -94 -83 2.54 2.59 

Table III. Adsorption energy, Ead~, and O-N equilibrium bond length, RN - O , of NUt a.~ 
well as thc deprotonatiofl energies of the clusters (r;Dp), on the SmaU Cluster, M~)dium Cluster, 
Large Cluster, GiaIlt Cluster and tllC crystal lor the Wyckoff and shell modd Uwrtlctry. TJw 
geometries a.re denoted as WYand S1I respectively. The equilibrium bond lengths'are given in A, 
the adsorption (!nergies in kJ/mol. The admrption energy iii given wit;h respect to the separated 

zeolite duster and the N /la. A positive energy mea.ns tha,t the energy of the r.omplex is higher in 

energy th;l.n the sepl'Lra,ted zeolite cluster and NIh molecule. Tile deprotona,tion el)ergy i~ defined 
as the dilfel'cIlce in total energy between the ZH cluster and the Z- duster. 

Structure E ad •• RN-O Deprotonation Energy 

WY SH WY SH WY SH 
.....",." .... f--'"~"""""-

Crystal --·15 122 2.28 2.25 
Giant Cluster 38 99 2.27 2,24 1703 1927 
Large Cluster 27 86 2.27 2.26 1807 1945 

Medium Cluster 52 133 2.26 2.23 1747 2114 
SU1<1.1l Clu:-;tcr 39 85 2.25 2.24 1739 1822 

dUJ;;kr:,!. A:-; an indication of the nature of the atoUlo in ,I. clll.;tcr or' q-ysht.l t.IH~ Ml111iken 
chmgel> [20] on the atorn~ of the acidic !;ite in the four chll;krs, <l.nd I.h(~ t.I'ystal, as given 
in Table IV, at!'; very iIJusLr<d,ive. We se(~ i'.h,'l.t the t.hargt'~s on the hydrogen and oxygen 
atoms in ,.11 th<"! dustcrH ,Lnd t.h<"! t.rysb>-l M(~ reh'Ltivdy similar. The charges on the silicon 
and ahlminum at.oms sb()w th(~ dfcd. <}f the satlIratinn with hydrogen atoms. For the 
three largest clusters and the crystal the charges are very similar but. in the Small CluJ;;ter 
the charges deviatf! by half a unit. Thlls, thf!se atoms will behave differently from the 
t.orrcsponding i\.tmns in th(~ t.ry,:;!,a.l, <!.nd may, via t.owdent bond, alter the nature of the 
a.dwrptin)} site, The adsorpt,ion on the Sm,.ll Cl\lst~1' shC1111d not be ~ompared with the 
periodic calculation since the ROSiAl grol1p iR too difff!fent. Thf! adsorption energies on 
the Sm~tll Clnskl' and t.h(~ (;l'y~t'l.l Itlay ~(~(~m !>imilar, but from the previous discussion we 
see that this is hased on an ar.r.idental can~ellation of errors. 

Both t.he La.rgc Chlstcr and th~ Giant Cll1~ter describe the interaction of the adsorbate 
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Table IV. Net charges resulting from a Mulliken population analysis on the atoms of the ~idic 
SiOHA1-group ror the crystal and the different dusters. The charges for a cluster are given in the 
rOwS, the type of atom and the geometry are given in columns. The shell model and the Wyckoff 
geometry are abbreviated as SH and WY. 

Atom H 0 Si Al 

St["uc.tur~ WY SH WY SH wy $!-l WY SH 

c[y~t .. 1 0.269 0.213 ·11.5911 ·0.534 1.398 1.443 t.;!) a 1.212 

Giil.nt CLu~tCT 0.274 0.2]1 ·11.588 ·0.528 1.436 t.4~6 1.251 1.228 

L .. rge Clu.tu 0.276 0.224 ·O.MH ·0.~26 1.392 1.446 1.245 1.240 

Medi IIJt'l 01 \.l~ter 0.266 0.220 ·o.~a6 .0.531 1.407 1.155 1. 214. 1.229 

$m .. ll Clu.ter 0.283 0.236 ·0.562 ·0.417 0.930 0.849 0.800 0.798 

with the acidic OH"group and with the eight-ring. The difference between the Large 
Cluster and the Giant Cluster is an improvement of the covalent de::;cription of the T
atoms iu the eight-ring. Again, this is illustrated by the Mulliken ckl.l.'ges, now of the 
T-atoms in the eight-ring. These charges are given in Table V for the Large Cluster, 
the Giant Cluster and the crYl:itaJ, We see that the charges in the crystal and in the 
Giant Cluster are similar. The charges of the T-atoms in the Large Cluster deviate from 
them betw~n 0.1 and 0.3 unit. The deviations are not 50 large as for the T-atoms in 
the Small Cluster, because in the Small Cluster tht~ T"<Ltoms have three bonds saturated 
wit.h hydrogen atoms, whereas in the Large Cluster the T-atoms in the eight-ring has 
only two bonds saturated with hydrogen atQml:i. Still, the covalent interaction between the 
adsorbate and the eight-ring wlll not be des~I'ibed correctly in the Large Cluster. 

From the previous paragraphs we have seen that the covalent descriptions of the Small 
Cluster and the Large Cluster are not corr(!(:t. This leaves us with three correct structures; 
t.hc Medium Cll1ster, the Giant Cluster and the crystal. From the difference in adsorption 
c1H;rgy betw~~en the Medium Cluster and the Giant Cluster we C'-an cstimat.e the effect 
of the eight-ring, from the difference between the Giant Clu!5ter a.nd the CI'ystal we can 
estimate the effect of the Madelung potential. T1K eight ring st.abilizes NH3 with -10 
kJ (mol and --22 kJ (mol for the Wyckoff and shell model geometry, respectively. For NHt 
these number's Me -14 and -34 kJ Imol respectively. In all cases the eight-ring stabilizes the 
adsorbate. The effect of the Madelung potential is less predictable and strongly depends 
on t.lw Kc<mwtry of the crystal. For NH3 the effect of the Madelung potential is relatively 
small, -6 kJ (mol and + 5 k.J (mol for the two respective geometries. For NHt 1 with its 
ionic character, the effect of the Madelung potential is larger; -53 and +23 kJ (mol for the 
Wyckoff and shell model geometry respectively. 

Although the Giant Cluster gives a correct description of the covalent part of the 
adl:iorption PWt.css, it still shows some boundary effects of electrostatic nature. In the shell 
model Giant Cluster the OH---bonds ate direc.ted along the corresponding O-T bonds. We 
also carried out som~ c,"lk1.lIations nn a modific.ation of the shell model Giant Cluster. In 
this modified cluster the direction of the OR-bonds is different. The T-O-H angle is equal 
to t.he T--·O-T angle but the torsion angles are chosen such, that the OH-dipoles repel the 
adsorbate. On this modified cluster the ad~orptio!l (~!le,gie~ ,~n~ -61 kJ (mol for NH3 and 
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Table V. M!JJlik~n cha,rgel3 Oil the T-atoms in the eight-ring for the Large CJ!Jst~r, tho'! Giant 
Cluster and the crystal, The charges for the atoms Rre given in the rows, th~· clustet and the 
geometry are given in columns. The shell model and the Wyckoff geometry are abbreviated as SH 
/tod WY. For the crystal the cJlarges of all the four T-atoms in the asymmetrical unit are given. 
For the Large Cluster and the Giant Cluster the charges on the T-atoms that do not belong to 
th ·d· HOS·AI e a.el Ie • I group are given. 

Atom crystal Giant Cluster Large Cluster 
r-...-----. -_ .. -

Strllc:t.llrp. Wy sn wy SU Wy SH 
"-'" 

.. ,._ .... __ ._-
,~"- ,-" 

Al 1.213 1.212 1.261 1.260 1.141 0.771 

Si 1.398 1.444 1.417 1.477 1.053 0.920 
51 1.341 1.443 1.365 1.483 1.015 1.040 
Si 1.268 1.J88 1.349 1.514 1.042 0.954 

Si 1.346 1.522 1.057 1.058 
Si 1.327 1.526 1.062 1.096 

146 kJ /mol for NIlt. If we compare these nurnber~ with the origimd Gi'\I1t. Clu~teI' (-77 
and 99 k.l /mol) we see that for a neutral adsorbate like NH3 th(~ <~d$orptinn ~nf!rgy can 
change by 16 kJ/mol and for NHt by 47 kJ/mol due to the direction of the OH-dipoles. 
For a second modification of the shell modd Gi'I.Ot. Cltl~ter t.he adl';orpt.ion energy of NHt 
on this cluster is 108 kJ/rnol. 

The effect. of the Madelung potent.ial on the proton transfer energy, i.c. th(~ difference 
in adsorption energy of NH3 and NIlt, is -48 and +22 kJ /mol for t.hf! Wyckoff and the shell 
model geometry, rcspH.tivcly. Th<:. method d Allavena et aL [3], to embed a zeolite cluster 
in a potentia.l of point chargf!I';, givf!1'; ···197 kJ /mol for the effect of the Ma.ddl.lng pnt.f!ntial 
on the proton transfer energy, it does not give the dIect of the M<l.ddung potential on the 
individual adsorption energies of NH3 and NHt. Tb(~ mdhod of Allavena et aL seems to 
overestimate the effect of the Maddung potent.iaL 

For all structures the adsorhate is more stable on the Wyckoff ~tnlct\ll'e than on the 
shell model structtu'e. The shdl model crystal was optimized for the OR· form of t.he zeolite 
without adsorbate. This st.rlll:t.ure was made more stable, and thus le~s reactive, t.owards 
<~dsorbates. This effect. of t.he opt.imization of the geometry on the <~(lsorpt.jon energy was 
<~lw fOllnd ill pr{~ViOl!1'; dU8t.er calculations [10]. Optimizing the g:eO!J\(~t.ry of the OR-form 
of the zeolite hal'; a large!' effect on the adsorption of NH~ t.ha.ll Oil t.he adsorption of NHt, 
because a w~omet.ry t.ha.t. has been adjusted to an adsorbed NH~ molecule is closer to the 
geometry of the OR-form than a geometry t.hat h,1S been adjusted to an <~dsorhcd NHt 
ion [10,11J. 

The aver<~ge heat of <I.dsorption (jf NHs on a large number of IIcolit.cs is ·-150 k.J /mol 
when determillul with micro c<~lorimeb"y a.nd -·129 k.l/mol when deterllliw;d wit.h t.emper. 
ature programmed deBQrption [21]. Th{~ ad~otpt.ion energies as calc.ulated ill this chapter 
cannot be compared directly to the experimental heat.s of adsorption becau~e of tlll.~ er
ror~ of th(~ n,:wd method, lI<1.mdy, Restricted Hartree Fock (fiEF) ill a millimal STO-3G 
h<l.!ii~ sd. Thf! adsotpt.ion cne!'gjes of NH~ and NHt OIl a HOSiAlH6 ChlSt.Cl' have been 
calcubkd with <1. number' of different basis sets [10,22J. From this work we can conc.lude 
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thi:1t i:1 STO-3G basis set overestimates the stability of NH3 with 30 to 50 kJ Imol and 
underestimates the stability of NHt between 60 and 100 kJ Imol. An improvement of the 
method with electron correlation in the form of second order Ml1Iller-Plesset perturbation 
theory [23], and the counterpoise correction to correct for the basis set superposition er
ror (24)25], has little effect on the adsorption energy of NH3 (it weakens the bond with 2 
kJ Imol)) NHt is stabilized with 10 kJ fmoL Apart from the large influence of the quality 
of the calculation for NHt the coordination of NHt to the lattice is very important. In 
this work we have kept NHt bonding with one hydrogen bond towards the anionic ox:ygen
From cluster ca.lcula.tions [11] we have learned that the NHt is about 100 kJ fmol more 
stable if it is coordina.ted with two or three hydrogen atoms towards the anionic AIO';
tetraheclz-on_ Although the absolute value of the adsorption energies cannot be compared 
with experimental resu1t.s, the error due to the used basis set and the lack of correlation 
can be expected to be about the same in all cases. Thus, we can draw at least quantita
tive conclusions from the calculations carried O\lt at the RHF ISTO·3G level concerning 
the relative j~nporhn~:~~ of boundary effects, the interaction with the zeolite ws.ll, <Uld the 
effect of the Madelung field. 

Conclusions 

We have compared the adsorption energies of NH3 and NHt in a. ~C<)lite crystal and on four 
clusters different in size. From the comparison we ca.n draw some conclusions concerning 
the boundary effects of the clusters and of the magnitude of the physical effects) like the 
interaction with the channel wall of the zeolite and the Madelung potential, playing a role 
in t.he adsorption of NHs and NHt in the zeolite. 

The first conclusion we can draw concerns the boundary effects affecting the covalent 
description of the cluster. We found that the T-at.oms in the clusters, saturated with 
hydrogen atoms are different from their cotlnterparts in the crystal, as is shown by their 
charge. Good agreement for: the cllarge with respect to the crystal calculations arC found 
for t.he Medium Cluster and the Giant Cluster where the dangling bonds are relatively far 
from the adsorption site. 

The error, due to the boundary effect::;, can contribute up to 30 kJjmol for NH3 and 
up to 60 kJ Imol for NHt. Another shortcoming of the duster model is also linked to the 
boundary effects but is of electroshttic origin. Different directions of the OH-bonds in the 
Giant Cluster can give rise to a difference in adsorption energy of almost 50 kJ Imol, about 
the same magnitude as the covalent boundary effect. 

From the chlst.crs that give a correct covalent description of the ad-':lorption process 
we can estimate the effect of the opposite wall of the zeolite ch,\uud and t.he Madelung 
potential on the adsorption energy. From the differem~e between the Medium and the 
Giant Cluster we see that for NH3 the effect of the channel wall is -10 and -22 k.l jmol 
for the Wyckoff and the shell model geometries, re8pectivcly_ The effect of the Madelung 
potential, estimated from the difference between the Giant Cluster and the crystal) is -6 
aud +5 kJ jmol for the two geometries. For NHt the effect of the channel W1:\.l! is -14 kJ Imol 
and -34 kJ Imol. These. values are scul;itivc to electrostatic boundary effects. The effect 
of the Madelung potent.iaJ on the <u:ls()rptinn nf NHt is -53 kJ/mol and +23 kJ/mol for 
the Wyckoff 1:lnd lOhdl model geometry. The Madelung potential gives a relatively small 
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contribution to the adsorption energy of Nli 3 , as it is a local process, For NHt the 
dIed of the eight-ring is only a little larger than for NH3 , the effect of the Madelung 
potenti<d is much larger and strongly dependent on the geometry of the crystal. This 
means that the adsorption of NHt is less local than the adsorption of NH 3 , In the Wyckoff 
geometry the Madelung potential stabilizes the adsorbates whereas in the shell model 
the Madclung potential destabilizes the adsorbate. The dependency of the effed of the 
Madelung potential on the gcometry of thc crystaJ may be c.a.t1~ed by the different positions 
of the atoms or by the different charges on the atoms (see Table IV and V), or a combination 
of these two, 

The effect of the geometry on the adsorption energies is very large; the effect is the 
la:<gc!:>t, for the crystal. For NH3 the difference in adsorption cner/l;Y between the two 
geometI'ies is 29 kJ /mol, fn~' NHt it i~ 135 kJ /mol. This nH~ani> th~t the choice of the 
geometry is crucial for calculating adsorption energies, The Wyckoff structure is not an 
eqtlilibrium strudure. Tn obt,a,iIl a hdt,(~r drudure w(~ optimi~,ed the geometry of the 
proton fni'm of the ch~tha~ite using t.l){'~ shdl model. By opt.imizing this structure we 
stabilized it with re~ped, t.o the l.enlit.(~ (:nnt.aining NH3 and NHj·. Consequently, the 
adsorbates were adsorbed le:;;~ strong. The best solution for the choice of the geometry 
would be to optimize the geometry of each state quantum eh<.~mica.lly, Thio however, is not. 
feasible at the moment, 

In this chapter we studied the effect of the geometry and the role of the long range 
effects in the calculation of adsorption energies in zeolites, In previous studies we have 
studied the effect of the geometries, the basis set and elect rOll cOlTcbt.ion. W(~ cOIldllde that 
in t.h~ t.alcllhLtiol) of <\,osorpl,ion el)('I'gi(~s t.he dfed of the geometry is the most important, 
The effect.s of t.he basi" ;:;et, the Madelung potential and elec.tron correlation arc ::;rn;Lll(~t, 
~~lthough the magnitude of the (Jf~~(·.t~ i~ ~t.r<.lH!l:ly (kpcndent 011 th!'! nat.tlre and c.oordination 
of (,h(~ a,d};orh<~k. 
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The embedded cluster model 

Introduction 

The cluster approximation i!:> widely used to describe a zeolite in quantum chemical cal
culations, In thi~ <~pproxinlation, a group of atoms is cut frotIl I,he zeolite crystal and the 
dangling bonda arC sablrated, usually with hydrogen atoms. The advantage of the cluster 
approximation is that adsorption pro(:esses can be described as a mokcule--·molecule inter
action, with its computf;Lt,ional advantages. The disadvantage!:> of the duster approximation 
are the abl:>€nce of the long-range electrostatic forcel:> of th(~ Cl'ystal and the boundary ef
fedl:> of the dllster. Due to the saturation of dangling bonds with hydrogen a.t()nls, the 
chemical environment of the atoms in the cluster is different from the chemical environ
ment of the corresponding atoms in t.he crystal. Because of the8t"! boundary effects, th(·.~ 

atoms in the cluster beh<tvc diffel'ently towards an adsorbak than the corresponding <I.toms 
in the crYl:>tal [1], 

A perfect zeolite (:ryst.al can also be used a8 a wodeL So far, one study ha.s been 
reported in which adsol'ption energies are calculated in a zeolite crystal [1). For the calcu· 
lation of the electronic structure and the energy of the periodically r<~peating structure the 
CRYSTAL program was used [2-7]. Such calculations have the advantage that the crystal 
modd is more realistic than the cluster model because boundary efl'eds art"! absent and 
the long· .. range electrostatic forces of the crystal are included. However, the computational 
effoIt that. comes with a crystal calculation is much larger. 

In order to combine the computational advantages of the cluster approximation with 
the better model for the zeolite provided by the crystal, we develop(~d ~~ m(~thod in which a 
zeolite cluster is embedded in ,,1 %f!olit.e crystal by imposing ax) dect.l'ostatic potential outo 
the cluster. Thili dedtostatic potential adds the lOIlg"'I'~tIlge electrostatic forcco of a cl'ystal 
(the Madehmg potential) and subtract~ the dectrost.atic part of the boundary effects of 
the cluster. There is no correction for the covalent. part of the boundary eiTors. With this 
embedding scheme we keep the computatimml a.dvantage of the clu~kr appI'oximation but 
we remove, at least a part of, its disadvant,agcs. 
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Cha.pter 5 .' Tbe embedded cluster model 

There are two main differences in the present work with respect to other schemes 
in which a cluster is embedded in a potential representing in some way the long-range 
electrostatic potential [8-13], The first difference is that the potential in this scheme is 
obtained from a periodic ca.Jculation performed with the same Hamiltonian) basis set and 
numerical accuracy as the (embedded) cluster calculations. In other schemes the long
range eledrost.atic potential is calculated from a lattice of point charges. These point 
charges are the full) half or three quarter formal charges [9-11] of the atoms in the lattices, 
or are obtained with Mortiers electronegativity equalization method [8-15]. The second 
difference is that in this scheme the potential is not imposed on the complete duster, but 
only on the central part of it. Embedding of the boundary of the duste);" prevents a. proper 
coned.ion for the boundary errors. 

As a test for our embedding scheme we calculated the adsorption energies of NHa and 
NHt in a zeolite crystal and on three dusters embedded in the potential of the zeolite 
crystal. From the coropatison between the adsorption energies on the embedded clusters 
and the crystal we can judge the value of the embedding scheme and we can give some 
comments on the choice of the cluster. 

Methods and Computational Details 

Our aim is to study adsorption and proton transfer processes on a zeolite cluster embedded 
in a zeolite crystal. The cluster is embedded by adding the long-range electrostatic po" 
tential of the zeolite crystal and subtracting the electrostatic potential of the boundary of 
the duskr. The starting point for our embedding scheme is a perfect zeolite crystal, Thi!:l 
crystal is called the host crystal (fig. 5.1a). The second I:>tep in the embedding scheme is 
the creation of a cluster from the host crystal by cutting out a. group of atoms around the 
adsorption site, in the prc~c(Jt c,lse the acidic HOSiAl-gl'oupj and saturating the dangling 
bonds wit.h hydrogen atoms. This cluster is called the host cluster (fig, 5.1b) and it is 
ll~ed for the correction of the electrostatic part of the boundary CrrOrS, Apa.t from the 
dangling-bond hydrogen atoms, the host duster must have the same chemical composi
tion and the same g!:..·omdry .),s t.he ho~t crystal. From the host cluster we derive a second 
duster; the adsorption duster (fig. 5.lc). The adsorption cluster is the cluster on which 
we study the adsorption and proton transfer processel:>, The a.dsorption cluster may be 
equal to the host duster j but in some cases it is desirable to make some changes in the 
adsorption duster with respect to the host crystal and host cluster; atoms can be replaced 
by others and the geometry can be modified. However, the boundary of the adsorption 
chlstet must remain equal to the boundary of the host cluster since the host cluster is used 
to correct for the boundary errors of the adsorption cluster. 

The interaction bdween the adsorpt.ion cluster and the adsorbate can be calculated 
in the case the cluster is embedded, but. also hl t.he case it is not. In the latter case the 
duster-adsorbat.e interaction is equal to a normal duster-adsorbate interaction. 

The ckctro~tatic<d potential that is imposed on the adsorption cluster) the correction 
potential (vcorr

), adds t.he Madelung potential of the crystal to the Fock matrix of the 
adsorption cluster and subtracts the electrostatic potential of the boundary of the duster. 
For the calculation of the vcorr we have divided the host clu~ter and the host crystal into 
two complementary parts, the inner zone and the outer zone. The charge distribution in 
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Figure 5.1. The host crystal (a), tile llOst dl..lstet (b) and tIle adsorption duster (c), The host 
cluster is made by cutting a gJ'oup of atoms out of the host crystal lI.nel slI.tufa.ting the d",ngling 

bonds. Th(~ a-dsorption dllst;€< iA dNived fTOrn tflP. host dllster by making some changes, ICiLving 

the outE!r zone unmodified. The host crystal and the host duster are divided in to a inner zvne 

a-nd ,1 outer zone. The .. ha-rge distriblltion of the ou/,er zones arc Ilsed l(u tiw calculativn of tilt· 

correction potential. The central part of the adsorption cluster is the part th<~t is cO/"l"(·cted for 

tIle long-range dectrostatic effects. It is Ilot necessarily equal to the inn"', 7,()n<;,!. 

the inner zone~ in th(: ho>;t (:hstct ~nd the ho~t cl'y~tal are very similar if the boundaries 
of the host cluster are sufficiently far from the inner zone. The correction pokHti,d if; the 
electrostatic potential of the outer zone of the llOBt cry:;tal !!liml~ th(~ ded,l'ostatic potential 
of the outer wne of the hOBt du!;ter. It il; calculated ,I.!; follows. The ch~rge distributions 
of the ho~t cty~tal ~uld the host duster, obtained with a R.HF-·calculation, are partitioned 
through a Mulliken scheme [16]. From the resulting atomic charge distributiow; t,lw at.omic 
IIlultipoles are calculated, up to the hexadecapole:o (2]. 

Vcort'( ) = V ho• t Cry" ( ) _ VhQ~t ~I,,~ ( ) r (Hl.tr,,.. l'()nr. r outer zone r (5,la) 

= E I~,o.t e"Y'(A) L 1> dr - s" - h) 
",/, h 

- L "YZo 
.• 

t clU"(A)1'[.(r - l'a) (5.1 b) 
A,L 

( 5.1(.) 

The A ~umm~Ltion t:xtend~ to the atoms of each unit cell of the host crysta.l in tlH~ fin;t, 
summation and to the atoms of the outer zone of the ho!;t dll!'lkr in HI!: st:{~ond. The 
h summation extends over all unit cells in the infinite cry:otal, exduded tllO:;(: identifying 
the atoms of the inner zone of the host crystal. L == (I,m) are (!Oph(~riu).l harmonic) 
quantum numbers; "Y1~··t (.rY~(A) and "y~~u.t dU'(A) a.)"(.~ l.h(-~ (I,m) maltipole moments of 
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atom A calculated according to a Mulliken partitioning from the host cluster and host 
crystal charge distribution (sec Appendix A in Ref, [2]). XI' are real solid spherical 
harmonics (see Appendix A in Ref, [2]). The pO~iti()Il of atom A in the reference cell is 
given by 5~, the position in the duster by r u , The question can be r<~ised why in Eq, (5,1) 
only the outer zone is considered; in fact, if the multipoles in the inner zone of the host 
crystal and th(~ ho!;t duster coincide, VCOTT would be exactly the same as resulting from 
Eq. (5.1). As we need a cortection for the long-range effects, the differences in the charge 
distributions a.nd t.hus in the multipok~ of the inner zone should be negligible, However, 
the risk exists of magnification of minor difference8 by the multipole approximation or by 
numerical errors caused for example by small differences between the geometries of the 
ho~t duster and the host crY8tal. Therefore, the inner zones are ignoted in the calculation 
of the correction potential. The correction potential is th~l~ smooth in the inner zone of the 
,~(borption dw:\kr. We would like to repeat that since the host cluster is used to correct 
for the ekd,rost,at,ic boundary errOrs of the adsorption duster the outer zones of the two 
dtl.f;tel'S should be equal. Modification of the adsorption cluster with respect to the host 
cluster may only be made in the inn~r zon(: of the host cluster. 

Only the part of the adsorption cluster that is of interest for t.he adsorption pro<;css 
is embedded j,e. <;orreckd with the V"&7'7', The rest of the cluster remains t1nmodifi~d. 
We will define the part of the adsorption cluster that is embedded as the central patt. In 
the limiting CaSe only the athorbate molecule belongs to the central part. Th~ correction 
potent,ial must behave properly in the central part, therefore the central part must be 
completely inl';id~ t.he inn(:r z(me. The central part is defined by assigning a group of atoms 
around the adsorption site to the central part. An overlap distribution JW is said to belong 
to th~ c.entral part if both atomic orbitals p and j.J are centered on nuclei belonging to the 
inner part, 

(5,2) 

F is the modified Fock matrix, FO is the Fock matrix of the non--cmbc<j(kd adsorption 
dlll';t,Cr. Tbe adsorption ('.Iuster i8 embedded by adding the integrals (,uIVCQrrlv) to the 
Fod{ matdx of the a.dsorption cluster (2), This integral is set to zero if J1 or II do not 
belong to the inner zone. A second term is added to all matrix elements: VoS!'", Sp." 
is the overlap element and Vo a constant selected such that the host cluster and host 
cryst.al potentia.! coincide, This term is necessary in order to fix the arbitrary \leto of the 
potential in t.h~ periodic cahdation [2,17], This arbitrary zero is caused by the expansion 
of the charge distribution into multipol(:s. It i~ t.o be noticed that the VoS!,,, term has no 
infhlence on the energy of a neutral inner zone, if tot,h electronic and nuclear terms are 
C()rr(:ct.cd. In our calculations we did not calculate the Vo elCplicit,ly but it was 8et to zero 
for convenience, 

From the previous discussion) and from general cOllsitkrations, our model supposes 
that the long-range electrostatic potential has a minOt' influence on the wavefunction of 
the duskr, but a non-negligible effect on the adsorption energy. On the basis of this 
assumption the correct.ion t.an be applied a posteriori, once the convergence of the self
consistent cycle in t.he calculation of the wavefunction has been reached. This is the 
first order embedding scheme since tlw effect of the correction is calculated as a first order 
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perturbation. 1ft he cQn;cct.ion, on the contrary, is applied to the Fock-matrix at each cycle, 
the full embedding scheme is obtained. In the latter the wavefunction of the a.<.i!lorption 
duster ~an adjust itself to the correction potential. In the following these two corrections 
ate compared. 

The embedding of the cent.ral part of the adsorptioXi dU!ltet in the correction pot.ential 
changes its total energy. The effect of the embedding on the adsorption energy or on a 
geometry optimi?;a.t.ion is simply the difference bet.ween the change in total energy by the 
embedding for two different modifications of the duster. For example, the effect of the 
embedding on the adsorption energy is the change in tot<Ll energy of the adsorption duster 
with the adsorbak minl~s the change in total energy of the adsorption dUl';ter without 
the adsorbate. For the first order embedding scheme the effect of t.he embedding on the 
adsorption energy is given in the following equation; 

Ad9 

.ilEEmbtd = [LP~,,(pIVCDTr + Volv) - 2: ZJ(rz')(Vwr(r'z)+ Va)] 
I'," z~ 

nt'~~t',.l:O·tH 

[2: P,..,,(/J.!Vcur.· + VOI1/) - L Zj(rz)(vcorr(r;;;) + Vo) 1 (5.3.a) 
/,,11 21-

.n~tf'*,on~ 

c~n~Tal ctntr~I 

P7 (p(r) - p'(r))VCm(r) + V(I P7 (p(r) - /(r)). (5.3.b) 

In Eq. (5.3.a) the atomic po~itimlJ:;, the nuclear char/lf~S and the density l:n;LttiX of the ad
~()l"I)t.iOIl duster with the ad!:>(u'bate are indicated wit.h rz, Z, and r~r" For the adsorption 
duster without the ad!;mbah~ the symbols m"(~ rz, Zj and P,..~ rco;pedively. In other words, 
in the first order cmbedding, the effed of the embedding on t.he adsorption energy is the 
integral over t.he (:entral part of the product of the correction potential a.nd t.he change in 
the charge distribution due to t.he adsorption. This is the first krm in Eq, (5.3b). The 
charge distribut.ions p(r) and pf(r) also contain the nuclear charges. Although Eq. (5.3) is 
only correct for the first order embedding scheme we abo used it in the interpretation of 
t,he l'esults of the full cmbedding scheme !:lince, for the clu!:lter we will discuss mOte exten
sively, there appears to be only a minor difference betw(~etl the first and full embedding 
scheme. The second term in Eq. (5.3b) is the error made by ignoring t.he Vo, as we do in 
thi!; work. This error is equal to t.he constant Vo rrlll1tiplied by the change in the ch;u'ge 
of t.he central zone by t.h(~ ?Ldsorption procel:il:i, i.e. the flow of ch;Lrge in or out th{~ central 
part as a result of the interaction with the adsorbate. AltbOll[!;h we did not. (:alclllate the 
Vo explicitly we made an estimate for it ftom the corrediou potential. Sillct for the zeolite 
system studi(~d heI'e the absolute v<J.h~e of the V c<!.·.· il:i hdow 10-3 and Sil)(:(~ the charge flow 
of the adsorpt.ion is at maximum i:\. few tenths of an de~t1'On charge, j.b('~ Cl'I'Or maxilmLlly 
made by ignoring the Vu is 1 kJ /mol. For other sptems, in which eit.}wI' the charge flow 
or the V (I i8 laI'gel' the Vo should be calculated explicitly. 

We would like: to make some (;omments on the cboice of the inner /lone in the hostl:i <tnd 
the Gentnd pad. in the adsorptiou dust.er. As the (otl'ection potellj.i'Ll should corred for 
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the electrostatic boundary CrrOrS the inner zonc should be a.a small a.s possible because the 
correction potential only corrects for boundary errors outside the inner zone. On the other 
hand) a large inner zone has the advantage that more modifications can be made in the 
adsorption cluster and that the central part can be larger. In the latter case a larger part 
of the cluster is embedded and more changes in the electronic structure due to adsorption 
or changes in the geometry are embedded. We studied the effect of the size of the inner 
zone and the central part by varying their size in the calcula.tion of the adsorption energies-

Figure 5.2. The Intermediate Cluster. The structure is sllOwn as seen from three mutually 
perpendicular directions. 

We calculated the adsorption energies of NH3 and NHt on three zeolite clusters, both 
embedded and non-embedded, and we compared them with the adsorption energies as 
calculated in the host crystaL The host crystal is the shell-model optimized chabazite 
crystal as described in Chapter 4 of this thesis, fig. 4.la. Three clusters were cut from the 
crystal. The fi~·st dust.et is the MediulU Chster a.s described in Chapter 4, fig 4.3_ The 
second duster is the Intermediate Cluster, shown in fig_ 5.2_ the Intermediate Cluster) 
SiAl07 H7 ) is smaller than the Medium Clusterj only the acidic HOSiAl-group and the 
oxygen atoms bonded to them are included in the duster. The saturating hydrogen bonds 
a.te put in the direction of the bond they are saturating. The OH-bond lengths are 0.95 
A. The third cluster is the Giant Cluster as described in Chapter 4) fig. 4.5. For NH3 and 
NHt experimental geometries were used [18,19]. NH3 and NHt were adsorbed in such a 
way that their symmetry axes coincided with the OR-axis. All calculations are carried 
out at the RHF-level with a STO-3G basis set[2Q]. This basis set i~ l~scd to enable the 
comparison between the embedded duster and the crystal calculations. It is too much 
computer time consuming to carry out CRYSTAL calculations on the chabazite crystal 
witll a larger basis set. The adsorption clusters were chosen equal to the host clusters. 

Results and Discussion 

The comparison between the adsorption energies on the three embedded clusters and the 
adsorption energies in the crystal allows us to draw conclusions about the role of the clus
ter size in t.he embedding scheme. The clusters differ in two ways. First, they differ in 
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t.ht: n!1mb~r of a,t.om~ ditf!d.ly int.t:tading wit.h t.he ;'Ldf;Ol'ba,t,(~ and ~t:mnd, t.hey differ in 
the quality of the covalent. d(~:,;c1'iption. In both t.he Medium Cbster and the Intermedi
ate Cluster the main interaction is the interaction between the adsorbate and the acidic 
OR-group, The Giant Cluster also describes the interaction between the adwrbak and 
th(~ atoxw:; in the eight-ring, In the M(~dium Cluster aud the IlltcT"t[l{~diai',e Clll~U:r t.hi~ 

interaction is dc:-;cribed purdy ekctroota.ticQ..lly, 

Apm·t from thc number of "tOlllo interad,ing witb til!: rI.dsoI"ll<l.u: 1J1(~ dustetf; also 
differ in the quality of the covalent description, Previously, we found that the quality of 
the covalent description call be cotirnatcd from the MullikcIl cll;l.!"gi:s of tlH: ,~tom:<; [1]; if 
the at.oms in tht: dll:,;tf!t have a eharge that is close to the charge of the c.orresponding 
atom in the crystal the environment in the cluster and the c.rystal is very ~irnilar and tIl(: 
quality of the covalent description is good, Before we calc.ulated the adsorption energics OIl 

the three clusters, we performed a RHF-calculation on the host dusters, )H:H: qpl;t.l t.o t.he 
adsorption cluster. From the resulting Mulliken charges 011 the atolll!; inVnl.ding with the 
adsorbate we lllmk all c:jti!!H\.t(~ of the qu,).!ity of nl(~ ~(}w~lcnt des~ription, In Table 1 the 
M\llliken {:harg(~s of the <L.toms of thf! ,\,~idi(: gfOUp are given for the crystal and the three 
duster,:;. T1H.~ dwrgcs of U~!.: ,I,t,(n"r\f; of thf: a.~idi~ :<;ite of the Medium Cluster and the Giaut 
Cluster deviak k~8 thm"l 0,01 unit from the ch~.rp/~o; in th(~ cry~tal, whereas the deviation 
for th(~ Illtcrl1ledi,~Lc ClmkT i" brp;(~r'. The Merliu11l Clu~ter and the Giant Clmter give 
,l COlTeci, covakllt d{:s(Tiptio[1 of tJl(~ ~eolite OH-group, whereas the lnternwdi'l.t,c Clnst{~t 
does not. Table II ~hows that in the Giant Cluster thc atolXlo ill t,hc eip;ht .. ['inp; ate not 
described welL 

We ca!c.ulated the potenti,d q'wrgy (:nrv(~}; nf NH3 and NH1' , on the embedded ,llld 
non-embedded Medium Cluster, They me shown ill fiF:. 5.3. The (:mb{~ddlng of the cluster 
shifts the potential energy curvt.~o of NHa ,uld NH7 towards the potential energy ('llrV{~S ,\,i; 

{:;d{:llla!,(~d in the (:r'y:';tal. However, the shape of the potenti~\l cnergy Clll'\'{: t{~main~ more or 
lei;.; th!.~ sJJ<llW t.l the dll~ter' (:1lrve. The reason for this is that, since the q[lhNldinp; is purely 
elcctrostatic, the emhedded d1lster df!scribes the interac.tioll betwecn the ,.dsot'bate and the 
oppmite w,lll of the zeolite dw.nnd p\lI'dy electrostatically, The poteIlti,~1 (~w~rgy ellrVe of 
the cluster is shifted the least if thc centml p'l.rt a.nd th~ inner zone are equal to ROSiA106 . 

This combination of central part aud inner y,one ;lIso results in the smalk!;t pcrturbation 
of the wavefunc.tion of the cluster (sec Table J). Tn the minimum the embedded dust&.t 
describes the ('ry~tl:\l pokllti,J.] elleI'gy (:lltVe qtlite well; the c.ry~tal adoorpt.iOl! (:ll{~tgie~ are 
n.:prodnc(:d wahin (; LJ /lllol fot all c.ombinations of centra.! p'l.rt 'l.Ilt! irlIl{:r zone, The 
(:ot['c:,;pondillg adsorption energies are given in Tahle ITT <L.lld IV. 

The euor 'll'l.dc by the du:,;tt:t approximation is reduced largely by (~mbf!dding the 
dllSU~t. FCll' th(~ non-·el1lb(~dded dnster the errors with n.~!;]>'xt t,[f the ~rystal ca!c.ulatiollo 
were 16 and 23 k.J /mol for NH j and NHt, rcopedivdy. By embedding the dmter th{~ 
errors are 1-4 and 1···6 kJ/rnoL The cmbcddillP; Sdl(~me produces the crptal ".dsorptioll 
energies with a relatively small error for ,I. Slll,!.lkt Fl.tt, of the eomputer time, On rI. Cra.y y.
MP4/464 the acidic form of the c!-mba;\itc cry~bd costed 408 s(~c.onds, The non···cmlwd(kd 
and ernb<:~dded ('.lu~tcr co!;ted 194 'l.lld 220 :,;{~(:()nds, rcspec.tiveiy, Alth(mF:h th(: >;,wings in 
time are not spectacular we should keep ill miw:l that for basi~ sd containing lIlorc diffllst: 
functions the increase in required c.oIIl]>l1ter timc will h(·~ la.eger for tlw periodic 3trw::t,lltt: 
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Table I. The net charges resultirlg (rom a Mulliken population analysis on the atoms of the 
acidic SiONAI-group a.nd the oxygen atoms bonded to this gl"OUp. The charges are given for the 
crystal and the three clusters. The charges for tile embedded dusters are marked with l'l.n /l.Sterisk. 
In pij,renthesis the central part and the inner MIle that were used in the embedding scheme are 
indicated. 

Atom: H 0 Si Al 

Cr:y~tl;Ll 0.213 -0.534 1.443 1.212 

Medium cluster 0.215 -0.532 1.449 1.224 

Mec:lillm Clu-!'tcr~ (HOSiA106lHOSiA1Od 0.219 -0.533 1.473 1.203 

Medium Clu!lt~r~ (BOSiAI/HOSiA106) 0.220 -0.535 1.535 1.198 

Medium Cluster· (HOSiAl/HQSiAl) 0.220 -0.537 1.565 1.243 

Intermediate Cluster 0.222 -0.522 1.612 1.275 
Intermedj .. t~ Ch[~te~~ (lJOSiAl/HOSiAI) 0.226 ,,0.527 1.586 1.123 

Giant clu~t~< 0.219 -0.533 1.452 1.230 

Table II.J'he charges of the atoms in the eight-tillg, resulting from a Mulliken population 
analysis, (or the Giant Cluster and the crystal. The numbcrirlg of the atoms starts with the 
silicon atom that is the closest to tile aiumirluIIl atom of the HOSiAl-group. 

At.om Crydal Giant Cluster Atom Crystal Giant Cluster 

Si1 1.443 1.477 01 -0.728 -0.726 
Si2 1.443 1.526 02 -0.723 -0.708 
Si3 1.388 1.522 03 -0.721 -0.709 
Si4 1.443 1.514 04 -0.723 -0.712 
Si5 1.388 1.483 05 -0.745 --0.729 
Al6 1.213 1.260 

than for the cluster [2J, We also note that the embedding cost.s only a. small fraction of 
the total time. 

The difference in adsorpt.ion energy between the full embedding and the first order 
embedding energy is about 1 k.J /mol in all cases. Also the effect of the embedding on the 
wavefund.i(ln of the cluster is small, see Table L The dfed of the choice of the inner zone 
and the central part on UlC adsorption energy has been investigated. For the case the inner 
zone consisted of the group of atoms described as HOSiAl0 6 , we used two different central 
parts: the HOSiAlOa group itself and the HOSiAI group. The difference in adsorption 
eoc:rgy for the two central parts is caused by the six oxygen atoms bonded to the HOSiAl
group. In th!; former case a change in electronic stl"tlf:tllt~:, <:aused by the adsorption, on 
these a.toms is included in the embedding, see Eq. (5.3), in the latter case it is not. The 
change in electronic structure on these oxygen atoms as a result. of the adsorption is larger 
for the adsorbate NHt t.han for the adsorbate NH:~. Consequently, the dependence of the 
adsorption energy on the si:te of the central part will be larger as well; 5 kJ/mol for NHt 
and 3 kJ /mol for NH 3 • For a charged adsorbate a lal'W~ central part should be used. The 
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Figure 5,3, The potenti(lJ energy curves of NH3 (fig a,) and NlJ~' (fig. h) adwl'ij(·d Oll the acidic 
site of the Medium C/ust;eT. Thf) P()tc!IltiaJ energy curves of the duster alld the ctystal are shown 

in bold lines, The <;rYl'1tal curve is uIliIlkl'l'upted, the cluster r.urvp. is dotted. The curves of the 
embedded dusters are also givell itl thill Jilles, The lowp.!1t curve is calculated with the r.entraJ part 

equal to H08iAl a.lld tIle imler zone eq~la.1 to HOS'iAI06 , The middle curve is calculated with the 

celltral pad and the inner zone equal to HOSiAI. The upper curve is ca/Clllal,(~d with the central 
p)'l.rt and thp. inner ZOIle equal to HOSiAI06. 

dfed, of t.he size of the inner zone il:> j))\'N;t.igated by keeping the c<.~nt.r'al part c.onstant at 
HOSiAl and c.hanging the; ~j~e of t.he inner zone, III th(~ fir'st. r.~\'~e there is a corn~di(ln for' 
t.he boundary effec.t:o of th(~ ~jx oxygen atoms) in the J;;cc()]ld t,h~re is no suc.h correction. 
The differenc.e in adoorpt.ion {~nergy) as c.alc.ulated with th(~ two inner zones, ROSiAl and 
HOSiAIOG is small: 2 kJ /Inol. This implies that HIe dlil,tgC! of the oxygen <tt.OlllJ;; bonded 
t.o the ac.idic. site in the h()~t, Cty~btl and the host clu!;kr diff(~t little; they are dC8(:tihed 
well in the host du:okr. 

III T'Lhle I we showed that only thc OH-·-g1'O\lp itself is dCl:>cril)(:d well in the IntGr
nH~diate Cluster. All other atoHlJ:; ba,v(! relatively large bOl.H){h!,ty dfec.ts, j,e, they have a 
chatge deviating more than 0.1 unit. from the chargc of the corresponding atom}; in the 
zeolite c.rystal. Thi~ In(~~\'Il8 that the Intermedi<l.l.e Clll~ter does not give ,L good c.ovalent 
d€s(Tipt,ion of the ac.idic. site, Since tlw {:lIlbNlding sc.heme only give}; ,Lit electrostatic. C01'

H~di{)Il t.he Intermediate Cluster will not pr'oduc.e good re~ulb;. A correc.tion potent.ial not. 
aff~cted by boundary dfecto cm) only be obtained if the iun<~t 7.0ne, and the corrcsponding 
(:(!nt.ral part, c.onsist of just tlw OH-.. group. This centpl.l Pild, however is too :,;nHI.Jl to give 
proper results in the cmbedding scheme. This becoUlcf; dear if we COIIlp'l.n~ th(~ adsorp
t.ion energies calculated with t.he inner zone equal to the HOSiAl'-group, TherC! is a large 
diiferC!ncf: in adsorptioIl energy for t.h~ central part equal t.o the HOSiAl group and just. 
the OR group. As a c.onseguellec t.h(~ ClnbC!dded Medium Cl\lst.<~I· does not reproduce thf: 
ad80rptinn energies of the crystal (Tahl<: V). Also there i~ <l. brw: difference in a.d~()rptjoI1 
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Table III. The a-d8orption energies and 0 N equilibrium diQta.fl(;es of NH3 on the Medium 
Cluster. The adsorption energies obtained witll thC! first order embedding scheme are indica.ted 
with 6.Ej).d.~(1), the a.dsorption energies ohtained with the full embedding scheme a.re indica.ted 

with 6.E",(l.8. The adsorption energiel1 are given in kJ/mol, the I;!q~lilibril.lm distances in A. The 
adsorption energy of Nlfa in the crYlltal ill -72 kJ/mol, the correl1ponding equilibrium distance is 
2.72 A{1]. Tlw calculated adsorption energies of the first line are tlle adsorption energies of the 
non-embedded cluster. 

Central part Inner :,;one .6.pd.p) RN - O .6.E"d~ RN-O 

- - -56 2.67 -56 2.67 
NHs + ROSiAI HOSiAI06 -71 2.66 -70 2.65 

NHs + ROSiAIOs HOSiAI06 -68 2.66 -67 2.66 
NHs + ROSiAI HOSiAI -69 2.66 -68 2.65 

Table IV. The adsorption energies, Itnd O-N equilibrium distances of NHt on the Medium 
Cluster. The first order embedded adsorption energies are indicated with 6.Ead·o), the full 
embedded adsorption energies by 6.E~d,. The adsorption erlergies ate given in kJ/mol, the 
equilibrium distaIlees in A. The adsorption energy of the crystal is 117 kJ/mol, the corresponding 
O-N distance 2.21 A{l}. The calculated a.dsorptioll energies on the first line are the 1'I.dsorption 
energies of the nOll-embedded duster. 

Central part Inner 2;one c..E"d"Cl) RN-{~ .6.E"d~ RN-O 

- 140 2.23 140 2.23 
NHt + OSiAI- HOSiAIOo 118 2.23 117 2.25 

NEt + OSiAlO;;- HOSiAI06 123 2.24 122 2.24 
NRt + OSiAI- ROSiAl 120 2.24 119 2.24 

energy for tlw full and the fir~t Mder embedding energy. 
The ad!:lorption energies of NHa and NHt on the Giant Cluster are given in Table VI. 

The Giant Chlster is an extension of the Medium Cluster; it includes the atoms of the eight
ring) their charges however, differ from those they have in the zeolite crystal (see Table 
II). As in the case of the Intermediate Cluster the poor covalent description of the atoms 
in the eight-ring will prevent proper adsorption energies in the embedding scheme. For 
the 'small' inner zone and central part (the HOSiAI06 group) the error in the adsorption 
energy is a resllit of the poor description of the eight-ring. Because the inner zone is very 
large for the 'large' inner zone and central part (the HOSiAI0 6 group and the atoms in 
the eight-ring) there is only a small correction to the adsorption energy. 

Although the Giant Clustel' is an extension of the Medium Cluster, the latter yields 
better adsorption energies. Apparently, the errol' made by the purely electrostatic descrip. 
tion of the interaction between the adsorbate and the eight-ring, as in the Medium Cluster, 
is smaller than the error caused by boundary errors in the eight-ring, even if there is a 
correction for the electrostatic part of them. By comparing the three clusters it results that 
the (;mbeddinp; scheme only ptOduces rf!asollable res~llt.s if n.t.OnlS with bOllndary effect.s are 
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three Or foul: bonds 'I,W;\.Y from t.he adf;orbate. In this embedding scheme the dU/:lt{T must, 
be rdat.ively large beCat1f;e the embedding is purely electrostatic.. 

Even jf the dust.er is chosen well) some numerical errors will remain iu tht (:)"r"lbedding 
f;cheme. For the systems studied in this paper a numeric.al error of ,~ few kJ Imol is made 
by the truncation errors in the cakulation of the m'l,trix dements (1-l1V«>rrl v1 (see the 
Appendix). Anoth(~r crrm' is introdl1ced by comparing the adsorption energicl; on t.he 
(:mbNlded (:lllst.el' with adsorption energies in the host crystal. In tlll~ n:yst.a.l (~alculations 
the adsorbate is adsorbed periodically and thc[(: il; ,LIl inU:n:1dion between the adsorption 
sites and the adsorbates. In the embedded duster there is only one athorbate. The f:l'ror 
int.rodtlced by this comparison is about 2 kJ Imol for NHt <md smallel' for NH3 (the crystal 
adsorption energies were calculated with 3 NH3 wokculef; per unit eell and one NHt cation 
per unit cell [1]). Neglecting the Vo caus(:G aH el'tM of less than 1 k.J Imo!. 

It is useful to make a comparison between our cmb(:dding scheme and other schemes 
in which a zeolite cluster is embedded ill ,~ pot,cnt.ial representing in some way the 10llg 
range eleetrostatic effects. Allavelli:t ,md (;oworkel'~ [8,0] developed a method in which 
the potential is ealeulated from a lattic.c of point cb<trp;t~f; whose value is obtained with 
Mortiers electronegativity equaliz<l.tion method [14,15], From this potenti!l.) a (:(HTN:tion 
for the potential of the danglillg bond hydl'ogens is subtracted. The latter if:; c'l.kulated 
in the Mulliken point.· cbarge <Lpp1'oximation. The duster is embedded cOlnplddy, not 
just. ;1 (;(~ntl'al zone. Allavena et aJ. [8,9] did not cakuhLl,(': the effect of the embedding 
on the adsorption energy of NH3 or NHt but they calculated the effect of the M,l,ddllllg 
poU:ntial OIL the pl'oton transfer energy; i,e., the diff(:rcllC(: ill adsorption energy betwer::n 
the adsorbed NH3 !111(1 NHt. They estimated the effect of the M<l.ddllllg potential on the 
prot.on !.tan~;[el' energy to be -197 kJ Irno!. We C<l.lcldat.c(1 this effect to be -6 or -8 kJ Imol 
for t.lll.: M(~dium Ch1ster, depending on the size of the ill)ler ~Olle and the eentral part. The 
va,hle: pl'oduced by Allavena et al, seeIIlS a large ovew:;timation of the effect of the Ioug-· 
rauw: dedtostatic pot~ntial since our values are consist,(~nt with the crystal calculations. 
Also th/~ dfect of the embedding on the Mulliken dl<Lrge~ of the atoms of the !1.6dic !;it(~ js 
overestimated. The charges of the atoIIl!:l of the acidic. l';ite changed by 0.2 ullit. Cook et 
aI. [13] u!:lcd t.he emlwdding scheme developed by Alhvm,1 did. [8,9]. They found tlw,t, 
,18 ,I. 1'esllH of the embedding, of a zeolite dU!:lkr the: Mlllliken eharge of the acidic p1'oton 
changed from 0.33 to 0.55, In our WOl"k, for t.he Medium Cluster, thil> dl<mg(: if; 0.005 at 
maximum (Table I). 

The overestimation of t,he df(~d. of the embedding in the ~dWllH~ of Allavena et al. 
and Cook d <1.1. (:~n h~LVf: two causes: the size of the dllf;U~t and the embedding 5dH:U)/': 
it.sdf. Both g1'OUpS of authors used a du~kr i11 whidt t.he silicon atolIl of the HOSiAl group 
wa>; saturated with hydrogen <~tOIl1~, Thes(~ dust~f are too slIlall to he cmh(":dd(~d in an 
electrostatic pok'utial reprcf;cnt,ing thl': (TystaL Already in the Illkmwdi:lte Cluster, having 
the dangling-bond hydrogcn~ eve!") fll1'tll(:1' awa.y from the ad~orb<~t.e t.lw.n t.h(~ dl1~ters used 
by Allavena et al, a.nd Cook d a.l. t.he df(~d of the embedding i5 ovcrest.im~,tt:d. Another 
reMon for the errQrs made may be in the tlnbe(\ding scheme itself. There can be two 
~ource~ of errOff; in the: method. The first is the errOr in the pot.~ntiaL Although some 
error will be made by ming t.he df:ctl'onegativity eq\lali~ation mtl,hod to calculate the 
potential in~tea.d of t,<I.ki)li!: the pot.ential from the crystaJ, t.hil; crrot will not cause a larg(~ 
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Table V. The adsorption energies and O-N equilibrium distances of Nff.3 and NHt cakulated 
for the Intermediate Cluster. The adsorption energies marked with an asterisk are obtained with 
the full embedding schemel all others a.re first order embeddl;!d energies- Energies are in kJ/mol, 
bond lengths iiI A. TIle adsorption energy of NHs in the crystal is ,.72 kJ/mol, the adsorption 
energy of NlIt is 117 kJ/moJ. The respective equilibrium distances arc- 2.72 and 2.21 A{l}. The 
calculated adsorption energies on the first line are tIle adsorption energies of the non---embedded 
duster-

Adsorbate NHs NH+ 
4 

Central part Inne1' zone .6.Eads RN-O ,6,Eads RN-O 

- - -57 2.75 129 2.23 
NHa + HO HO -82 2.63 89 2.23 
NH3 + HO ROSiAl -76 2.57 116 2_25 

NH3 + HOSiAl ROSiAl -95 2.66 92 2.26 
NH3 + HOSiAl~ ROSiAl~ -85' 2.63~ 92~ 2.26· 

NH3 + HOSiAlOij HOSiAlO 6 -118 2.59 25 2.26 

Table VI. The adsotptioII enetgies aIld O-N equilibriuIIJ distann's of NHs and Nst on the 
Giant Cluster. The embedded adsorption energies are first order embedded energies. Energies are 
in k.J/mol, bond lengths in A. The adsorption energies denoted with 'small' «re c«kul«ted with the 
central part and the inner zone /i!qllal to the [[OSiAIOs-group. The «dsorption energies denoted 
with 'large' were obtaiIled with the central part arld the i(JIlCr ZOIle equal to HOSiA106-group plus 
the silicon and oxygen a.toms in the eight-ring. The adsorptiorl erlCtgy of NH3 and NHt iII the 
crystal are -72 and 117 kJ/mol rl;!spectively, with equilibrium dista.nces of 2.21 and 2,72 A/l]. The 
calculated adsorptioIl eIlcrgics 0(1 the fin;/ liIJe are the adsorption energies of the non--embedded 
cluster. 

Adsorbate NH3 NH+ 
4 

Ce!ltnu Part/Inner £:on€ i::J..Ead. RN - O !J.Ead. RN-O -
- -77 2.66 99 2.24 

small -65 2.69 124 2.22 
large -78 2.66 95 2.24 -

overestimation. The charges obtained with t.hi~ scheme do !lot d!Niate more than 35 % 
from t.he Mulliken t:harges [21]. Probably more important errors in the scheme are the 
correction for the da.ngling-bond hydrogen atoms and the fact that the complete cluster, 
including t.he da.ngling bond hydrogen atoms is embedded. In the potential there is a 
correction for the dangling bond hydrogen atoms, i.e. the electrostat.ic potential of the 
hydrogen atoms is subtracted from the correction potent.ial.. Thus, a.t. the position of the 
dangling bond hydrogen atoms, the potential will have very large values, possibly close to 
infinity. As such values for the potential strongly perturb the wavefunction the embedding 
of the complete cluster, inducting t.he hydrogen atoms, t:auSes problems. In the work of 
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Alla:vena et 81. another error may be cau~(~d by the fact that for the geometry of the acidic 
~it.e the geometry of the isolated HOSiAIH 6 and OSiAIH6" clmter~ W,tS lll';ed. In this way 
the link betweer) the hl.ttice of point charges and the orientation of the zeolite <Lcidic site 
i l; not. well defined. 

The scheme used by Vctrivd d aJ. does not allow an e:-;lt.irnat.ion of the effect of t.h(: 
embedding since t.heir clust.cr' is charged [10-12]. Howevcr, some comments can still be 
made on the method. Pnlbahly as a result of the Ch'L!"['~(: of the cluster, the df(:d of the 
embedding can be largely overestimated. For example, the Mullih~u cha.I'ges found in the 
d\l~ters are strongly deviating from otht:I' cluster calculatiow:l, oxygen charges of -·1.5, or 
in another case aluminum cha.rges of +0.8. Also a deprotonation energy of mort !.han 
2600 k.J Imol was calcubted. On non-embedded ~Illa.ll dl1sters this was calnlla.ted to be 
about half this value [22]. An overestiw(!.ti()[) of the effect of the long-range electrostati( 
potential will also be caused by the fact that the charges in tbi!; scheme are the full formal 
charges (SiH, 0 2

-), half the forHwl charge or three quarters the formal charge, A general 
comment Oil the methods used by Allav!~na. ~t a1., Cook et I:J, and Vetrivel et al., to embed 
,. du~ter in a array of point dmrgcs [8-13], is that point cha.l'ge~ are used to de~cribc the 
ions in the zeolite lattice. Dy ignMing the higher electri(,d moments of the iom ,~ n~hLtively 
large error, about 20 to 30 %, is introduced in th{~ cil.kula.tion of the pot,qlt.ia.! (see the 
Appendix). 

Conclusions 

We have calculated ,td~!)rption energies on three embedded clusters, Tlw Medium Cll.l!:lt~~r 
gives the bel:lt results, hecause the atoIIl!; dose to the adsorbing molecule are properly 
described and their charges are very close those of the perfect zeolite crystal. On this duster 
the error in adso~'Ption energy with rCI;I)(~ct to the adsorption energy in the perfect Cl'ystal 
is very small; 1 to 6 kJ Imo1. Roughly speaking, it result5 that in the present, oimplified 
embedding !:lchem!~ in which there is only ,I. electrostatic correctiou, only reasonable rcsl1lts 
are obtaim~d if t.ht: boundary of the clu~tcr is three or four bouds a.way from the ;)..dsorbate. 
On dmtel's having the dangling honds close to the Mlsorbate, such ,~s the Intermediate 
Clu~ter and the Giant Clul:ltcr, CU'oneOllS result8 aH~ ohtained. 

The effect of the addition",l dectrostatic field on the wavefundion of the cluster is 
negligible, as shown by th~~ very small differenc!;: resulting from th!:~ a posterjori and ~wlf. 
consistent correction of the Fock opCr~Lt.01·. However, til(: cotrective contribution is im
poI't.a.nt in the calculation of t.he adsorption energy, in particular jf ch<"Ltged species a[(~ 

considered, 
The present. scheme contains numerical approximatioH in the calculatiml {}f t.he cor· 

rective term to the Fock matrix; the numedcal error a!:l ,t n~811lt of the Taylo, !:xpansion 
(A. 1), although not negligible, i~ ~nl<lll t:nough to calculate precise adsorption ~nergies. 

Dy comp<>.ring t.he results of this work with other schemes in which there il; ,\. correction 
for the long-range electrostatic effects of thc cI'ystal we see tlw.t most of these IIlcth~)(ls t.end 
to overestimate the effect of the long-range electrost'Lt.ic potential [8-13]. The reasonl:l for 
this overc::>tiwat.ion are several; th{~ (~h()iee of the c.harW~1; lllied to ealculate th(: potential, the 
choi(:!~ of the cluster and th!; nlf!t.hod to correct fo)" t.he dangling bond bydI'ogens. Probably 
,~lso an error is caused by f:mhedding the compkt.t: dllster instead of just a part, 
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Appendix: The calculation of the matrix elements 

The integrals (J.t lV<orr 11/) added to the Fock matrix of the non-embedded duster, Eq. (5.2), 
are c.tkula,tcJ with a Taylor series truncated after the second step (A.1). 

(5.A.1). 

81''' is the ov~;'}~p bctwGcn the atomic Qrbitals Jh and II, ltV are the tranl:litiou dipole 
moments. ~Ic i~ the gl'adient of vc(>~r in the centel' C from which t,he potentia.l if; 
expanded. The AO'~ a.l'e linea.l' combina.t,ions of g<~uSf:;ia.ns. Tht; pot.entia.l i~ expanded fl'om 
the centel' C of the pl'odt1ct. of the atomic m·bita.!s I~ and /J. Thi~ centel' i~ detel'mined with 
the gaussian product theorem [23J. The exponents llsed in this theorem are the most diffuse 
exponents of t.he at.omic orbita.ls. Using only the most diffuse exponents of the contracted 
ga,ussia,ns gives a. considerable saving in computer time but docs not introduce a large 
error sincc th~~ large~t overlap bdween two AO'~ GOm(~s frotH the most diffusc ga.l),ssian~. 
The potential and its derivatives al'e calculated from atomic multipoles, Eq. (5.1). The 
concdion to the Fock matrix which is approximated iH two w,~ys, t.h(~ trurl(~,\,tion of the 
IUllltipoks scrits in the Gakubtioll of the poknl,i<J.1 and thc trtlnr.ation of the Taylor series, 
Eq. (5.A.1). Both app1'Oximation~ are acceptable if the central part and the outer zone are 
not only Ilot overlapping but also relatively apart form qLch 01.l1(~l". 

We studied the convergence of the potential as a function of the order of the rnulti
pole, Eq. (5.1). We calculated the interaction of NH3 with the Madelung potential of the 
chabazite crystal, without an inner zone created in it, for three O-N dista:n('.es: 2.77 A, 
3.19 A and 3.62 A. The first O-N distances are close to the O·N equilibriuIJl di~kulces, 
for the last one the NH3 is in the middle of the cage. The order of the mul tip<)k i~ varied 
from the charge only up to the hexadecapok nwmcut. The re~lllt~ of these calculations 
are shown in fig. 5.A.1. For the shortest distam~e, a8 ~~xpe('.kd, t,b~ cOIlw:rgence is slow. 
For an O-N distance of 3.62 A the mu!tipo!c eXlmn~ioIl (:(lIlV(!rgenl~e is more satisfactory. 

We have abo studied the convergcJl(·.eof the T<I.y]o!· s(~rie~ in Eq. (5.A.1). We calculated 
l.h(~ iIltel"ld.ion NI(:rgy bdweefl a NH3 molecule and the potential of the Medium CIllRter 
in t.wo way:;. First th(~ int(:gral (/-tWII/) is calculated according to Eq. (5.A,1), s(:wnd t.he 
Taylor ::;erie:; is t.runcated after the first step, e.g. the integral is approxiWi;\.t.ed a:; the 
product of the charge and the potential. The cOIIlpari~on i~ Blade for t.hree O-·N distances; 
2.97 A, 3.97 A and 4.97 A. The first distanee i~ a little bit l<l.rw:r t.h,Ul the equilibrium O-N 
di~tmlce, ill the bst olle NH~ is rd<ltivdy f~.r fl'om t.he duster. 'rhe interaction energiel; 
with the dcdto:;t.<l.ti(: potcnti~ll of the du~t.~r al'e given in Table A.I. The Tabk l;;hows t.hat. 
if the <~d8orb<~tc mid t,lle pa.rt of the l.eoJik t.hat i~ described electrostatic.ally, e.€,'. the 
atoms outside the inner zone are separated frorn the ,vlfiol'bat.f! by 4 A as is the case in the 
Mcdium Cluster and the Giant, Clust.er, the el'l'or we will make in the matrix dement.s will 
lw at Hl<!'xilmull 10 percellt. Fot t.h<~ r.alcul~t.i()n of the effect of the correction potentia.], in 
which the potential of thc bouIlda.ry effects if; sUbt.I"·Lcted from the potential of the eryl;hl.J, 
the error will be !e:jl;; since it cml be expected t,hat t.he ClTor~ made in the c.aleulatioll of 
the host potential and the hOljt c.ry~tal will k rchtivdy :;imila,I'. Alt.hough the integrals 
are approximated, they are l;ufficicutly pn~(:isc fol' oul' pl1!·pOSCS. 
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Order 0' multlpole III Ew.o.l(\ ~ommBtlon 

Figure 5.A .. 1. Convergence of the ml11tipole series, The interaction energy of NH3 with the 
Madelung potential of the chabq.zite crystal is showl) as a function of the order of multipole 
used to calculate tlle potentia./. This calculation has been cal'fied out for three O-N distances: 
2.67 A (--), 3.19 A (- - - - - ) and 3,62 A (- - - - - ). 
Table A.I. The effect of the truncation of the Thylor series OIl the interaction energy of NII3 
with the elect-rostatic potential of the Medium Cluster (k.1/mol). The interaction energies are 
calclIlated in two ways. Tn the first the integral is approximated as the product of the overlap 
irltegral al)d the potential at the centroid of the overlap integ-ral. In the second a./so the dipole 
contribution is irlcIuded, 

O-N distance (A) 2.97 3.97 4.97 

V.S+I: c
6Y'ii -28,17 -8.62 -1.83 

V,S -25,85 -8.27 -1.93 
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Large basis sets and geometry optimizations in the 
embedded cluster scheme 

Introduction 

In thi~ thf;sis we study the adsorptioIl of NH3 onto the acidic HOSiAl· ·-gnmp in zeQlites 
and the prot~)jl tran~fer from the zeolitl'! forming NHt. It appears that, for an aCC\ltat.e 

description of aOf>orptioIl and proton transfl'!r ptOCCl5lj(~~, it is necessary to use a relatively 
large basis set) to optirni~(~ Ow geometry and to include thl'! long·range electrostatic forces 
of the crystal [1-6J. 

Usually, the zeolit(~ <\dsorbate interaction is studieo in tll(~ dUl5ter approximation. In 
thi~ approximation, a gtOllp of <\torns is cut from the zeolite t.ry~bl ,LIld tbe dangling 
bOlld!:l are saturated with hydrogen atoms. The advantage of the dllf>t(~r approximation i~ 
that large basis sets can be used. Furthermore, the geometry can be opt.imiz/:~d relatively 
cal5Y <1.8 a cluster can be handkd with ~taIldard molecular pacbge:<; f;llch ~l$ GAMESS and 
Gau~~ian [7,8], having implement0.d 'Ll1t.omatic geometry optimizations u:<;ing an,Llyti(:al 
gradient.s. Th~ disadvantages of the duster approximation are the absence of the long-· 
range electro~tati(: forces of the crystal and thl'! bOllndMy {Trors of the cluster [5]. As 
a result of the satur~ttion of the dangling bonds with hydl'Og~n at.olW:l th~~ atoms at the 
boundaty of the cluster are in a different. chtmical environment than in the crystal. Con
sequently, they lwhavc differently towards ad~orbatef;_ Both dil:>advantages of the cluster 
calculations have a llOn"'llegligible effect on the calculation of adsorption energies [5J. 

In cry~ta.l (:,dculations the model rep]'e~e!lt.ing the :t~~olite is better; there are no bound
ary effects and the long-range electrostat.ic forccs of the crystal are present. So far, only 
one study hal:l been reported in which the adsorption and proton transfer processes wert 
~tudied in a zeolite cry:<;t.al [5]. The disadvantage of the cry:';t'l.l (:aiculations is that for 
silicon--aluminum zeolit.e~, because of the size and the symmetry of the system, the cal
culations are rest.rict.ed t.o <t minimal basis set. Furthermorl'!, geometry optimizations in 
CRYSTAL are elabomt.e. 
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Chapter 6 ~ Large basis ~d$ and geometry optimizations in the embedded cluster scheme 

Another alternative for the calculation in zeolites is the embedded cluster mdhod 
dcscI'ibed in Chapter 5. An embedded clust.er calculation has the computational advantages 
of a cluster, i.e. relatively large basis sets can be lI$<';d, and a much bdter model for the 
zeolite is provided because the long-range dectrostatic forces are induded and a part of the 
boundary effects i~ removed [6]. The long-range electrostatic forces are calculated from the 
wavefundion of the zeolite crystal. This wavefunction is calculated at the RHF (Restricted 
Hartree Fock) level \lsing the CRYSTAL ptogram [9-13]. An embedded cluster reproduces 
the adsorption energies of the crystal within a few kJ fInol, requiring less computer time. 
Until now, the embedded cluster method has only been used with dusters having the same 
b<1sis set and geomdry as used to calculate the long-range electrostatic potential of the 
crystal [6]. 

We used the embedded cluster scheme to study the adsorption of NH3 and NHt in a 
zeolite cry~tal. NH3 is adsorbed hydrogen bonded onto the zeolite OH-group) in the case 
of t.he adsorption of NHt the proton has been transferred and NHt is interacting with a 
zeolite anion. We compared the adsorption energies for three different basis scts on the 
ewbedded cluster and we optimized the: geometry of the zeolite acidic site. 

On a small cluster, keeping the geometry fixed, we calculated the adsorption energies 
of NH3 and NHt with a minimal, a large and a mixed basis set. The latter has a large 
basis oct on the atoms around the adsorption site and a minimal ba.sis set on the atoms 
at the boundary of the cluster. We uscd a. mixed basis set for two reasons. First, to 
embed the cluster properly, the atoms in t.he boundary of the cluster must have the same 
basis set as the corresponding atoms in the crystal [6]. As we can only use a minimal 
basis ~et. in the crystal calculations) the atoms in the boundary of tlK duster should have 
a minimal basis set ao welL Second, a large basis set on all atoms of a relatively large 
cluster would increase the number of basis functions, such that the calculations are not 
feasible any more. The aCC\lracy of the mix~~d basis set was estimated by comparing its 
results with those calculated with the large basis set. As an application of the mixed 
basis set the a.dsorption energies of NHs and NHt were calculated on an embedded and a 
non-embedded larger cluste~", using the minimal and the mixed basis set. 

Using a minimal STO-·3G basis set, we optimi~ed t.he geometry of a pa.rt of the cluster 
relatively far from the bmwdaq effects, namely t.he acidic OR-group. It was optimized in 
the non-embedded cluster, the embedded cluster and the crystal. We also calculated the 
ch,~nges in energy, with respect to a reference st.ructure, as a result of the optimizations 
of the various struct\lres. Finally, we calculated the adsorption energy of NH3 and NHt 
using a mixed basis set and parti,Llly optimizing the geowetty. 

Methods and Computational Details 

We studied the adsorption of NH3 and NHt OIl two clusters) one of them embedded in 
a zeolite crystal. The zeolite is the shell-model optimized acidic chabazite as described 
in Chapter 4, fig. 4.1a. We calculated the adsorption energies of NH3 and NHt on two 
clusters cut from the chabazite. One is the Medium Cluster as described in Cha.pter 4) 
fig. 4.4. The other one is the Intermediate Cluster as described in Chapter 5, fig. 5.2. 
For NH3 and NHt the experimental geometries were used [14,15]. They were adsorbed 
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A qU8,nttlm-c11emicaJ deM:ripUe)tl of prot.(J!) t.rl;1I),4eT jn ;;;eo/ites 

onto the ,"Lcidic OH-group with their symmetry axes coinciding with the OH-axis. The 
ON-di~Ul.llt.e i~ the; only parameter optimized in the calculation of adsorption energies. 

Ou th(!. Illtermediate Cluster, we compared the results of three different ba~i!; sets. 
The first basis S()t W,~H HH; !;tandard minimal STO-3G basis set, The second basis set is 
referred to as the large basis set. In this basis ~et, t,he si)i(:oll <I.Jld <lhuuimuH l:\tom~ of th~~ 
acidic HOSiAl-group had a e.31G(d) basis set [16,17], the oxyp;t~n atom of the a6dic group 
had a 6 .. ·311G(d) basis set [18]. All other atoms had a 6-31G basis ~et [19,20]. The third 
basil; :-;et is the mixed basis set. In this basis set the adsorbate and the HOSiAI-group had 
the same hil.sis $(~t a:-; in th~~ large basis set. All other atoms had the minimal STO-3G 
basis set. The minima.! hasis set has two advalltages; it requires little computer time and 
it is the same basi~ ~et uH~d to (:akuh)Cc the chm'gc dil;trihution of the ~tolitc cl'yst.al 
However, it does not yield precise adsorption energie~. The large basis set., requiring more 
computer time, produces the adsorption energies of NH3 with an error of 10 k.J/mol and 
IInderc:>timates the adsorption energy of NHt by about 50 k.l/mol [1,21,22]. 

The mixed hasiR scI, ha.s <'I. part of th(~ <l.dvant,lges of both ba.si~ sds: it t(~qllites le~s 
eomputer time than the large basis set and it is less probable to cause problems in the 
emheddiug 8cherne as the boundary of the cluster has the same basis set as the crystal. 
Also it (~nn be expected to give a acceptable dC8criptio!l of the <Lcidic 8ik of the r.;colik 
cluster. The disadv;)nt;l.p;e of (,he mixed b<l.$i8 set is that it is lII)h<I.l,).nc:cdj ()n(~ patt of the 
cluster is described well whereas another part is not. This imbalance may cause a flow of 
electronic charge to the part that is described better, thus perturbing the calculation of 
mhm·pt.ion euergies. 

The Medium Cluster was embedded in the chabazite crystal with the method described 
in Chapter 5. The host cluster is equal to the Medium Cluster. The charge di:-;trihut.iow; of 
the hOf;t dllf;tcr <l.w:l host cryst'l.l <ITC ciJk~lbt{-;d at the RHF-·levd, uf;inp; a minimal STO-3G 
ba:-;il:i :-;(~t [23]. The atomic IIlultipok~ of the HOSiAI0 6 grollp, both i)j th(~ (Ty::;tal and the 
duder, are ignored in the caleulation of the correction poknti<I.1. It-. is 1101. a.dded t.o the 
complete dUotcr but only to t.he <LtOIIl:-; of thc HOSiAI0 6 grnll]l a.nd the ,~(l,,()['hate. 

We optimized the geometry of the zeolite OH-group on the non·-embedded Medium 
Cluster, the embedded duster and the crystal. These optimir.;ation~ were cmri(~d out with 
a minimal STO-3G basis set. The x, y and z-coordinate~ of the oxygen alld the bydmw~n 
atom were optimized. This means that the O-H, Si-O, Al 0 di",tallCc.~8, th(~ Si-O-H--· 
angle and the H-O-Si-AI <111(1 H-O-Si-O dihedtal angle~ were optimized. In all cases the 
start for the optimization was the shell-model geometry. The OR .. groups of t.b(~ cryst'l.l, 
the embedded cluster and the non-embedded cluster were ()pt.imj'l(~d wit.b th(: CRYSTAL 
program [9 .. ·13]. A parabolic interpolation algorithm [24] W'J.S used iL::; <Ll1~I.lyt.it.al derivates 
are not implemented in CRYSTAL. 

In CRYSTAL, th(~ Coulomb ;)..nd 0.x:(:h<Lnw~ integral~ are ca.lculated exactly if some of 
t.hc ov(~tbps between (.h(~ 'I.(,(>mi(: ol'bihl.ls fnl' which the integral is calculated are above 
arC cert<~i!l thrc~hold. If the overlapl:i me below t.hil:i threshold t.he integral i~ approximated 
with multipolar expansions [9,13]. For the cluster) the crystal and the embedded cluster we 
used the same value for the thresholds: lO-5 for Coulomb integndl:i alld 10 ·-6 rot cxchange 
integrals. The convergence c.riteria are affected by the approximation:> in the c<dmbtinl\ nf 
the integrals; the potential energy surface is slightly discontinuou~, Altlwuf~h it is pn::;sible 
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Chapter 6 : Large basis sets =d geometry optimizations in the embedded cluster scheme 

to avoid these discontinuities [13], we decided to stop the optimizations when the changes in 
energy became of the order of magnitude of the numerical noise due to the approximation 
of the integrals. In practicc, this means that the energy was converged below 10-6 H 
(2.5.10- 3 kJ/mol) in all cases. This change in energy corresponds to a step size of about 
5.10-1 A. 

The OR-group in the non-embedded cluster was also optimized with the Berny algo
rithm [25], an algorithm using analytical derivatives and implemented in the Ga,\lssia.n 92 
program pack. .. ·.gc [8]. Here, all Coulomb and exchange integrals are calculated exactly. 
There are two criteria for the convergence of the optimization; one for the step size, 10-3 

a.u., and one for the forces on the atoms, 2.10-4 '~.u .. As t\. rCl5ult of the latter, the energy 
converges below 10-8 H (2.5.10- 5 kJ/mol). By comparing Uw geometry ofthe OH-group 
in the non-embedded cluster optimized with the parabolic interpolation the accuracy of the 
latter can be cst,imated since the optimization with the Berny algorithm is more accurate. 

We c'l.lnd<!.I,ed th~~ <\dsorption energies of NH3 and NHt on the embedded and non
embedded Medium Cluotcr ul5ing the mixed basis set and optimizing the geometry of the 
OR-group and the adsorbatc. The optimizations were carried out with the Gaussian 
pl'Ogram pack..-"lgc. During t.he optimizations the O-H-N-angle was kept fixed at 180°. 
For NHt thel'e was an addition,.l r<::8triction; the N-H distance of the proton bonding to 
the anionic oxygen atom was kept fixed ?t/, t.he cJl:perimentnl value of 1.03 A [15]. The 
adsorption encrgy was calculated from a potential energy curve consisting of three O-N 
distances; the equilibrium distance found with the optimization and two distances 0.1 A 
longer and shorter, keeping all other pal'll.metel's fix(;d. 

Results and Discussion 

Tbe cotIlpariSOIl of the three basis sets 

The adsorption enel'gics of NHl and NHt on the Intermediate Cluster calculated with three 
basis sets are given in Table I. As fOlmd eatliel', the nd$Orption energy of the hydrogen 
bonding NH3 is relatively independent of the bMis sd [1]. The adsorption energy of NHt 
dCpel)(ls more strongly on the basis set as a result of the diffuse nature of the anionic oxygen 
atom in the 7,t)olitc dUoter [1], If the large basis set is taken as a reference, the minimal 
basis set underestimates the stability of the ionic structure by more than 120 kJ Imo!. 

With respec.t to the la.rge ba.sis set, the mixed basis set slightly overestimates the 
adsorption energies of NHl and NHt. Probably, this overestimation is caused by the 
imbalance in the Intermediate Cluster as a ["(~GuJt, (>f the mixed basis set. Because of the 
bdtCl' description of the acidic site its electronic population is increased. In this way, it 
stabilizes the adsorbate and causes an overestimation of the adsorption energies by about 
5 to 10 kJ Imol on the Intermedia.te Cluster. In the Medium Cluster this overestimation is 
smaller. Probably, the imbalance in the Medium Cluster is smaller as it is buffered by a 
larger cluster. Thus) with the mixed basis od t\d~orption energies on the large cluster can 
be calculated well. 
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A qU<1ntl11n-chemjcal descriptiml of proton transfer· in J:f:olites 

Table I TIu,! adl;orptioll energies (in k.1/fllOl) of NIh and Nlq OIl tile fIltermedhte ClusteI, 
calcula.ted wiill three different baBis sds: a lIliIlimai STO-.]O ba;;is set, tIll:! mixed basis set and 
the large b.:tf11s set. -- •• ~I· 

Adsorbate Large Mix<'!d STO-3G 

NHa ',18 -02 ~57 

NHt 6 -1 129 
"-

Table II The adsorption energies (in kJ/mol) of NlIa and Ntrt calculated on the Medium Cluster 
[6], calculated with the 8TO--30 ba:;il; set Oil the !)on-·eIJlb~'dded and the embedded cluster. 

" 
Ad!:lorh<.t0. Non-embedd(~d _. 

--"'," 

NH,1 -56 
NHt 140 

. , 

"-
First Or der Exnbe:d Full Embed 

-----+--

.. 
-67 
123 

-68 
122 

Table III The itdsorptio/1 eIwrgi(.'s (ill kJ/mol) of NH3 (ulr:i Nllt r.alr:lJbtt·d Oil the M(!dium 

Clustcl·, calculated with the mixed basis sd OIl tile floll-embed(kd aIld til(, embedded duskr. 

Adsorbate Non--embedded FiI'~t Order Emb0.dded hlll Embed 
----+----- -----+-

NH3 -G0 -80 ·80 
NHt '-__ " .. ___ =---_.l..... __ -27 29 -8 

The adsorption q"jl~rgies of NH3 ,md NH7 for the Bon-embedded, the first Qnkr <'!1TI. 
bedded awl thc fnll embedtkd Mcdillm Cluster ,1.rC given in Tal.1e II for tlw minimal 
STO-3G ba.si!:l !:lct ,md in Table III rnl' t.he mixed b,l,i;i~ set. On tlw M<'!dium Cln~tet, the 
differenee bdw(~{~ll the adsorptioll l~I1el'gies e~\kubted with the STo·aC and tll(~ mixed ba
sis I;d. are la1'ger tha.n for 1.Iu~ Illterrnediklk Cln:;;ter. 'fhi~ bl'ger differem:{~ i~ proba.bly not 
the result of the imba.la..nee in the basis set, but Blost probably t,lt{~ ['esult of t.h{~ larger 13a.
sis Set Sl.lpcl].>ositioll Error (J3SSE) [26,27]. I3(~(:all~e there ~\r(~ llll)l'() atom~ ill the Medium 
Cluster th(~ <.dsorbate and tll(~ dll:<;t.er have lll()l'(~ possibiliti(~lj to \lse each {ltb(~l'~ orbitalo to 
lower (,heir own energy; a.~ <I. consequence the ESSE is larger. 

Although the lIlixNI basis set giVUi much better 'I.d~orptiml ~~!wrgies than tlH~ minimal 
basis set the charge distribution is not ::;troll)l;ly affected [0]- This il; illllst.rated by the fact 
that \h(': difference bdwc(:n the effect. of the embedding for the mi)lillla.l and tll(~ mixed 
haliis set is at most 3 kJ /mol. Also, thcn~ is r. very ~!)la.ll difference hdween the fllll and 
thc first ofder ernbeddiJIp; scheme, This was ~een bdor(~ rOI' the STO 3G basis (Tabk II). 
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Chapter 6 : Large basis sets and geometry optimizations in the embedded dusie. scheme 

~hcll geometry 
!nodel optimized 

geometry with 

r~~rl!.lYIet""· gaussian 

rO-H 0.999 0.975 

rO-Si L712 1.738 

r·O-AI 1.884 1.829 

LSi-O-AI 138.1 140.7 

The geometry optimizations 

Figure 6-1- The results of the geometry op
timizations of the OH-groups of the non

embedded Medium Cluster, the embedded 
Medium ClUEIteT and the cryqtal_ The cal
culations were carried out with a minimal 

STO·-·3G basis set. On the left, the geome
try of the acidic site. In the table the results 
of the optimizatioI1S obtained with the var

ious techniques are given_ 

g<':Ot"(ltt,·y geomet~y g"'()met~y 

(lptimi~ed on optimil,ed on <)ptimi~ed 

non-embedded embedded in t.he 

cluster cluster crystal 

0.975 0.976 0.976 

1.742 l.712 l.748 
1.825 1.825 1.820 

140.7 140.7 140.5 

The results of the geometry optirni3ations of the OH-group of the non-··ernhcddcd and 
embedded Medium Cluster and the crystal, all with a. minima.l basis set, are shown in 
fig. 6.1. The shell model structure is different from the structures in which the OH"group 
is optimized quantum-chemically. Especially the O-H bond i!:> predickd too long. For R 

pUl'dy siliceous system a better agreement was found between the shell model geometry 
and the a.b-lIlitio geometry [28]. Apparently, the parametrization of the shell model for 
the atoms of the acidic site [29] is less accurate than the parametrization for the purely 
siliceous system [30]. The quantum-chemical optimized structures a.!'e simila.!' to each 
other, bond-lengtho for the various !:>tructureJ:> are equal within 0.01 A and the Si-O-Al 
~ltlgks within 0.20 _ The geometries of the acidic grOt1p of the non-embedded dtlster as 
optimized with Gaussian and CRYSTAL differ only slightly_ This difference can be caused 
by Ow approxima,tiofl of tb{~ intep;l'a.ls in CRYSTAL, but is is more likely t.hat it is cal~sed 
by the less strict. convergence crit.eria used in the CRYSTAL optimizations_ 

The optimizations of the various structures i.e_ j the non-embedded cluster j the em· 
bNlded duster' and the crystal, with CRYSTAL show a large resemblance to each other. 
We concluded before that in the Medium Cluster the atoms of the acidic HOSiAl-group 
are in the same chemica.! environment as in the crystal [5,6]. Here, this is illustrated by 
the very ~imibr bond lengths. Althou):;h the long·HI..Ilge effecto of the crystal affect the 
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I"d<Lt.iv(~ weak interaction with adsorbates, they hardly affect the covalent binding between 
the atoms in the acidic .site of the dUBter. 

Table IV The gain in ellergy, t::.Eapl, due to tJl() optimization, givcn with respect to tile shell 

model geometry. The LiEopt hM been ca.lcula.ted for four geometl'ies of tile OH-group. III columll 
A, tilc !:!..E G

l'! is caJmlated for the geometry obtl'l,ined with the geometry optimization on the 
non-embedded duster ltSiIlg tile Bemy algorithm. In the columns B, C and D the 6.EQpt is 

calcula.ted for tile goonwtl'ics a..s obta.iIwJ with tlJ(~ pa.ra.bolic· interpolation geometry optimiza.tion 

of tile Iloll-cmbcddcd duster, the elTli)edded duster i;!,nd the crystal, respectively. In row I the 
tJ.Eapl is calculated for the non "embedded cluster, using Gau8.~ia.n. Tn roWEl I, II I'l,nd III 6.Eopt 
is calculated witll CRYSTAL On tile Il(Jn-~'Irlbedded dust~'r, the embedded duster and the crystal 

respectively. 

geometry: A B C D 
6.Eapl calculated on: 

I -8.771 -1l.714 -1l.701l -8.476 
II -8.868 -9.052 -9.046 -8.809 
III -9.193 -9.'13-1 -9.43>1 -9.269 
IV -10.797 -11.179 -11.l83 -11.277 

Iu Table IV, the b.Eopt, the lowerings in energy of the cluster as a re~:\Ult, of the opti
mi%a.tion with l"~~$pcd. to tlH~ ~hdl .. modd gcmm~try, ,1.re giv(~n. W(~ Ulklllated the 6.EQj)t for 
geometries obtained from optimizations of the non-embedded cluster, optimized with both 
GausBian and CRYSTAL, and geometries obtained from the optimization, llBing CRYS
TAL, of the embedded dw,ter and the cryskd. The 6Eopt is u;ht.ivdy independc-mt of the 
method used to optimi%e the geometry. The differences are never larger than 0.5 k.J /mol. 
The differences between the optimizations on the cluster with the Berny algorithm with 
Gaussian and the parabolic interpolation with CRYSTAL are not negligible but rather 
constant. They seem to be caused more by the approximations in CRYSTAL than by the 
difference in the accuracy of the parabolic interpolation algorithm. Probably, the tJ.Eopt 
for the CRYSTAL-calculation on the cluster are about 0.3 kJ /mollarger becauBe the €~l
ergy of the shell model geometry cluster was calculated 0.3 kJ /mol higher in ~~nergy a~ a 
result of the approximations used in CRYSTAL. 

For (~'l.(;h "t.l"m:tu!"c, the 6Eopt ,~~ ,~ n~~llit. ()f t.h{~ vadotl~ optimizations is similar. 
This means that, for the geometrie:<; investigated here, the potential energy surfaces seem 
parallel. On the other hand, the 6.Eopt of a geometry differs for each ~trudur(:. The 
tJ.Eopt in the embedded cluster are 0.3 to 0.4 kJ /mol lower than the 6.Evpt in thc-: non
embedded dll~tcr_ Although the geomctties found wit.h t.he opt.imization in the embedded 
and non· .. c-:rnbedded dust.er ate similar, t.h{~ 6.E opt in the formC-:l' is larger. Apparently, the 
potential energy surface:> are similar in the sense that t.he minima. a.l·e in tht': ,,;ame position 
but the depths of the potential energy well are different. The ~aIIlC is true for the cryst.al, 
in which the 6.EG pt are even larger. The covalent binding and the long-range electrostatic 
efFects of the crystal seem to enforce the bonds in the acidic site. 

So far, we have seen that the optimized geometries are the Bame in t.lle dw;tcr, the 
embedded cluster and the crystal. Also the tlEapl for the geometries are the ~ame in ~ 
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Table V The results of tIle geometry optimization or the Medium Cluster without the adsorbate 
(the OR-form), MId the duster with NH3 and NETt adsorbed on it, The geometries have been 
optimized witll the mixed basis sct, 

OH NH3 NH+ 
4 

ROH 0.953 0.996 1.468 

RO-Si 1.713 1.700 1.670 
RO-AI 1.894 1.900 1.886 

LSi-O-AI 137.2 137,7 141.7 

Table VI The ad!lOfptiQn of NIIa and NHT on tIle partially gcomctry optimized Medium Cluster. 
The adsorption etlG'l"gics ha.ve been caklliated on the non-embedded and the embedded cluster 
with the mixed basis set, 

non-embedded full-em bedded .,. 
RNO 6.E RNO 6.E 

NH3 2.76 -79 2.75 -89 
NHt 2.48 -14 2.52 -35 -

structure. However, we should keep hl mind that the geometry optimization was limited; 
only the positions of the atoms of the OH-group were optimked. For Il)()rC extensive ge
ometry optimizations one could expect larger deviations, since in the duster the boundary 
effects are getting more importa.nt. However, mOre extended geometry optimization are 
not feasible f()f the crystal at this moment. 

The adsorption of NH3 and NH:i with the mixed basis set and optimized geometry 

The geometry and adsorption energies of NH3 and NHt on the embedded and non
embedded Medium Cluster augmented with th(~ mi~cd basis set are given in Tables V 
and VI. With this basis set, the OR-distance is shorter than in the shell model geomdry 
and the STO-3G geometry, For the OR-form of the cluster the Al-O and Si-O distances 
arc relatively close to those of the shell model geoItwtry. 

The adsorbates are more stable on the geometI'Y ~)ptimized dU8ter than on the shell 
model geometry dl1ster (Tables III and VI), Previously, we saw that NHs is adsoI'hed less 
strongly if the geometry is optimized; the zeolite is more stable and less-reactive [1,5J. 
Apparently, the effect of the optimization on the adsorption is dependent on the starting 
geometry. In this case the shell model geometry provided a good model for the OH-fOJ.'"ffi 
of the cluster; the AI-O and S;-O bmld lengths are very similar. With respect to the 
shell model geometry the dusteI' with NH3 <\d8orbed on it could, during the optimization, 
stabilize itself by elongating the AI--O boud length and shortening the Si-O bond length, 
NHt is stabilized by the geometry optimization by shortening thl~ 5i-0 and AI-O dis
tances afteI' proton handeL The stabilization of NHd' is larger than for NHa because its 
ad8orption energy is more sensitive to the geometry than that of NH3 [1,4-6]. Moreover, 
the optimized geometry of NHt adsorbed on the 7,colite differs more from the shell-model 
optimized structure than that of NHJ (compare fig. 6.1). With respect to the minimal basis 
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set) the mixed basis set stabilizes the anionic oxygen. This is illustri:l.kd ill the dongation 
of the O-N bond with respect to the minimal ba!:>is l:id u).l(:llbtions [5]- The enlargement 
of the dUl:ikr, with respect. t.o t.he calct1lations in which a small cluster and a larger basis 
!:>et W"Il; used, 'Llso s~ms t.o st.abilize t.he anion as the O-N bond is elongating [1,4]- As t.he 
ch<:l.rgc separat.ion is lal'get, the large O-N distance is enlarging the effect of t,]w cmbedding 
[5J-

Conclusion 

We calculated the adsorption energiel:i of NHt and NH3 on a zeolite cluster with three 
different basis sets; a minimal b,\.Sill set, a latge basis set and a mixed basis set. Tll(~ mixed 
b<IHi9 l:id h<"I,S a latge b~Lsis set on the atoms around the ad8orptiou $it.e ;LlId ~L minimal basis 
set. on the rest of t.he cluster. We deducted that there W<ll:i a,1l imbalance in the Intermediate 
Cluster as a result of the U~K of t11(~ lIlixNl basb set, as it showed a slight ov(~rc};tim;Ltion of 
the adl:iorption !.~l)erl!:ies wit.h respect t.o the large basis set. Thil; !.~n-()r i~ 4 kJ/mol for the 
<ld8Otpt.ion of NH3 and 10 kJ /mol for the adsorption energy ()f NHt _ The minimal basis 
$(;1. llndete.st.imate~ the stability of N fit by more th<m 120 kJ / moL The imbalance, and 
thus t.he overestimation of adsorption eBergj(~~, jl:i !;lll;l.lkr' for' the Medium Cluster. 

We optimized the position of the <ltmIls of t.he OH-group in the Ilon·- {~mbcddcd dust.er, 
the embedded zeolite cluster <lIld in the c['y:-;taL In all these structures the gcomf!try has 
been optimized with the CRYSTAL prop'am, using parabolic interpolal.ion_ The OH
group has also been optimi<;ed ml the non--emhedded duster with Ul(~ G;Lussian program 
package, u:;ing t,h~~ B(-~rlly algodthm. The convergence crikrin in CRYSTAL were H()t 
as strict as in Gaussian bCC'\.1.1~C of the numerical noise in the lat.kr ;LS i~ tesu!t of the 
approximation of ~oIlle illt,q(l-'I.lf;_ The re~u!ting geometries Wer(~ vcty similar in all cases. 
The 6.Eopt j the change ill energy with tnspect to the reference geometry, was almost the 
same for all optimized geometric!:>. Thc potent.ial energy surfaces for tb(~ OH--·group, a 
group relatively £,1.)" fmm t.he boundary, are parallel for t,ll(: lloIl---embedded duster, t.he 
embedded cluster and the crystal. 

We calculated the adsOl:ption encrgi!.~f; of NH3 and Nllt with <~ p'lI-t.ial optimization 
of the cluster and the mixed basis od,- With respect to the fixed g(~Olndry calculation~ tlw 
adsorbates are stabilized. 

The calculations presented here, namely those of the embedded duster scheme using 
a mixed baoil; l:id ,lad part.ial optimization of the geomet.ry offer an improved method fot 

the cakul<Jtio!'l of t.he ad~orption energies of NH3 ;Ind NH:. We have ~b()Wll that the 
\\!:>!; of th(~ mixed basis set does not cau~!:~ pn)bk1lls due to the imbalance in the basis set. 
As we can use the cluster optimi~ed g(;omet.ries for the embedded du};(.('!l', we can remove 
some arbitrariness in the adsorption energies caused by tIl(: thoic~ of t.he geometry. This 
m-bitrariness can be introduced if a geomdry i8 used that resemble:; the OR-form of the 
:teolitc, in t.his case the stability of the ,~d~(frb<"lt.es i~ underestimated, OJ" if a geometry is 
used that r<~scmbk:-; t.hat of the cluster-ad!Oorbak (~omplex) in this case tlv~ stahility of the 
adsorbate il; overcstimated_ 

The u\'klliations presented here arc 'l.ll important step toward}; I.lH~ (:i.kulation of 
aCG\u'a,tc ad:-;ol'ption energies as tht~y ohqwed that we can use larg!.~ ba:;j;; ;;d;; iUHl geometry 
optimizations from dustero ill I.b(! emhedded cluster metbod_ The deficiencies in t,hi}; 
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calculations, such a~ t.he limited optimization, the low coordination of NHt towards the 
zeolite lattice, and the absence of electron correlation and a correction for the BSSE ate 
not likely to cause probLems in the embedded cluster scheme. 
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The adsorption energy of NH3 and NHt in chabazite 

Introduction 

So far in this thesis, as an example of an adsOI'ption and proton transfer reaction on the 
zeolite acidic site, we studied the adsorption of NH3 and the proton transfer forming NHt. 
We concluded that an accurate description of the adsorption and proton transfer in zeolites 
requires a corred model for the zeolite and a qua.:ntum chemical mdhod yidding adsorption 
and proton transfer energies as accurate as the size of the system allows. The accuracy of 
various quantum chemical methods were tested in the calculation of the ads.orption energies 
of NH3 and NH: on small zeolite clusters [1-4]. A relatively large basis set should be used, 
as especially the heat of adsorption of NH: is strongly dependent on the size of the basis 
set. It i8 alllo important to apply the counterpoise correction (CPC) to correct for the 
basis set superposition error (BSSE) [5,6]. Without. thi~ {;orn;dion the adsorption energy 
C<l-rl b~; hlrgdy ov~;r€lltimated. Furthermore, it is important to include electron correlation. 
A fado!' as impod.a.nt. <l.S the choice of the basis set is the choice of the geometry. After 
proton transfer the zeolite lat.tice ca.n stabilize itself by adjusting its geometry. NHt is 
stabilized to a large ext.end by a. high coordination to the zeolite lattice. This also requires 
relaxation of the lattice. 

Although small dust.ers enable t.he use of accurate quantum···chelI1ical methods they 
are not satisfactory because they do not pl'ovide a proper model for the zeolite <Lcidic 
site [7]. A comparison between cluster and crystal calwlations, using the CRYSTAL 
program [8-12], shows that, first, the long-ran!,;e electl'O~t.atic forces of the crystal are 
non-negligible [7J. Second, the dust.ers have boundary errors, Betause of the saturation 
of the dangling bond>; with bydrogen ,LtOnlS the atolIl~ of the acidic site are in a different 
chemical environment in the d11stee t.han in the crysta.l and thus behave differently towards 
the adsorbate. These are the boundary effects. To avoid the boundary effects having a 
large influence on the adsorption process the dangling bond hydrogens should be at least 
foul" b(mdll <Lway from the adsorba.te [7]. 
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Th(~ cry"t<~l s(~ems to hf~ a nl()t~ attractive alternative for the zeolite th(l.,n <I clus!,(:r; 
in tl)(.~ (Tystal <l.ll at.oms int0.l'l"lcting with the adsorbate are present and boundary cffect.~ 
a.t0. ah~ent. Al~o, the long-range electrostatic forces of the cry~l<~l a.re indl~d~(l. However, 
the (.tyst.al modd doc>; not yield accurate adsorption energiel:l b(~cause th(~ cl·y~t.al calcu
lation" on silicon ahlminl1m zeolites are restricted to a minimal baoil:l set, for t.I1(~ dectron 
COtrdation only den:;;ity functional estimates are available [l2] <Ind, in t.he absence of the 
implementation of analytical gradient!:! geomdry opl.izniz~Lti()ns are elaborate. 

With t.he cmhNldNI dt]st.cl' method the advantage of the cry~t.<d modd can be com· 
bined wit.h the computational advantages of the cluokr <~ppro)(iznat.ion. In this model, the 
zeolite crystal is rcprcocutcd by a. ~(~()lite dl1stel' embedded in a corrcctim) potent.i;L!. This 
potential i~ the InIlp;-tanw~ dectrostatic potential of the cry~t.,d minn~ the electrostatic 
potcntial of the boundary of the duster [3]. For <I. c1n~U~t having the boundary errors rela
tively far from the adsorption site the <!.dsmpt.io)) ene!'gies from the crystal are rq)l"odn(:td 
within a few kJ Imol with t.he emh~d(kd dustel' method. 

Although the adsorption (~llc!"gie:,; of NH:l and NHt in acidic dHlba~it.c havf~ been 
calculated with HH:~ (·;wbedded dnsl:(~l' mdhod with a mixed hasi~ Md, ;\. ha.~is set having 
a good basis set. Oll t.he ai;()lHs of t.he ac.idic site and a millimill ha.,:;if; set on the boundary 
d t.he dllste!', and a limited geometry opt.imizat.ion t.hey have not yet b(~(~1) c<l.lcnlat.ed 
f;a.ti~fad.()1'y bec.ause in these cakulatiow; I.h(~ BSSE was ignored and ckct.roll (:o)"l'da.t.ion 
w,!.!; ,\.hs()nt [4]. At least of the same irnpod.'\.llc(~ i~ t.hat in these cakuht.io))s NHt was not 
opt.imally coordinated to the lattice. 

Here, we pr(~S(,~Ilt. calculations of the mborption (~]H~l'gics of NHJ and NHt mcd.inp; all 
the r(~qllil'f:ment.s. We used a mixed b<~sis ~d. Oil an embedded duster. The CPC is applied 
i~lld elect.l'oll correlation is included thnmgh second order Mdkr rk~Md p{~tturbation the
ory [13]. The geomdry of the cluster and the adsOl'batc is optimized partia.lly ;Llld different 
orient.at.ion of NH~' towards the lattice have been st.udied. We studied t.lw df/~ct of the 
ddl.(:i(~ncies in the calculation, for eX<lwpk I.h(~ basis set and t.lw limit.ed w~ometl'y opti
mi7.at.ion, on small clusters. From t.l"]('~se comparisons we conecu.~d t.he eakubted heats of 
adsorption. After corrv:t.inn t.he heat.s of adsorption wCI'(,~ acc.urate enough to bc compared 
to the Cxpt;!'inH~llt.a.l value. Our c.alcuht.ioll~ ,~llowf!d us to obtain detaikd information on 
the prot.()n I.fi).n~fe!' and t.he interactioll of NHt with the zeolite w<~ll. 

Methods and Computational details 

We stlJdi(~d t.he adMOrpt.ion of NHJ and NHt i~l t.h(~ shdl-model optimized addic chabazite 
(Cll'lpU~t 4, fig. 4.1a). The cImb«.zit.e is (le~cl'ibed with the embedded duster method, ~LS 
int.l'odl1c.ed in Chapter 5. The (~lllbNlded and non-embcd(kd Medium Cluster, a~ (kscdhed 
in Chapt.0.r 4, fig. 4.4, is mcd to adsnrh NH3 and NHt. The charge di~tributioul; of th~ 
host duskr and 110:4 Cl'y~tal are calculateu <d the RHF-levd, u:oiug a minimal STO--3C 
basis !:!d [14]. Th(~ n.t.omic Il1ultipoles of the HOSiAIOG-gwup, both in t.ht~ crystal and 
the cluster, <I.l"(~ igl101'(~d in th(~ calculation of tht~ cOl'1'ection potellt.ial. It. is not added to 
the complete dt]stcr but only to the <d.()m~ of the HOSiAKh group ~'Lnd the adsorbate. 
With this dllst.(:l', t.he embedded du!:!tcr )lldllOd l'eproduc.es t.he <l.dsorpt.ion c-:nm'gics of t.lw 
corH~:-;p()nding zeolite crystal wit.hill ,I. fl:w k.J /mol [3]. 

Th[: gl~nmet.ry of a part of t.he cllli;I.(~l', as well as of t.he adsorbate, is optiu]i,.;(~d 
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quantum--chemicallyat the RHF-level to allow for the relaxation of the lattice. We did not 
optimize the cluster completely for several reasons. Since we used the embedded duster 
method to describe the chabazite, the cluster must fit into the chabazite. Therefore, the 
boundary must be left unmodified in a geometry optimization. In this way, structural in
formation of the chabazite is passed onto the acidic site and the adsorbate. Thus, the acidic 
3ite il5 not an arbitrary acidic 3ite but the acidic site in a chabazite. An additional advan
tage of a partial optimization is that t.he geometry optimization converges marc rapidly; 
in .some cases already a partial optimintion took several months of computing time on an 
All ian t. FXj2816_ 

The tesult of a pattial optimization depends on the gtoup of <l.t.oms being optimil,ed. 
To estimate this dependence we compared the results of the optimization of two different 
groups of atoms. In group A, we optimized the positions of the atoms of the adsorbate, of 
t.h(!- a.cidic OH--group, of th~~ aluwirlum atom bonded to it and of the oxygen atoms bonded 
to the aluminum atom. In group TI, the position of the atoms of the adsorbate, and of the 
atoIIl::J of the acidic HOSiAI-group were optimized. As another estimate for the effect of 
the partial optimization we comp,~rcd the adsorption cnergic3 On a completely optimizcd 
Al(OHhH duster, a duster used in Ref. [2], and the same duster in which the geometry 
is kept fixed in the geometry found with the partial optimization of the chabazite cluster. 

The adSOiption ene~'gy is calculated in (.wo steps. First, the geometry of the duster
adsorbate complex and of the cluster is optimi;:ed a.t the RHF-leveL With this optimhation 
the zeolite can adjust itself to the adsorbate_ Fot group A, the geometry optimization 
started with NHt bonding with three hydrogen bonds towards the oxygen atoms of the 
AIO:! tetrahedron, a structure found favorable in small cluster calculations [2]. To keep 
NHt coordinated with three hydrogen bond3, the N-H bond lengths were kept fixed at the 
(!xpcrimcnta.l bond length of 1.03 A [15] a.nd three dihedral angles H-N-AI-O, determining 
the coordination of NHt towards the zeolite lattice were kept fixed at zero. Starting from 
this optimized structure a second one was generated by reoptimizing it with the dihedral 
angles no longer fixed, and fixing only one N-H distance at 1.03 A. Finally, a third structure 
was generated ftom the second one without any consttaint:;; on the adsotba.te_ For group 
n only one optimization, without any constraint on the adsorbate, was carried out. 

From the structures optimized at the RHF -level four extra points for a intermolecular 
potential energy curve were generated by taking two distances longer and two distance 
shorter than the equilibrium intermolecular distance at the RHF-Ievel. This energy curve 
is calculated at the MP2-level, applying the CPC and embedding the duster- The distance 
selected as an appropriate intermolecular distance depends on t.he cootdination of the 
adsorbate. As in small cluster calculations we choose the AI- - -N distance for the triply 
bonding NHt [2], and the O-N distance in the singly bonding and hydrogen bonding 
structures [IJ. 

In the Results and Discussion section we will discuss both the adsorption energy of 
NHt and the interaction energy of NHt. These terms have the same meaning as in 
Chapter 2 of this thesis. The interaction energy of NHt is the interaction energy between 
NHt and the zeolite anion j_(~_ the encl'gy of tlw NHt -clu~tcr complex: with reapect to 
t.l'l(~ <'~Il(~j"gy of NHt ,~nd' t.hc zeolite a.rlion in the geometry they have in the complex. The 
adsol'ptiol1 energy of NHt is the enel'gy of th~~ NHt ·-·dllSt,(~l' (':ompkx with respect to the 
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energy of NH~ mid the energy of th~ OR-form of the duster. 
For th{: gcomdry optimi7.ation as well as for the calculatim) of th(: intel'action energies 

we l1sed a mixed basis set, In this basis ~d the siliwll and aluminum atoms have <L 6-31 G( d) 
basis set [16,17], The oxygen atom of the <1(:idic group has a 6-311G(d) b!l~i!; set. [18], all 
oth<'l' oxygen atoms have a 6-31G basi~ ~d [19]. Tht~ acidic proton and tbe protons of t.he 
adsorbate have a 3-1G basis sd [20], Tl)(: nit.rogen atom in the adsorhak baS;l 6-31G(d) 
basis set [19,21], All other atorns kwc a l'itandard minimal STO-3G bi:\si!; S(:t. [14]. This 
mixed basis set produco; the <~d"'()tption energy of NH3 with ml {TrOl" of 10 kJ / mol and 
underestiHmk~ t,h(: a.(!!;(H"l)tinn energy of NEt with 10 t.o 50 kJ/nwl [1,4,22,23], 

Results and Discussion 

Th(: l."e~nll.H of t.he pattia.l geometry optirnizatiol)s fM group A are shown in tJl(: figs. 7.1 to 
7.4. S(m)(-~ of the geometrical pararnetcr~ of th(~ optimized struetures arc ~iv(:n ill Table 1. 
In the first optimization of g)"onp A NH~· was kept triply l){flIding. Therefore, we refer 
to it as the triply bOIlt!iIl~ or the: t,l'iple ~truc.ture, In thc cll<1lM7i t,~ calculations prescnted 
here, the coordination between 01(: NH~· and the AlO; tetn~hed]"()n of th.:: lattice is not 
as regular and well defined <\::; Ow (:()()l'dinat.ion between NHt aJI(1 t.JH~ AI(OHhH- cluskr 
(2]. On the small duster all OH di::;tance~, i.e. the distaIlce~ hel.w(":(":n t.he oxygen atoms of 
the lattice and the prot,oll of t.h~ ~~dsorbate, were 1.85 A. R(":l'(\ t.he NUt -ion h"s on.:: shott. 
O--H di~t.mICe, c()mpat~Lble to an O-H bond d a. NRt bonding with om: hydl'n~en towards 
,I. OSiAIR;;- cluster [1], The other 0 H bonds are much longer. 

The result of the further optimizat.ion of the triple strlldm'C: wit.hout constraiut,,, on t.he 
dihedral angie::; dctcrwillinp; the c.o01'clination, is calkd the ::;ingly bOIld~~d or ~iIlt;k st.ructure 
becauJ;c it. shows some similarities with NHt singly bonded on a !;!m\.ll dlls!.!':t; also here, the 
N-H-O anKle is do~e to 18W [1], Duriug the optimization of the tripk st.ructure, resulting 
in 01(.: siJlgle: ::;tr(ld.ure, NUt is rotated 'I.rollnd the NO-axis, tll(~ oxygen atom on this axis 
hcillp; th(~ bridging oxygen atom, 01(: ,ltnm 011 which the acidic proton was bondw{ ori]l;ill;dly. 
Doing so, it inC1"e,u;(:s it~ int.erac.tion with OXYl:~(:1l ,tI,nm" of the eight rill~ oth('r than those 
of tlJ(:: A10,j t.dl'ah0dron, keeping cow;t,mined t.he distance witb the hl'idging oxygen <It.0l11. 

Altlwup;h this ~t.I'ucture is c.alkd the ::;ill~le strllcture there i~ ,I. l·dativdy small dim::j"(:ll(~~ 
in cO()j·di1)(I.\,i(m with this lattic.c between t.hi" struc.ture and t}H~ I,tiplc ~truc.turc, TII(: 
c.oordill<l.i.ion i~ not changing as drmrwtic'.I.lly ,1$ in the small dl1~!".I:r (:'l.klllations where I.Iw 
dll,;I,(:r:; a.nd their symmetry Wcr(: chO;:;(~Il t.o describe a (:(:rU1in coordination, TIH: name~ 
of t.lH~ ~tl't1ct\lres are a bit miska.dinp;, because, in the ;-";colite, t.lw diffel'en('.i:!; bdw(~en the 
::;ingly rLnd triply coordinated NRt afe not as large a~ ill 1.11(.' dll~ter ndeubtiOllS. As we 
have seen in the previoll::; p~I.l"lgl'aph, the lattice docs nnt, ddorm t.o ':!ueb ,1.11 t~xtend that 
NHt eaB be p<.Tfedly dOllbly or triply bomli])~ ~I.:; ill the ~mall duskl· ;"),nd, on the otli(:[" 
ha.nd, in the singly bOll( kd stmctnre NIlt i:-> illt.(T'I.ding with ot.her oXYf!/:n a.t()m~ in the 
~(:nlite (~hannel. 

The result of reoptimi~i1.!.ioll ()[ the singly bomkd s\,["ll("tmc, without ,I.))Y (~onstraints 

()TI the ad~orbate, is a structure ill which the proton has b(:(:n transferrcd to the zeolite 
and NII:l is hydro~(:l1 bonding to the zeolik OR gfoup. Also th~ o]li,illli;.;~.t.ion of grO\l]l 
D, in whieh UI(~ M,()m:; of the HOSiAI·· group i11'(: optimized. without a,ny (:onst.raint, (HI th(~ 

adoOl"b,LL(: r(~~lllted in a hydrogim bOllding NH:l , Apparcllt,ly, at t.ll(~ RHF -·levd NHt is not 
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Figure 7,1, The OIl-form of the c.iIHtef. The stmcture is shown from thrcc alt..dually perpendicula.r 

dire~tions. 

Figure 7.2. The triple stl'ucturt\ The dihedral angles lI·N-AI-O, determining the coordination of 
NHt, and the N-lI distances were kept fixed during the optimiza.tion, The structure is shown 
from tllree mutually perpendicu!M direction,9. 

Figure 7~3, The singly bonded structure, the result of furthel" optimization of the triply bonded 
structure. The N-H distance of the proton bonding to the btidghlg oxygen atom was kept fixed, 

The stm.-:ture is shown from three mutually perpendicular directiOlls, 

Figure 7.4, The ilydrogen bonding stn.lctUn', This structure is the result offurther optimization of 
the singly bonded structllre without any r.on~traints. The structure is shown from three mutually 

perpendier.dar directions. 
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Table I The geometrical paramctcl's of the OH-form of the cluster (fig. 7.1), for thf! single and 
triple bonded structure (figs. 7.2 and 7.3, respe<::tively) and for t;he hydrogen bunding stl'Ltcture 
(fig. 7.4). The thJ'ee shorte.~t O-II di.~tances are tabulated. They are thust' bdwt'<.'Il Ule oxyge)) 
/Iotoms of the duster and t.hf! protons of th~' adsorbate. HH the hydrogen bonded (orms, indkated 
with an asterisk, the torsion angle H-N-O-AI instcad of tile torsion (I.ngle N-H-Al-O i.~ tahu/ated. 
The N-H distances aIld lI-N-II angles ill the column of the OH limn of gwup A refer to the 
parameters of the free NIh molecule. 

1""'11. ,'. '~ .. -

.~ll'OllP A group A group A group A g"(ll!{I FI group B 

parameter OIl-form II-bond tripk !"riLJlgl(~ OH·"fol'm ][ bond 
.............. ,.~- .. -,~ .. ~ 

T'O-II 0.96 1.00 1.49 1.50 0.95 1.00 

t'O-H - 2.74 2.21 2.45 - ;l.'76 

7'0-1/ - :U8 3.77 :J.6:! ,. 3.3!; 

T'N-f{ 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.03 - 1.01 

t'N-H 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.02 - 1.00 

t'N-H 1.00 1.01 l.03 l.()] - 1.00 

T'N-U - 1.03 1.01 -
t'0-1\1 1.87 I.iH 1.77 1.77 '1.91 1.88 

T'O S. 1.6f\ 1.67 1.6:J 161 I. 70 1.67 

LAI-O-N - 112 102 107 112 

LII-lV-1I '1101 III 112 110 - 112 

L.II-N-n J 11 113 106 lOB - 110 

(II-N-ff 111 114 JOr, 101 - 112 

LS"!-O-AI 1:\0 137 HI 140 13~) U6 

LN-H-AI-O ;H· 0 3,1 :w* 
LN-II-AI-O 1l:l* 0 47 ~O· 

LN-H-AI-O 15t>" 0 is 80· 
.. , ..... . ..... ", ... .. , . 

stable, This is in C(mtl"<L~1: to ()ul' eadier findings, t.h<l.t, if NHt can coordinate t.o IIlOl'e 
oxyg~:!l atoms in thf: z(!olite, it is favorabk ov(:r hyd1'Ogen bonding NH.~ [2]. This may 
be the re~ult of the absc-:ncc-: of diffuse functioll!; on the oxygen atorn~ ill the Ja)'w~ duster 
calculation presented here, Or of thf: df:creased interaction between the zeolite a.nd NH~' in 
the chabazite dust.er with re:-;pcd. to the small zeolit.e du~k1"~. 

Earlier) the adsorption cllergie~ of NH3 hnd singly bonded NHt wel'e calculated at t.he 
SCF and SCF/CPC-!evd, jUl;t opt.imil-:ing the adsorba.te <mil the OH-group. With this 
mot'e extended geometry optillli:':;'I.li()l! th0. adsorbates are k:-;:-; :-;t.'l.bl(~ [4]. 

Th(~ 'l.d~()l'ptlon energies of NH:~ mHI NHt for the various :-;trud.nn~s al'e tabulated in 
Table II. The most accurak 'l.d:-;(»)'pt.i()n energies are thol;c indnding elect rOll CO!Tda.t.ion, 
the CPC and t.he long- ro.ngi.: cli:dl'ostatie forces of t.he cryst;d. Some importa.nt dirrf:)'cnces 
between the SCF /CPC/MP2/EMB level and the SCF levd are that, at tlli::; l(:vd, the 
adsorption energies of NHJ ,LIld th!) tl'iple bonding NHt ,L1"(: ~dm()st equal in CHlTgy 'l.nd that 
the rebt.iv(~ &bhility of the single a.nd triple J:;(.ruc.tHre is reversed. The v<!l'ious quantum 
chemical mdhods have a relatively :-;ilnilar dh~ct on the adsorpt.ioll energies as in the 
~IIWIl du:-;kr (~aktlbtions. However, there m'(: som0. differences, III t.h(~ t.hahazite cluster 
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Table II The adsorption energies or NHs a.nd NHt, fot the single structure (fig. 7.3), the triple 
structure (fig. 7.2) and the hydrogen bonded structure (ng. 7.4), the latter for the optimization of 
group A and group B. The a.dsorption energies are calculated at the RHF-level and at the MP2-
level with and without the CPC a.nd for the embedded cluster (EMB) and fDr the nOil--€mbedded 

duster. The adsorption energies are in kJ/mol, intermolet;rllar distances in A. 

Strltc:tuT~ NH3 (A) NHt .ingle (A) NHt triple (A) NH3 (B) 

Method 6.E RNO /)"E RNO /)"E RAIN 6.E RNO 

SCF -77 2.72 -38 U. -31 3.31 -87 2.68 

SCF/CPC -31 2.80 6 U~ -~ 3.~Q ·41 2.76 

SCF/MP2 -98 2.68 .69 2.~2 -67 3.32 

SCF'/CPC/MP2 -36 2.80 -9 2.56 -26 3.~3 

SCI'/EM13 .92 2.71 .64 2.55 -48 3.31 -99 2.67 

SC~'/CPC/EMH -45 2.77 -21 2.59 -28 3,55 -52 2.14 

SCF /MP2/EMB -113 2.66 -94 2.~.~ -84 3.32 

SCP ICPC/MP2/EMB -~l 2.78 -36 2.60 -~O l.55 
_"~ __ ~u ..... _._. 

calculatiQIlS the effect of the ere io umdl larger [1,2]. Alre~tdy at the RHF-level it is 
very large and at the MP2-level the largest part of the interaction energy appears to be 
BSSE. The effect of the electron correlation) if the epe is applied, is comparable to that 
of tlK small dusters [1,2]. It stabilizeI'; NHt because it stabilizes the anionic lattice, thus 
deq:easing t.he p!"otOIl ,dfinity. It. stabili7.es both NH3 and NHt because a part of the Van 
der Waals energy is included. The effect of the embedding is almost the same as found 
in earlier calculations, in whidl tht georudry of the duster and the adsorbate were not 
()ptimi;:;ed [3,4]. 

There arc two re,t600S fo!" t.he BSSE being larger t.han in the small cluster calculations. 
Fh'l';t, the ba.sis set is smaller than in the small cluster calculations. On comparing different 
basis sets on the small dusters we saw that a smaller basis set increa!:lco th<; BSSE [lJ. 
Second, the duster is much large~', this implies that there are more a.toms providing orbitals 
that can be used by the interacting particles, the adsorbate and the zeolite cluster, to lower 
their energy) thus increasing the ESSE [5)6J. Therefore, adsorption energies for systems as 
described here must be calculated with the use of the CPC. 

The adsorption energy of NH3 is 10 kJ/rnolless than on the small cluster, the ad
sorption energies of NEt shows much larger deviations. We will discuss two causes for 
the differences in adsorption energy between the calculations described here a.nd the small 
cll15ter calculations; the smaller ba!:lis !:let and the difference in (·.oordination. Here, we will 
not disC\lss the differences in adsorption energy caused by the poor covalent. description 
by the smaU duskr as found in Rd. [7]. To study the effect. of the basis set we repeated 
t.he calcllb.t.i~)ns of NHt triply coordil1at.~d on a AI(OHhH- duster as in Ref. [2] with the 
basis set used in this paper. The geometry of the NHt .. ·AI(OHhH- complex and the 
Al(OH)JH2 cluster were fully geometry optimized. The N-H distance!:l and the dihtdral 
angles H-N-AI-O, determining the coordination were kept fixed as in the chabazite cluster 
calculation. The first restriction was also imposed in the previous dUJOter (·.a.lculations. 
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The result of this optimization is shown in fig. 7.5. The geometry il:l 8)m)hJ.J" to t.hat. 
found with the larger basis set although slightly less regular because of the difftreot ba.sis 
sets on the oxygen atoms in the basis set used in this paper. Wit.h the hal';il'; I';et llsed 
in Ref. [2J the O-Al-O angles were 101 Q) here they were 100 and two times 101 0

. The 
OH-dil';tances were 1.79 A with the large basis set and were 1.78 A and two t.inH""$ 1.73 A 
with the mixed basis set used here. The longer distance corrc~pond8 to the oxygen with 
the larger basis set. The adsorption energic3 at the SCF IMP2/CPC If!vel with the mixed 
basis set was -85 kJ Imol, about 30 kJ Imol lel:l~ tlUlH with t.ht~ hI'ge basis set [2]. Thus, 
one of the rea80IlS for the dcc("e<J.~cd ~t.;Lbilit.y of the NHt is the lower quality of the ba.sis 
I';et. 

A 
( 

Figurf! 7 .. 5. The differeIlw ill coor'din.a.ti'-"ll hetween the fuJ1y optimized 

NHt·· ·Al(OHhlr r.omplf!x and the same complex \-Vi til the AIO.~ pl'I.rt kf!pt fixed tv the ge· 
ometry (.-..llIld with I.he optimizatioIl o{ tlw tl·iple strudl1re. A8 in the optirnizatioll of the triple 

!1trllr.tllre the N ·H distances aIld tiw diiledtal Il-N-AI-O determining the c()()I·diMI,.tiOIl were kept 

fix("j. OIl tile left Figt1re 7.5aJ thf! fllll'y optimized structlll"C Mld (>11 the right Figure 7.51)) tile 

8trl1r.tI1r<~ in whic.h the AIOJ PMt is kept fixed. 

Another reaeOn fo)" thf! df!(~l'ea~ed stability of NHt is the df!r.l'ea~ed interaction between 
NHt and the zeolite lattice, caused by the less optimal and less regular coordination. III 
th~ ~mall duster the interaction between the chd.f!t and NIIt is €nlarl!/~d by directing the 
oxygen atoms towards NH:;. Tlll:~ O-Al-O ~J,ngles of the oxygen atow Jirf!ct.ing towards the 
NHt are equal to 101 a, <Uld 95° in the Al(OHhH- and AI(OHhH.j"" duster respedivdy. 
In the chabazite cluster the O-Al-O angles of the A10ctetralwdrol"J arf! 94 Q ,113 0 and 1140

. 

The O-Al-O angle of th{.~ (,wo oxygen atoms with the ~hOT"t{d O··H distance it1 94°. The 
Al 0 d)sta.nr.el'; in the chabazite cluster are a little bit shorter than in the small cluster; 
1.76, 1.72, 1.70 and 1.69 A in the chaba:.::;ik (:hdf!l' and 1.78, 1.73, 1.73 A in the fully 
optimi7.(~d Al(OHhH; cluster. 

It is an important Q1(cstion whether the partial optimization makes the zeolite appear 
to lw t.oo dgid, or whether the coordimti.j(}[l is described well iu th(~ cllaba.t:ite and the 
tlexibility of the zeolite, and th\l!; t.li(: wn1'dination, is overc~t.im~It.(~d ill the completely 
gf!ometry optimized small dU5t.er~. III (Jtdf!l' to answer this important q\lf!stion we compared 
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the loss in interaction energy by comparing the interaction energy of a fully geometry 
optimized Al(OHhH chlst.er and the same duster in which the Al03 part is kept fixed in 
that of the triple structure, Furthermore, we estimat.ed the interaction energy that could 
be gained by a more complete geometry optimization of the chabazite cluster. 

We made a.n estimate of the loss of the interaction energy a.s a result of the decreased 
coordination by repeating the optimization of NHt on the Al(OH)sH- cluster keeping 
the AI03 part fixed in the geometry found with the optimization of the triple structure, 
fig. 7.5b) and comparing the interaction energy to that of the fully optimized Al(OHhH
cluster, fig. 7.5a. Because of the less optimal coordination for the structure in which 
the AlDa pa.rt is kept fixed the interaction energy between NHt and the zeolite cluster is 
36 kJ /molless at the RHF-level. The decreased intera.ction energy is a result of the less 
optimal coordination, 

The decreased coordination may be caused by the partial optimi3ation of the chabazite 
cluster, making the ?:eolite appear to rigid. In a more extended optimization the coordi
nation may be improved because the silicon atoms Can also be displaced. The extra 
interaction that can be gained maximally by the displacement of the silicon atoms in a 
more extended geometry optimization is 36 kJ Imol) the difference in intera.ction energy of 
the NHt betweeo th~ fully optimized AI(OHhH- cluster and the f;ame duster in which 
the Al03 p<U"t is kept fixed in the triple geometry. This 36 kJ Imol is an upper bound 
beCi).use first, by increasing the interaction wit,h the aluminum tetrahedron the interaction 
with t.he other parts of the zeolite is decreased, and second) and probably more importaot, 
is tlMt. to increase the interaction, the z(~olite lattice has to be deformed. The deformation 
energy has to be subtracted from the interaction energy that is gained. 

We made a rough estimate of the ddormation energy required to obtain the optimal 
coordination between the NHt and the zeolit.e lattice. The deformation energy can be split 
into two parts. The first is th(·~ cxt.ra deformation of the AI04 tetrahedron, the accond is the 
displacement of the silicon atoms bonded to !.his tetrahedron to accommodate the ddorwed 
tetrahedron. Aftel;" all, t.he extra interaction energy should ('.orne frmn the displacements of 
thel:le silicon a.toms because in the partial optimi3ation the a.t.oms in the AI04 tetrahedron 
wCl'€ ali-eady free to move. The deforw<Lt.ioo energy of the AI03 part is easy to estimak 
as the difference between the energy of the Al(OH)sH- clusters in fig. 7.5a and 7.5b; this 
is 7 kJ Imol. The deformation energy needed for the displacement of the silicon atoms is 
roughly estimated from the deformation of small dustel's. We estimated the deformation 
of the Al-O and Si-O stretching and for the AI-O-Si bending on a. OSiAIHi cluster and 
the Si-O-Si bending on a OSi2 H6 duster. The stretching of the AI-O a.nd 8i-0 bonds by 
0.05 A, necessary for the optim<).l configuration, costed 2.1 and 5.7 kJ/mol respectively. 
The bending of the angles by 10° cost.ed 1.7 and 0.8 k.J Imol respectively. Thus, it seems 
more favorable to displace the silicon f"Ltoms by the bending of the Si-O-Al and Si-O-Si 
angles, although some I:ltrdchiog will also appear. For each displaced !:>ilicon atom two 
Si-O-Si <mglcs and one Si·O·Al angle must be bended. The displacement of one silicon 
atom. costs 4 kJ Imol, and thus, the displacement of three silicon atoms will cost 12 kJ Imo!. 
Thus, in this simple model, not including the ~trdchinp; {)f bonds, apart from those in the 
AI03 part, the deformation energy i~ 19 kJ/mol (7 + 12). 

The adsorption energy that can IIlaximally be gained by a more extended geometry 
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optimization is 17 kJ Imo!. From this number we should also subtract the decrease in 
interaction between Nut and the other atoms in the eight-ring as a result of the higher 
coordination to the aluminum tetrahedron and the deformation energy as a result of the 
stretching of the bonds not taken into account in the simple model to calculate adsorption 
energies, This means the ads01'ption energy that can be gained maximally by a more 
extended optimization is about 10 kJ Imo!. 

Another estimate fol' the eff'f!d. of thf! pal't.ial instead of a ft111 optimintion can be made 
from the differences in adsorption energy of NH3 for group A and B since the adsorption 
energy was calculated for two different partial optimizations. In !l;fOUp A th(~ HOAI0 3 

group was optimized and in group B the nOSiAl-group. The difference in adsorption 
enel'gy of NH3 is 10 kJ /mol <Lt th(~ SCF···levd. Thi~ i~ a relatively large difference and 
the partial optimization does not seem valid but) we should keep in mind that one of 
the differences between group A and group 13 is the optimization of the position of tk 
silicon atom, an atom close to the adsorbate in the hydrogen homl~~d sh"udun~. Thr. 
effect of furthe:;r enlargement of the group of <ttoms to be optimized will he smaller than 
10 kJ Imol. Although, for the triple structure, the interaction energy, is mo[/~ dq)CMient. 
on the geometry an enlargement of the group of atoms to be optimi:r,ed will not. hav~~ i\. 

larger effect on the interaction energy t}mn for than for NH~. A lr(:<1.dy all t.he atoms dose 
t.o the NHt, i.e. t.he AIO~ group ~L1'e optimized. The estimation of the effect of a more 
ext.ended optimization of is 10 kJ/mol. 

In our cluster calculation, where the geometry is partially optimized, the zcolit.e doc~ 
not ~f!f!m to he too tigid. Fol' eX<Lmple, the difference in cell constants and average T-O 
bond lengths is 1 or 2 % for the H-form and the NHt-form of Z~~()lik Rho [24,25]. These 
numbers do not deviate :-;ignificantly from the ddornl<ltioll~ W(: found. ThllS, the partial 
optimi~<Ltion !;cdu!; to h(~ Y<Llid and w(: C<Ln (~ond\1de that the coordination of NHt is lower 
in the zeolite lattice because the atoms are le~s free:; to wove t.lI;!.n in ,I. du~t.f!r since they 
are bond~~d in a zeolite lattice. In a cluskr ill which the geomdl'y i~ completely optimized 
without pa.$~illg ~my inforwat.iou from th!~ btl.ice to the dt1ster, the interaction energy is 
oV€r(~8tirnat€d. Clu8ttr cakuhttions ill which the duster is completely optimized and in 
which the coordination bd.wc~m th~~ ~l(lsorbat.!~ ;I.nd t.he chlstel' is important and strongly 
dependent on t.he deformation of the zeolite cluster, as in Refs. [2,26-34] overestimate the 
stability of the adsorbate by about 20 kJ I mol. 

From the comparison of the v'1.riouJ;; quant\lll) dlf!mica\ methods, we can question the 
value of the geomdry opt.imi,.;at,i{mf1 at th!~ SCF-level. First, the geometry is optimized ~LI. 

,I, lovel thn.t, be\.~t11S(~ of t.he absence of dectron correlation, underestim<1.tes th!: st.'lbility of 
NHt. Therefore, constraints must be used in the optiIlliz~ttioll of tlte NHt. The effect of 
the constraints on the geometry and the interaction ellergy i:; rd'Ltivdy small, because the 
main part of the effect of the optimi<:;ation 011 the inkradion c-:n<:rgy lies in the relaxation of 
the lattice and not in the deformation of NHt, The absence of t.he dfed of the embedding 
on the geometry is negligible, the internal geometry of the bttice and t.he a.dsorbate cluster 
distances are almost independent of the embedding [3,4]. A larger problc-:m is that for a 
cluster like the chabazite cluster, the potentia.l energy ~lIt'face is quite complicated alld the 
difference bdw(~ell the RHF <l.Jl(l tll(: MP2 pot.ential energy surfaces will be larger tlMn in 
the case of the small dust.ers. The la.rgest problem of the optimization at the SCF level are 
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the BSSE-effects. We hied to avoid the shortcomings of the optimization at the RHF-level 
by calculating the interaction fl'om an appropriate potential energy curve, and calculating 
the adsorption energy at the SCF jCPC/MP2jEMB leveL Even so, the optimization of 
the geometry at the SCF-level will certainly cause some errol'S in the geomdry and the 
adsorption cn£rgy. It is difficult to give an estimate for the error in the adsOl'ption energies 
caused by the optimization of the geometry at the RHF-level; it will however not be much 
larger than 10 k.1/mol. 

By making an estimate of the deficiencies and the Cl·tOrS in the calculation we can 
produce a value for the adsorption energies that can be compared to the experimental 
heat of a..dsorption. The largest deficiency is the limited size of the basis set, it docs not 
have a large effect on the adsorption energy of NH3 [1], bt1t the adsorption energy of NHt 
is strongly affected by the ddki(;tLciC8 of the basis set. The adsorption energy of NHt is 
underestimated by 40 to 50 kJ Imol [1,4,22,23]. Other el'l'Ol'S ate caused by tht~ limited 
geometry optimization and the optimi~,dion at the RHF-level. Together, they will give an 
error in the adsorption energy between 10 and 20 kJ /mol. Also we should add some extra 
Van der Waals energy. With the cluster and this basis set not all th~ Van der WaaJs energy 
between the 7.eolite and the adsorbate is obtained. From the adsorption energy of CH .. j 

having the same Il\lmbcr of dcdrons as NH3 and NH: in zeolite X [35]) the missing Van 
del' Waals energy is est,imatcd to be 10 kJ /mol. This Van der Waals energy stabilizes both 
NH3 and NHt. If we take into account the errors and the deficiencies of the calculation 
for the adsorption enel'gy of NH3 will be about ·-70±10 kJ/rnol. The adsorption energy of 
NH: ' in the favorable triple strllcture, will be :.tbout -120± 15 kJ Imol. The latter compares 
quite well with the experimental heat of adSOlvt,ion of ·····130 kJ/mol [36]. 

Conclusion 

We studied the adsorption of NH3 and NH: in ~e()lit(~s using ,lll accurate quantum chemical 
method. The calculations were performed with the embedded duster method using a 
mixed basis set, including electron col'l'elation :.tlld applying the counterpoise procedure. 
The geometry of the adsorbate, and the part of the clustel' that is intel'ading with it, was 
optimized. We only optimized ,t part of the duster since, by keeping the boundary of the 
cluster fixed, the cluster can be embedded and structural information is passed from the 
zeolite to the cluster'. 

The adsorption encrgy of NH3 and NHt, in a conformation with a high coordination 
towards the ~eolite lattice, are almost equivalent: -51 and -50 kJ Imol, respectively. If the 
calculated adsorption energies are col'l'eded for their errors, as estimated from small duster 
cakulations, st'ch as the deficiencies in the basis set, the incomplete Van der Waals energy) 
the only partial optimization and the errors made with the optimization at the RHF -level, 
the adsol'ptioll energies become -70±lO kJ /mol and 120 ± 15 kJ Imol respectively. The 
latter compares quite well with !,he experimental heat of adsorption. 

The comparison between these embedded dustel· c<1kul;ltiow;, in which the geometry 
is only padia.lly optimi<:;cd such that the cluster still fits into a real zeolite, and cluster 
calculations in which the geometl'Y is complddy optimi<:;ed, shows that in the latter the 
effect of the optimization of t,h(; geometry il; overestimated. Therefore, in adsorption pro
cesses in which the coordination betwGcn the adsorbate and the lattice is crucial and the 
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geometry is cornpktdy optimized, the stability of til(-; adsorbate is overe!:lti~n<Lted by about 
20 kJ (mol. Bccaus~ of this, the cluster slwuld contain structural infonl)fLtion from the 
zeolite and shotdd not he an arbitrary zeoli tic cluster. 

The counterpoise wtrection to correct for the BSSE is very imporbmt. in the calcula
tion of the ad8Qrption ~~nergies, because of the ba.8i~ set that wa,~ w,ed and the size of the 
zeolite dusters, the BSSE can be more than 40 kJ/mol at the SCF··kvd ~tnd more than 
60 kJ (mol at th{~ MP2-level. Electron {:oJ"tdation stabilizes both NH3 and NHt becl:u~se 
it includes the Van der WfLals energy, it decrea.oea th!"! difference in ad!:lorpt.i()n energy be
tween NH3 and NHt beCatlSe it stabilizes the zeolite anion. The ernb<;dding of the cluster 
stabili:t~~!; l)(lth adsorbates by 10 to 2U kJ (mol. 
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Sumlllary and General Conclusions 

In this thesis we studied the adsorption of NH3 in <Lcidi~: ",eoli ks, the protem tr<;l.!l~f(~r 

from the zeolite to form NHt· and th~ intf!l'<')ction of NHt with t.he ~colik latti(:f! by means 
of quantuIIl chemical calculations. The aim of the research was twofold. One aim of the 
study W,Lfl to obtain detailed information on the adsorption and proton transfer processes. 
The :;;f!cond a.im WaS to develop a quantum chemical method able to produce accurate 
adsorption and interaction enf!l'gif!s. 

The reliability of the quantl1m chemical modell1sed for t.he d~:;;c1'iption of the adsorp
tion proce~8es depends on three factors. The first is the quantum chemical method itself, 
i.e. the way in which th[·~ d[:droIlic st.ruduI"[~ is cakula.t[~d. The };[~(:OIl[I i}; t.he ~eOIIldry ()f 

t.ht ?;colitc <md the coordination of the ad~orbat€. The third is the modd l.l~ed to de8eribe 
the zeolite, e.g. i'L (:rysbd or ,I du:-;t~;r8 with a (·.ertaill 8lHI.pe. 

In the first part. of thf! thl)sis Wf! st.tldif!d the ~LCCtlracy of val'lo11s quantum chemical 
methods. We described the zeolite with a small duster, allowing us to use high-quality but 
computer time comuming methods. We studied the effects of the basis set, the ba:-;i:-; 8d 
superposition error and electron correlation on the adsorption energy. We compared three 
different basis sets, a small one, comparable to a split valence basis set with polari:llation 
fUlldioIl8, a large one, containing diffuse function on the tmiollic oXYl!;cn t\tom, alld <\ h;u;;if; 
::;d t~)(lw(:t.(~d to giv(~ a<.\:-;orptioll <\Ild prot.01l handel" c1H~1"!~it.~s wit.hin ,I. ft~w kJ /n"lo] of the 
IIartree-Fock limit.. For f(j1'th~1' r.~k\1lation~ Wt~ der.ided to use the large hasis set. Although 
it und(~rest.imat~s the ::;l,;l.bilit.y of NHt by a.bout 10 kJ/mol it is still small enough to be 
used more or le~s routinely. The ;~dsoI'pt.ion energy of NH3 is relatively independent of the 
b'~l:lil; :-;et. 

Electron correlation (:~tllnot. be nf![~leded in the calculation of adsorption encrgie:-;, it 
a.dds about 10 kJ /mol of Van der Waals energy to the adsorption clwrgy of hot.h NH3 
i~nd NHt iLlld it. st.aLili",e}; t.he aIlioIlic OXYW~ll a.t.OlnS fO["]IH~d by the pI'oton transfer also by 
about 10 kJ /mo!. The calculated adsorption energies must be eorr[~ckd for tIle basis sd 
S11P(~J"po:-\it.i()n error. Without. thi~ (~()1TcGti<m, <I.d:-;orpt.ioll ellergies CiI.Il be overedimated by 
10 k.l /mol ~~t t.h(~ SCF··kvd ;LIH] 20 k.J /ntol at the MP2-1evd if the large ba.sis sct is u~ed. 
For ::;maJlf!l' ba~ls set::; thi::; Cl'l'{)l' is h.l'ppl'. 

The g("~omdry of Ute zenliU~ and t.1H~ (:o()tdination between NH~I- and the zeolite are 
important fac.tor~ in the calculation of adsorption cllctgif!::;. Th(~ (~o()l'dinat.ioll of NH3 
usually does not cause problems because it is adsorbed linearly onto I.he a.(:idie OH-group 
with an adsorption energy of -60 leT /mo!. The c.oordinatioIl of NHt with I.h[~ zmlit(~ latti(:~ 
however, i5 very important. Nllt bonded to a zeolite Chl~t[~[" wil.h ,I. Sillgk bydl·(")gt'~n bond 
It'I.S ,Ul <Hb;orptiOJI t~Jwq.1,;y of oldy li) k.J j][lO!. NH~' b()ndf!d to a zeolite duster with a 
high coordillil.ti()ll, i.t:. with I.wo or I.lll"t~[~ hydrogcJl bond~, has an ads()rption energy of 
-110 k.J /rnol. The high coordination of NHt with the zcoli(.c la.L!.iCt~ sUlhili~.(~i; NHt and 
~~Jl<lhk~ prot OIl trmlskr. 

Tl\("~ p;i~(mlct]"y of I.he ~.(~olit(": hil.i; " t..l'W~ inf:hl~n(:0 on the ad~orption energy. For NHJ 
the infiucIlcc is rcbLivdy limited. Opt.imi"ation of the zcoJit(~ duster, making it IIlore stable 
:l..!1d ]f!SS rf!adivf!, d(~~rC'):·w8 t.h(~ ad~nrpt.ion f!!1f!l'gy by abollt 10 k.J /rnol. For NHt the effed 
is mur.h bl.['W~t. F(JI· t.h(~ ltigll (:oordina.t.lol1 bet.ween NH~ and the zeolite lat.tice the bt.l.tT 
hal'; to ddorm. On a. zf!olit(~ of whir.h tlw g~ometry is not opt.imil.ed the ad~orption (~1)c:rgy 
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of a triply bonding NHt i!:i only -10 kJ Imol. After ,L geometry optimization, in which the 
chlster can adjust itself to accommodate NHt, the adsorption energy is -110 kJ/mol. 

After having investigated the vatious quantum chemical methods we studied the va
lidity of small dusters as a model for the zeolite lattice- We compared the adsorption 
energies and Mulliken charges of the atoms of the acidic site of four different clusters and 
a zeolite crystal It appears that the cb1ster calculation have two errors. The first are the 
boundary effects; as a result of the saturation of the da.ngling bonds with hydrogen atoms 
the charges of the neighboring atoms are different from their counterparts in the crystal. 
Consequently, they behave differently towards an adsorbate. To avoid the boundary ef
fects having a large influence on the calculated adsorption energy the saturating hydrogen 
atoms should be four, or more, bm)ds away from the ad~o[-ption site. If not, al) error in 
the adsorption energy of about 50 kJ Imol can be made. A second disadvantage of the 
cluster a.ppro:dmation is the absence of the long-range dcctrostatic forces of the crystaL 
The dfed of these forces on the adsorption energy (:an be as large as 50 kJ ImoL 

Although the crystal offers a much better model for the zeolite, boundary errOrS are 
absent and the long-range elcdrostatic forces are pre~cnt, crystal calculations do not enable 
us to calculat.e accurate adsorption energies because, as a. result of the size of the system, 
we are restricted to use minimal basis sets. Furthermore, geometry optimizations ate too 
elaborate and for the electron correlat.ion only density fundional estimates are available. 

In search for a 5<ttisf~1ctol'Y method to c<l-kulate adsorption energies we developed a 
method offering a good model for the £;colite while keeping th£ computational advantages 
of the cl\18tt~r approximation, We did so by embedding ,t z(;olite cluster in a correction 
potentiaL This correction potentiah adds the long-rang£ eledrostatic forces of the crystal 
and subtI·acts the electro5t<lti(: potential of the bound;\.ty of the cluster. The correction 
potential is ouly added to the atoms <lr(lllnd the adsorption sik- If an appropriate clu5ter 
is u5cd, i_c_ a cluster having the boundary effects f(nn-, or more, bonds awa.y ftom the 
,Ldf;orption site, the adsorpt.ion energies of the cry~t.a1 ate reproduced within a few kJ Imol. 

Within the embedded duster method, we tested the use of mixed basis sets. Such 
a Inix(:d ba.sis set has a high q~lality basis set on the atoms around the adsorption site 
and a minimal basi~ sd on the atoms in the bOlIndary of the cluster. This minimal basis 
set on the atoms of the boundary is necessary fot f;everal reasons, First, there is the 
restriction that, within the embedded cluster scheme, the atoms on the boundary must 
have the same bi:!ois set and geometry a~ in the ctystaL Second, by using a minimal basis 
set on the boundary of the cluster the requited computer time is reduced- The mixed basis 
set produces the adsorption energies calculated with a good b<Ulis set on all atoms within 
10 k.J Imol. It underestimates the adsorption energy of NHt by about 40 t.o 50 kJ Imol. 
The adsorption energy of NH3 is less dependent on the basis set. 

We compared the results of the geometry optimi<:;ati~)ns performed with the cluster, the 
embedded cluster ~\llJ the crystal. It appeared that, although the long-range eledrostatic 
f01·ces have a non-negligible effect on the adsorption energies the effect on the geometry 
of the ac.idic oitc is vel'y small. This is important., because in this way, we can use the 
g(:ou1etl'y of the acidic site found wit.h an optimization of a. <:h1f;ter, for which automatic 
optillliza.tions using gradients can be \lsed, a~ a geometry for the embedded cluster for 
which no f;\lch techniques are available. 
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We <":akulated t.he ~ldf;Otption f!Ilf!tgy of NH3 and NHt· on a duster embedded in a 
chabazite crystal, using a mixed basis set and a limited optimization of the geometry. Tl!(.~ 

limited geometry optimization stabilizes the adsorbateB. 
Finally, we calculated the adsorption energy of NH3 and NHt on a dUBter embedded 

in a chabazitf! cryst.al combining all features important for the calculation of accurak 
adsorption energies. We used a mixed basis set, corrected for the basis Bet. supeq)()l)it.iOIl 
error, and ('.akulated the ('.ontribution of the ekcb'()11 (;olTdation. The geometry of the 
<:lustf!r w,l.S p,\.rtl;l.lly (lptil!liZt~d. SonH~ diffe!'ent coordinations of Nut with the zeolik 
lattice were studied. Afte!' correction for some of the deficiencies in the (·.alculation, i.e. 
the error made with the limited size of the basis set, the limikd VOl.)! de!' Waals energy 
and the limited geomdry optimi~;).ti()n, the ~Ldf;otption eIle!'gy of NH3 was estimated to 
be -70±10 kJ /mol and the adsorption energy of NHt, in <~ cOllfOrm,l.tion having a high 
coordination with the zeolite lattice, was estimated to be ··120±15kJ/mol. The latter value 
corresponds well with the experimental heat of a.doorpti<,>tl. 

From our fina.l calcula.tion~ we ca.n draw two conclusions: 
• We kwe d~~vdopt.~d '). \'(~lbblc and generally usable method to calculate MIsotption 

energies of sllw!l mokqd{~s in 7.(;olit.e:=; . 
• Afkr Mlsorpl.io1! of NH3 in t.h(": zeolit.f! proton transfer takes place and NHt is formed. 

It, is stable b(;(:a\.l~w it. has a high coordination with the zeolite lattice. 
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Samenvatting en Algemene Conclusies 

In dit. proefschrift hebben we de adsorptic van NH3 in zure zeolieten, de protono
verdracht waarbij NHt gevormd wordt en de interactie tussen NHt en het zeolietrooster 
bestudeerd met behulp van quantumchemische methoden. Hd ondenoek had twee doelen. 
Het eerste was geddailkerde iufOl'matie over de adsorptie- en proton.overdrachtsprocessen 
te verkrijgen. Het tweede was een quantumchemische methode tc: ontwikkelen waarmee 
nauwkellrige adsorptie en interacticencrgieen berekend kunnen worden. 

De betrouwbaarheid van cen quantumchemisch model dat gebruikt wordt. om adsorp" 
tieprocessen te be1!chrijvcn hangt af van drie factoren. De eerstc is de quantumchemische 
methode zelf, dat wil ;;;~ggen de manier waarop de elektronenstrudum' bel'ekend wordt. 
De twc£dc is de geometrie van het zeoliet en de ('.oordiIl<tt.ie van het adsorbaat. De derde 
is het model dat gebruikt wordt om hd zcoliet te beschrijven, bijvoorbeeld ee~l kristal of 
een cluster met een bepa<Llde vorm. 

In het eerste ded van het proefschrift hebben we de nauwkcurigheid van diverse quan
tUUlchernische methoden bestudeerd. We bC$chreven het zeoliet met een klein duster 
waardoor we tijdrovende rnethod(~o Vall hoge kwaliteit konden gebruikcn. We bestudeer· 
den de effecten van de basisset, de basisset-superpositiefout en elcktronencorrelatie op de 
adsorptieenergie, We hebben drie ver~chillende basissets met elkaar vergdeken: een kleinej 
vergelijkbaar met een split-·valence-basisset met polarisatiefuncties, een grote met diffuse 
functies op het anionischc zuurstofatoom en een basisset waarvan Verwadlt kan worden dat 
ze adsorptie- en protonoverd~'achtsenergieen binnen enkele kJ Imol van de Hartree-Fock
limiet levert. We bcslotcn om voor verdere berekeningen de grok ba,sisset te gebruiken, 
Iioewel zc de shLbilitc,it vall NHt met zojn 10 kJ/mol ondcrsd)<Lt is ze klein genoeg om 
mill of meer routinematig gebruikt tc W()rdell. De adsorptieenergie van NHa is reIatief 
onaflHI.nkdijk v,LIl de gebrllikte basisset, 

Electronencorrelatie kan Iliet vcrw<~Q.doosd worden bij de berekening van ad!;orpt,ie
energieen omdat het ongeveer 10 kJ fmol Van del' Waals-energie toevoegt aan de adsorp
tieenergieen van NHa (,11 NHt. Bovendien stabiliseert het het anionische Ztlurstofatoom 
dat gevormd wordt bij de protonverdrl:lGht rrtd ongel/eel' 10 k.J /mol. De berekende ad8OJ:p
tiei';nergieen moeten gecorrigeerd. worden vOOr de basisset-superpositiefout omdat zonder 
de:;:e cotrectie ad~orptieenergieen overschat worden met 10 kJ fmol op het SCF-niveau 
ell met 20 kJ Imol op MP2-niveau. Bij het gebruik vall kkinere basissets worden deze 
ovc~rschat.t.ingen groter. 

Dc geometl'ie en de coordinatie tussen NHt en hct zeolid zjjn belangrijke factoren 
bij de bcrekcning van adsorptieenergieen. De coordinatie vall NH3 geeft roeestal geen 
problemen orndat het lineair geadsorbeerd is op de zure OH-groep met cen adsorptie
energie van -60 k.J /moL De coordinatie van NEt met het 7,eoliet1'Ooster daarentegen is 
zeer bda.ngrijk. NHt gebonden aan het zeolietrooster met een enkdc watcrstofbrug heeft 
cen a,d$Ol'ptiei>Ilergle van slechts -15 kJ/mo!. NHt gebonden aan het rooster met een hoge 
co(}rdinatie j dat wil zeggen met twee of drie w<\.krstofbr\lggcn, heeft een adsorptieenergie 
van -110 kJ/mo!. De hoge coordinatie V<Jn NH: met. het zeoliet stabiliseert NHt en IIlMkt 
protonoverdracht mogclijk. 

De geometrie van het zeoliet lwcft een grot.c invloed op de adsorptieenergie. Voor NH3 
is deze invloed vrij beperkt. Door optirnalisatie wordt hd zeolietclust.er stabieler en minder 
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readier, dc adsorptieenergie vel'mindert daatdo(}r md, ongcve(:~r 10 kJ /mol. Voor NHt is 
het effect ved grot.eX". Ret 1Ieolietrooster moet zich vetVOl'lYJ..c1l om (~(:n hogc coi.irdinatie 
met het NHt mogelijk te m<l.h~n. Op cen ~eoliet waarvan de geometrie niet vel'vOl'md is, 
is de adsorptiefinergk van dricvoudig gebonden NHt slechts -10 kJ /mn!. AlB het roo!;ter 
de gelegenheid krijgt Om zieh, door middel van een geometl'ieoptim;·I.liS'l.tit, .l,a.l\ tc pa!;8en 
aan het NHt dan I::; de ad:-;orptieenergie -110 k.J /mol. 

N'l,d.l.t we de diverse quantumchemi~ch(~ methodcll on(kno;ocbt baddcn hcbbcn we de 
geldigheid vall kkinc Ch.18t(TS als model voor een zeoliet bestudeerd. We hebbcn de ad
:-;orptieenergie en Mulliken lading(~n V;Ll'l (k ,ltOHlCD V.ln de zure groep van vier verschil
lende cl\1ster~ en (~en kri,.,t.<d onderzocht. Het blijkt dat de clusterberekeningen twee fouten 
hebben. De eerste zijn de randeif(,:t.l:<m; ;Ils gevolg VaIl de verzadiging van de verbroken 
bindingCl) lnct w<tterstofatomen zijn de ladingen van de aanlip;gend<~ a.l.orw~o v(~!"8thilknd 
van hun (~ql1ivaknten in het kristal. Daardoor gedragen ze zich ()ok andet~ tegenovel' 
adsorbaten. Om k voorkomen dat de randeffecten een grote invloed hebben op de bere
kende energiefin l1loeten de wa.tcr8LofatoIlHm minstens vier bindingen van het adsorbaat 
verwijderd zijn. Een tweede Iwdcd vaIl de dusterbenadering is de afwezigheid van de elek
trostatische lange--dt;l{:ht inkntctic5 VaIl het krista!. Het effect van deze interacties op de 
adsorptieenergieen k<)n 50 kJ /mol zijn. Hoewei het kristal een beter model voor het zeoliet 
i:-; omdat de randeffecten afw(:;7.ig zijn en de ckktrost<tti~che lange-·dracht-iIlteracties aan
wezig zijn, leveren de kri~tall)(:tela~t"1it"1gCll W:I;U mmwkcurige .v.l~orptietllergieen orndat we 
door de grootte van het systeem aileen minim;)..lc b<1.sissds kllllTlCn 1I:dl!"uiken. Verder :.:;ijn 
geomdri(:optiumli5aties te bewerkelijk en zijn er aileen dichtheidsfullctionaal·-schattingen 
voor de elektronencorl'ebtie lws(:hikb'I.<I!". 

Op zoek naill' een h<:vrcdigcHdc methode om ad:-;orpt.iei.!nergiei,;n te berekcncn hebben 
we cen methode ontwikkeld die een goed model voor het z(:olid lev(~l't tel'wijl d(~ t<:kentijd 
nauwelijks meer b dan die Vil,Tl (.:CI) (k d\l~t.crbcll<l.dcring. Dit hcbbcn we bcrcikt door 
cen zeolietc.luster in te bedden in cen cotrectiepotentia;.l. D("~7.(~ (:otted:i(:poU~nti;l.~l,l 7.ct. de 
dcktroot.atisehc lange·-dracht-interacties van het kristal over: bet dll~tef ell t01'1'igeett voor 
het elektrostatische gedeelte van df: randdfedCIl. D(: (:OtI·(~<:tiep()t.i~Ilt,i(l.al woY·dt. ;\.IlN~n Ov(~l' 

de atomen van de Zllr:e gto(:p (:Il hd i1.d~()I·b<l,;I.t hcellgc;;d. Ab cell gocd geko;r,(~ll du~kr 
gebruikt wordt, dat wil zeggen de met wal,(~r:stof V(~t?;;l.digde bindingen ?;itt<:n tenmit"1ste vif:L' 
bindingen van de zure sit.(~ af, dan reproduteert het ingcbcddc du:;~cr de a.d80rptid~ncrgiec!) 
van het kri~tal binn~n (:I1kck kJ /mol. 

Binnen de~w iIlgdH.:dde du:-;tcrmcthode hebbell we het gebruik van gcmcngde ba:;i:-;:-;ct:; 
getest. Zo'n gemengde ba,i;isi;d h(:cft ecu h'l.oi~~d va.!) hog(: kWil.Ji ki l op de ;).tonl[~11 \'ond d("~ 

:>;11r!: groq) en een rninirrHlJe basisset op de atomen aan de rand van het duster, Het is om 
ve1'schillen(]<~ I"(:d(:)l[ .. ~u llOOtbakdijk om cell minirnale basi~3ct te gebruiken aan de rand van 
het cluster. Ten eerste leg!. d~ ingd)(:ddc dlll;tcnJldh()d(~ de I"(~sl.I"idi(~ ,~;Ul lid elllotc!" op dat 
de atomen aan de rand van h~t dll~!.eL' d(~7.dfdc W~(llnd.L'ie (":n hn.i;ii;~d mod(:n hd)h(~n ,l.Il'; di~ 
in het kristaL Ten tw~ed<: WOL'("it de lWllodigde bo(~vcdhcid rekentijd bdlOOdijk bepcrkt 
doOl' hct gcbr1.lik van Cen minim ale basisset op de rand van bet duster. De gemengde 
basisset geeft. d(~ ;l,dsnrpt.i(~(~IlCl"1!;itXIl met cen afwijking van rrmximaallO kJ /Inol ten opllichte 
van een grote basissd. Zc (lI1dcrodwt de ad:-;orptietllcrgie VltIl NHt met Qur;cveer 40 t.ot 
50 kJ /mol. De adsorp!.id~[l(":rgi(~ V.ll, NHa i~ minder afll<IUkdijk van dt: ba:-;il:i~d. 
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SamenvattiIlg en AIgcmcnc ConcJusics 

We hebben de resultaten van de geometrie-optimalisaties van het c:hl!;tc:r:, hct, in
gebedde du~ter en het histal met cihLar vergeleken. Ret hlijkt dat de elektrostatische 
lange-dracht-interacties, hoewel ze een niet-verwaa.rloosbare invloed op de berekende ad
sorptieenergieen hebben, nauwelijks invloed hebben op de geometrie van de zure site, We 
kunnen dus de geometrie van een zure groep zoah; we die gevondcn hebbcn met een elus
teroptirnalisatie gcbruikcn voor cen ingebed cluster. Dit is belangrijk omdat we voor een 
dllster automatische geometrie-optimalisaties, waarbij gradienten gebruikt worden, kun
nen gebruiken, Deze technieken zijn niet beschikbaar voor een ingebed cluster. 

We hebben de adsorptieenergieen van NH3 en NHt berekend vOOr een duster ingebed 
in €en chabazidkristal, waa.rbij we; (;(m. W;lJHmgd(~ basif;set gehrtlikten en de geometrie 
g~~deeltelijk optimalisccrdcn. Ret hlijkt dat in dit gevaJ de geometrie-optimalisatie de 
adsOl'baten stabiliseert. 

Uiteindelijk hebben we de adsorptieenergieen van NH3 en NHt berekend op een dua
ter ingebed in cen zeolidkri!;tal wa,arbij we verdeI' aile ka.I'aktetistieken belangrijk voor een 
nauwkeurige bc;r<;kc;ning a,~nwe~ig Waten. We gcbrllikten cen gemengde basis set, corrigeer
den voor de basisset-superpositiefollt en we namen de bijdrage van de elektronencorrelatie 
mee. De geometrie van het cluster werd gedeeltlijk geoptimaliseerd, Er werden meerdere 
coordinaties van NR: met het zeolietrooster bestudeerd, Na correctie voor de tekortko
mingen van de bel'ekening zoals de fout in de basis set, de beperkte Van del' Waals energie 
en de beperkte geometrie-optimalisatie wel'd de adsorptieenergie van NH3 geschat op -
70±1O kJ/mol en die van NHt op -125±15 kJ/mol. Deze laatste komt goed ove:r:(ICtl met 
de experimenteel gemeten ads(lrptiewm·wk. 

Uit. onzc la.at,stc bCl'ckcningen kunnen we de volgellde COlldl1Sies trekken, 
• W~; lwbben (;c;!) bdt"(n.lWk).rc (;1"1 <1lgem(~el1 toepasbal'e methode om adsorptieenergieen 

van kleine moleculen in zeolieten uit te rekenen ontwikkdd, 
• N,~ 'Ld~orptic van NH3 in ltd <;(;olid vjndt PI'ot,onoveI'dt<"1c:ht plaats waal'bij NRt ge· 

vormd wordt. NHt is stabiel omdat het een hoge coordinatie heeft met het zeolie
trooster, 
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Son1.lnario e Conclusioni Generali 

Questa tesi riassume 10 studio, condotto con metodi qtianto-rn~ccanici, della assorbi· 
mento di NH3 ndk :teolite acide, il trasferimento protonico, grazie al quale 5i forma NHt, 
e, infin~, l'int(!r~L?:ionc ft,'!. NRt (~ Iii. T"d(~ della zeolite. L~I. T"iccrpl. II<! for)dil.rU(~Hf,i11Hl(~nt(~ d~w 
obiettivi, II primo e quello di ottenere informa7.ioni dettagliate ~tii p1'Ocessi di a~sorbimento 
e di trasferimento protonico, Il secondo obiettivo rigllarda il tentativo di sviluppare un 
lndodo q\l«.nto··-rneccanico COIl il quale sia possibile c.alcolare energie di assorbimento e di 
intet<'L7.iollC in Y"n<\.Ili(~rQ <lccurata, 

La ;;;oliditil, di un moddlo qmmt,omeccanico, wmt,o per d(~S(Tiven; pr()(~(~s~i di ,Lf;SOr
bimcnto, dipcndc (h trc f<lttori. II primo t~ il metodo quallto meccanico lIS'I.tO, 601; il 
modo in cui viene calcolata la struttura elettronica, Il secondo concerne la geometria e la 
cootdin,Ll':ion(: dell' iI,:-;sorh,t(.c). II kr~o riguard'i. il moddlo 11sat,o lwr (kHCriVCIT la ~(:~{}liU~. 

Nella ptima patte (Ii qll{~sl.a.l.ci;i <l.bbi'I.HI() ~h.ldi,\l.o 1'<lccllI"<d·,(~~";;·I. d(~i \I;\.ti mdodi quanto
mecca.llici. Dal momento chc abbiamo considet~tto la zeolite come tin d!.l~ter di piccole 
dimen:-;ioni, abbiarno usato metodi di alta qualita richiedenti rnolto tempo di calc.olo, Ab
biarno succ.essivamente studiato gli effetti sull'energia di assorbimento indot.ti dal set base, 
dall' errore di superposizione di set base (BSSE) e dalla correlazione elettronica, Abbiamo 
preso a c.onfronto tre diversi set base: uno di piccolo dimensioni, simile ad un set base 
split-valence, dotato di f\ln7.ioni di polariz7.azione, uno grande caratterizato cla funzioni 
dilTll!jC ~1l11' ~~t01!lO di o::;~igcno, aV(~llte carica negatiwi. t;, illfilW, 1lI1 sd. bilS(~ attr;lVetSO il 
quale fo~se po~sibilie pl,t'~vt:def(,~ ;;;c k {~llf~rp;i(~ di ;\$sol'bimento e tl'aderimento protonic.o siano 
realmente contentute entr~ illimite Hartree-Fock. Abbiamo deciso di usare il secondo set 
b;1>;(\ qlldlo gn1ndc, per l.dtcriori (~1\.lcoli. And\c liC ql.lCst.o sd hase soHova.lllh, [;1, ;:;tabilita 
eli NH: eli cirea 10 k.J Imol, si dimostra suffieentemente piccolo COS! da c:-;serc \1:-;<i.tO pi(l 0 

mCllO a.bihmlm(~nk. L\~Il(Tgia di al:l~orbilBcnto di NH~ riSll\t;L rd;l.t.ivaIll(~IIt,(~ indipelldente 
dal sd b;),s(~. L,) (:ol"I·dil.zion(~ ckt.Lnmi(:;L non Pll~) (~s;:;(~te tr;~~C11t';·~ta, pel'che eontribuisce di 
circa 10 k.J /rnol (qll(!;:;to (~ontl'ihllt() (~ l' cncl'p;ia di Van del' Waals) aile energie eli assorbi
menl.o di NH3 en NH:t. Inolt.r'e ~ta,bilizzn. di circa 10 k.l/moll' atomo anionieo di oosigcno 
ottenuto per mezzo del trasferimento protonico, Le energie di 1l!:lSorhilrl(~llto d(~v(}no peto 
essere corrette al fine di €'-vitare il nSSE, Senza questa c.orreziollc, lc (~ncrgi(~ di il.s:::;OI"bimento 
sarebbero infatti sopravalutate di 10 kJ/rnol e di 20 kJ/IIwl, ri~pettivmll(~l)k pCr i livelli 
SCF e MP2. St~ il set bas(~ llSat.o i~ di minod dimen~ioni, Ie energie saranrlO rrmggiormcIlk 
sopl'avalllta,te. 

La geomet.ria e la, (:oo['(linazinne e~lst.ente fl'a NH;' e la zeolite ~()no fat tori moHo 
import anti al fine del cako]o delle energie di assorbimento, Vi solito, 1a ('.(Hmlina",joJw di 
NH3 non erea problemi di sorta perche NtI3 viene a~sorbat.o lill(~'lrrJwllk slll f!:l"llppO acido 
OR COIl llIl'CllCq~i~l di 'l.s:-\oI"hj)rl(~~lt,o pari il GO k.J Imol. D' "It 1'<), part,(\ la coofdinazione di 
NH~' con la rete zeolitica e fonte eli qualc.he problema. La iOIW NB: , inf'l.t,t,i, k)1;ill.o ;Llb rete 
ddb zeolite con un ~ingolo legamc ,~d idroll,cno, hil. llIl' ell(~rgi;L di ;1ssotbirnf'nto pari a soli 

15 kJ Imo!. NHt) legat.o all<}.· rdc, aV(~nl,c l.ll) ,l.iLo llllII)(~I'O di coordinazione (con due 0 tre 
legami eli idrogeno), ha un' ener!!;ia di assorbirnento di -110 kJ /mol. L' ,lit ,I. t.nnl'dir"l;).zione 
eli NHt con la zeolite stahilizza. NHt e rencle possibile il tra~feriIrl!mto prot.tlIlic.:o. 

La geometl'ia della zeolite influenza I' energia di assorbirnento. PCI' NH,~, qU(~i;ti\, in
flllen7.a i? di poco filievt'>. L' ntt.imizzr-t,7.ione geometl'ica stabilizza e rcndc mCllO rcatt.ivo 
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Sommario e Conclusion; Generaii 

il chu;h~r zeolitico; pertanto 11 energia di a.~~()rhiIIl<:!Ilto si tiduce di circa 10 kJ/moL Per 
quanta riguarda NHt, l' effdto e di maggiore intensita, La rete z€o1itica, ijlf~Ltti, si deve 
deformare in modo cia. taggiungere un' alta coordinazione con NHt. 5\l una zeolite, avente 
geometria non ddonnat.a I' energia di assorbimento di NHt, legato mediante tre 1egami 
ad idrog(~no, e di solo -10 kJ /mol. Se, in una ottimizMzione geometrica, 1a rete ha l' 
opportunitit di deformarsi, I' energia di aS8orbimtnto (; pad a -110 kJ/mol. 

Dopo aver p~·(;So in wnsiderazione i vari metodi quanto···meccanid, abbiamo vagliato 1a 
possibilitiL di adattare un cluster di piccok dimcnsioni ad un modello zeo1itico, In questo 
contesto, abbiamo esaminato l' enctgia di assorbimento e 1e cariche di M\lUiken per gli 
atomi del gruppo acido di quatt['o divel'si cluster e di un cristallo. Due divers! tipi di errore 
risultano dai calcoli cffctt.uati sui cluster. Un tipo di errOre e rappresentato dai cosidetti 
dfetti di m,~rgioe: in seguito alla saturazione, media.nt.e atomi di idrogeno, dei 1egami 
precedcntemcnt.e totti, Ie cariche deg1i atomi in prossimita degli idl'ogeni, sono diverse cia 
quclle che gli stessi atomi pres€ntano !lei (:l"i~b.llo. Pertanto illoro comportamento ca.mbia 
a seconda del tipo di a5oorb<l.to. 

P(~r evitate che gli effetti di m~\rginc a.tqlli~tino una relativa importanza nel calcolo 
delle enel'gie, gli atomi eli idrogcno dtvono essere separati di almeno quat,tr(> Icgarni daH' 
assorbato, Un secondo sva.ta.ggio deL'ivante daW appros8irnazionc con lIn cluster e I' assenza 
delle interazioni a lungo raggio. L' e:ffetto di questa interazioni ~ull' encrgia di assorbimento 
puo essere pari a 50 kJ /mo]. 

Scbbenc i1 cristallo rappresenta un moddlo ruigliort ptI' ]a zeolite perche gli effetti 
<.Ii mal'ginc ~ono assenti e, d' altra parte, woo ptesenti Ie interazioni a lungo raggio, I 
(~i~lcoli sui cristallo non fornis('.o!lo a(:n]r<\.t(~ en€l'gle di assorbimento perchc, <l. causa. delle 
grandi dimensioni del !;i!;teula, si e costretti ad usare un set b<l.sC minimo. Inoltre, F 
ottiwi%<lzione geometrica l'isulta troppo !<l.bm·io};'l e pel' quanto riguarda la c.orrdazionc 
elettronica, esistono ~olo st.ill1~~ in funzione della densita, 

Nella ricerca di un mecc,U)i!;IllO pi!'] soddisfacente per calc.o1are le encrgic di ~lss()l'bi

mento, abbiamo svi1uppato un mdodo i~) gl'ado di fornire un discreto modd1o per b zeolit.e 
e c.he, simultanearwmk, l·idlicd~L 1111 tempo eli cakolo di poco maggiorc a q!1ello impiegato 
nell' approssima~ion(; eli dt[~t.ei'. Mediante questa metodo, ci (.~ SUit.!) possibbile "intarsiare" 
un cluster in un pot(;nziak~ di cOl'relazione, Questo potcIlzialc indude il duster nelle in
terazioni a lungo wggio C COl'l'egge, pel' quanta riguardo la parte ekttrostatka, gli effetti 
di margine, Il potcmo;i,lk di (:ol'I'ezione e usato solo sug1i atomi del gI'1.lPPO acido edell' 
assol'bato, Se 3i ft\ uoo di ][1\ dnst.cI' <I.deguatamente scelto (questo :oignifica.. the i legami, 
saturati c.on atomi di idrowmo SO]"JO ~eparati dal gruppo acido da almeno quatt!,Q Icgami), 
10 5cheum del clu~ter "int"ll'si~to" l'ipl'odurra quasi fede1menk le cnergic di assorbimento 
del cristallo, con una differcn',m di pot-hi kJ /mol. 

Nell' a.mbito del metodo del duster "inl.'I.!'si<J.t.o" abbiamo verificato I' uso di llIl set 
base misto, Un tale oct ba.8e <'~ c()~tit,uit{) da una. set base di alta qualita sugli atoml del 
gruppo acido (~ ~11) ~d ba~e mlnimo sugli atomi a1 margine del duskr. D,~ tutto cia risu1ta 
cite il ]n(~I.()do del duster "intarsiato" riehiede ('.he gli <LI,()mi ,\.1 mal'gine del cluster debbanQ 
avere la stessa geometria c ]n 8te~~o ~et hr.~e del cristallo, Inoltre, il tempo di takolo risulta 
ridotto nel caso in cui oi fa.cch. HSO dl un set base di grande dirnemioni oul ma.l'gine del 
cluster. II set base rnioto con(\\\(:c ~.d una 0.n~l'gia di assorbimento avente un deviazionc di 
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10 kJ Imol dspetto a q\lcll~ derivante da,l1n set base piG grande. U energia di assorbimento 
di NH; e wttovalutata di ci,ca 40·-50 kJ Imo!. L' energia di assorbimento di NH~ risulta 
invece meno dipendente dal set base usato. 

Abbiamo succesivamente confrontato i risultati ottenuti dall' ottimizzazion~ gcomet
rica del duster, del cluster "intarsiato" e del cristallo, Sebbene k intcrazione a lungo raggio 
abbiano un' influenza non trascurabile sulle energie di !~!j~orhimen(,(), l'influell7.a. sulla ge
omettia del gtuppo acido non I: di gtande l'ilievo. Pet'tanto e possibile usare Ia geometria 
del gruppo acido, precedentemente ottentuto per il duster, per il clust,(~r "intarJ;i<:l.to" TuUo 
('.io e di grande importan:.m p(Tchf, per il dUJ;kr, i~ possibik usar.'e I' ottimizzazione auto
m~t.ic~t b~LH~b:1. Hull' uso dei gtadienti. Qlleste tecniche non sono disponibili per il cluster 
"lntatsiat.o" A bbiamo quindi calcolato Ie energie do assorbimento di NHa e NHt lOU Ull 

duster "intarsiato" in un eristallo di cahazite, In quest,Q conte8t.o abbiamo lisato un set 
ba13e di tipo rni J:>to , effehmndo una parzia.lc nt,t,imi7.7.a7.ione di geometria. In questa easo, l' 
ottirnizzazion€ di gcoIIldria :-;t!~bili;:;M i J;orh'lti. 

Per ultimo, abbiarno calcolato I' cncrgia di 'I.SSOl'bimento eli NH3 e NHt sa un duster 
'iut'~l"l;iato)) in un cril;t<dJo di c;lb'l.ritc, ill ptcsen7.a di condizioni favorevoli per un calcolo 
<1.[:c1.lra.to. Tn q\lcstO ['.<1.80, i:~ 8UI,tO usato un 8f!t base di tipo misto; il BSSE e stato corrdto cd 
L stato c,~kolato il coutribuito d{~rivant.e (hLlla wrrela7.ione elettronica, In questa conte:;to, 
:;ono Ijt,~k J;tudiati diversi tipi di WMdinazione di NHt con la rete zeolitiea, Dopo ,wet 
<:scguit,o k nc(:css<!'ric (:m·t(~zi()ni (pet' eSf!mpio queUe sull' energia di Van J(:T Wa.~Lls e qllella 
Bull' ottirnizza;:;ione di IIP.)Xndri<1. inc<)mplct.l.), I' enet'gia di assorbimento di NRr fu !:ltimab'l. 
pati a -70±lO kJ/mol e qllella di NHt pari a -125±15 kJ/mo). L' ull.im;L tislllta in un 
buon accordo con Ie misnre sperimentali, Dagli ultimi (~,~koli i:~ possibile condudere quanta 
segue: 

• E st.at.o possihile sviluppa.te unllletodo attendibile e applic<1.hik ~ll nl.kolo dell' cIlel'gie 
di assorbimento di piccole molec.ole nella zeolite. 

• Dopo I'assorbimento di NH~ ha luogo il trl:l.!:>ferimcuto dd ptot{)Ilf!; in seguito a cio, si 
forma NHt. NHt e stabile perche present a. un' ij!t,a. coOI'dinazion€ eon la rete della 
zeolite. 
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'A quantum chemical description of proton transfer in zeolites' 

E. H. Teunissen 

1 Vergelijkingen tussen experiment en quanturn-chemische berekeningen geven 
vaal een verschillende uitkorIlst, niet omdat de quantum-chcmischc methode 
niet goed genoeg zou zijn, maar orndat deze van goed gedefinieeerde syst.emen 
uitgaat, iets wat experimented niet altijd het geval is, 

2 Het "ongebruikelijke rnechanisme') zoals voorgcsteld door Medin et, aI is 
nict aileen ongebruikel~ik maar ook hoogst onwaarschijnlijk, 

A. S, Medin, V. Yu Botovkov, V. D, Kazansky, A, G. Pelmcnschikov and 

G. M, Zhidomirov, Oil tile UllUSUal mecllanism of Lewil; acidity manifestation 

in HZSM,,5 zeolites, Zeolites 10, 668 (1990). 

3 The methode, gebruikt door Derouane en Fripiat, om Al-substitutie energie-
en uit te rckenen mag hoogst onbetrouwbaar genoemd worden, 

E, G. Deroll1Lne and J. G, fripiat, NOIl-emp~rica1 qUiiIltum chemical s~udy o{ 
the siting and paiting of aluminium in t;J~e MFI framework, Zeolites 5, l65 

(1985). 

4 Aangezien er zoiets als een acceptabeic wachttijd besta.a.t, neemt het aantal 
qna.nturn-chemische berekcningen dat uitgevoerd wordt niet toe bij vergro
t.ing van de rekencapaciteit, de kwalitcit. ervan echter weI. 

5 Editors van tijdschriften zouden erop toe moeten zien dat artikelen waar naar 
verwezen wordt als 'in preparation\ 'to be Pflblishcd' en 'to be submitted) 
na. enigc tijd ook daadwcrkelijk verschijnen. 

6 Blijkbaar is de hoeveclheid litcra.tuur zo toegenomen dat er in het werk 
waarin de AI-J-( afstand gemeten wordt, er niet meer gerefereerd wordt na.ar 
rnetingen van Al~H afstanden van minder rccente datum, 

N, p, Kenastoll, A, T. Bell and J .A, Reimer, Dderminii~ion of the AI-H 
Internuclear Distances in ZSM-5 using NMR spectroscopy, J. PhY5. Chern. 

98, 894 (1994). 
R, L. Steven!;!)n, The location of proton in dehydrated Y-·Faujasit~, J, Ca.tal. 
21,113 (1971). 



7 Dc conclusic Van Sauer et aI betreffende de protonoverdrachtsencrgie van 
water in z~olieten 7,OU waarschijnIijk anders zijn geweest als zij de Basis 
Superpositie Fout uitgcrekend zouden hebben . 

.1. Sauer, .1. Horn, M. Haser and R. Ahlrichs, F()rm.ation of bydroniulil ioJJ.s 

on Br!»nsted shGS in zcolil,e catalysts: a qlla11tum-clwmical ab lIJitiQ study, 

Chem. Pltys. Ldt, 173,26 (1990). 
8 Aangczien men absoJuut niet g6nteressecrd is in de conformatie van (len 

zeolif.tc!usLer die correspondeert md het absolute minimum, en de water
stofat,01nCll di~ de verhroken verhindingen ve,zadigen geen invloed horen te 
hebben, is het werk vall O'Malley d 8.1. wcinig zinvol te noemen. Oovendicn 
is het versch i I it! adsorptieenergie van N H3 vOor heide conformcren, slechts 
0.1 kJ/nwl, te verwaarlozell, 

P. J, O'Malley, H. Soscun and S. J, Collil1~, The "tme" minimum ~~nergy 

sttlJdlJre of H3SiOHAIH3. Implications for conformatioIJal prefere11ces of 

bridf{ed hydroxyl groups ill zeolites, Chern. Phys. Lett.. 217, 29 (1 fl91), 
9 In lid algemccn is hd. ZO dat als de kwalit.eit van een bcrekening toeneemt 

degenc die ze uitvoert minder aan de analyse van het resultaat doet. ell 
minder PLandacht bcsteedt aan het mogelijke belang van deze berekcning. 

10 Hct zou opportuun gcnoemd mogen worden dat er een grote hoevcdheid 
cillstcrbereh:ningen g-cdaan is voordat de waarde van de c!usterbenadering 
Lepaald was, 

II Z(~epbakjes zouden van onbreekbaar plastic moeten ziju, en geslot.en moeten 
blijwn tijdens de reis. 

12 Panndappen zouden van onLrandbaar materiaal moeien zijn. 
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